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“Enter ye in at the narrow gate: for
wide is the gate and broad is the way
that leadeth to destruction, and many
there are who go in thereat.
How narrow is the gate, and strait
is the way that leadeth to life: and few
there are that find it!”
Matthew 7: 13 - 14
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Abstract
Abstract
A model for understanding the formation and propagation of modes in curved optical waveg-
uides is developed. A numerical method for the calculation of curved waveguide mode profiles
and propagation constants in two dimensional waveguides is developed, implemented and tested.
A numerical method for the analysis of propagation of modes in three dimensional curved op-
tical waveguides is developed, implemented and tested. A technique for the design of curved
waveguides with reduced transition loss is presented. A scheme for drawing these new waveg-
uides and ensuring that they have constant width is also provided. Claims about the waveguide
design technique are substantiated through numerical simulations.
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Introduction
Introduction
Motivation:
Given that today’s photonic systems require more power to handle increasing traffic, using
devices with higher functionality and lower footprint, there is a strong emphasis on reducing
the size of photonic integrated circuits while maintaining, or increasing, functionality at reduced
cost [1–4]. One possible method for reducing the size of photonic integrated circuits is to use
curved waveguides to connect devices on chip, this allows for more compact system design. One
technique for achieving footprint reduction is to reduce the bend radius of curved waveguides
connecting two devices, this increases the waveguide curvature. Increased curvature can lead
to an increase in optical losses, so there is a need for curved waveguide designs that can have
high curvature while exhibiting low losses. These new low loss bends can then be employed
as components of devices, such as arrayed waveguide gratings, echelle gratings, s-bends, in
photonic integrated circuits whose overall size can be reduced.
To enable a low loss curved waveguide to be designed, the mode properties of curved waveguides
must be understood. The interaction of modes from straight and curved waveguides is one of
the causes of loss in curved waveguides. Another source of loss is that which occurs while a
wave is propagating in a device. The aim of this thesis is to design a curved waveguide that
allows for a reduction in certain aspects of the total loss associated with curved waveguides. In
designing these low loss bends the total size of a device can be reduced because a bend with a
lower radius of curvature can be used.
The design of these new waveguide bends is accomplished by application of analytical and
numerical design techniques. The resulting design schemes are simple to implement, require
no extra fabrication steps and ensure a reduction in the total loss associated with a waveguide
bend.
Thesis Outline:
This thesis comprises five chapters. Chapter 1 describes the background theory necessary
for understanding optical waveguides. The effects of waveguide curvature on mode properties
are described. The mechanisms that induce loss in curved waveguides are introduced. The
model currently used to explore curved waveguides is presented and extended from two to three
spatial dimensions. The extension of the curved waveguide model produces a partial differential
equation whose solution describes the mode behaviour in curved optical waveguides.
The technique used to compute the mode solutions in curved optical waveguides is presented
in Chapter 2. The finite element method is applied to the extended curved waveguide model
so that the mode profiles and propagation constants of curved waveguides can be calculated
numerically. An implementation of an object oriented code that can compute the required
solutions is discussed.
Chapter 3 presents the details necessary for understanding the propagation of modes in curved
optical waveguides. Absorbing boundary conditions, i.e. perfectly matched layer boundary
conditions, are used in conjunction with finite element beam propagation method to step a
mode through a waveguide. A custom computer code is written to realise this. With this tool
it will be possible to characterise the loss associated with curved optical waveguides.
Chapter 4 applies the knowledge developed in Chapters 1 - 3 to design a new type of curved
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optical waveguide. The techniques currently being used to design curved waveguides are pre-
sented. Then, by application of a known technique, a new type of curved waveguide bend is
designed. It will be seen that this new bend type will ensure a reduction in total losses associ-
ated with a curved waveguide via a reduction in what is known as mode transition loss. The
method used to design the new waveguides are presented in detail.
Over the course of this thesis a series of tools were developed to help in the understanding of
the curved waveguide problem, see Section 2.4 in Chapter 2 and Section 3.5 in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 5 the results of the application of these new tools to the curved waveguide problem
are presented. It will be seen that the new waveguide bend design technique, see Section 4.3
of Chapter 4, does in fact result in a waveguide in which the light propagates with lower loss.
These results are arrived at through a study of the propagation of light in curved waveguide
structures enabled by the computer code written as part of this thesis.
Appendix A contains a detailed discussion of a result from the theory of complex variables
that underpins the extended curved waveguide model described in Section 1.3. Appendix B
contains a discussion of the variational principle that is the foundation of the theory of the finite
element method when it used to compute mode profiles, see Section 2.3, and enable propagation
calculations, see Section 3.3. Appendix C contains a description of a data structure that is used
to ensure certain numerical operations are completed in a timely fashion. Lastly, Appendix D
contains the algorithms used to perform certain tasks inside the computer programs that were
written as part of this thesis.
Throughout this thesis light is assumed to have a wavelength of λ = 1.55 (µm) unless otherwise
stated. Quoted refractive index values are also specified at this wavelength.
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Chapter 1
The Physics of Curved Optical
Waveguides
Summary: An outline of the theory necessary for understanding optical waveguide modes is
presented. The loss mechanisms associated with curved waveguides are presented. The curved
slab waveguide model is extended to three dimensions using the conformal mapping technique.
1.1 Introduction
An optical waveguide is a region of high refractive index material, called a core, surrounded
by a region of lower refractive index, usually referred to as the cladding. The refractive index
difference between the core and the cladding enables, under certain circumstances, light to be
confined inside the core and from there to propagate in the high index region. The conditions
under which light is confined are determined by the material properties of the dielectrics, the
wavelength of the light, and the cross section geometry of the waveguide. The mechanism by
which light is confined is known as total internal reflection [5]. When light, propagating in the
core, impinges on a dielectric boundary an amount of the light is reflected and an amount is
transmitted into the adjoining medium of lower refractive index, allowing the propagation of a
light-wave in that medium, see Figure 1.1(a). For certain propagation angles no light is trans-
mitted from the core into the cladding region, this is known as confinement, see Figure 1.1(b).
The critical angle
θc = sin−1
(
n2
n1
)
(1.1)
defines the angle above which total internal reflection will occur.
This ray picture, while providing a basic illustration of the confinement mechanism, is incom-
plete. The optical waveguide is, in its essence, a resonance chamber with certain “fundamental
vibrations”, these “fundamental vibrations” are known as the modes of the waveguide. A mode
is a type of wave that can propagate in the waveguide once it has been excited. It has a distinct
shape and propagation constant. The mode propagation constant is a number that defines the
phase velocity of the mode in the waveguide through vp = ω/β, for a wave with angular fre-
quency ω and propagation constant β. Understanding how waveguide modes behave is critical
for the design of photonic devices.
1. The Physics of Curved Optical Waveguides 1.1 Introduction
n2
n1
Θc
ΘΘ
Φ
Cladding
Core
(a) Internal reflection
n2
n1
Θc
ΘΘ
Φ Cladding
Core
(b) Total internal reflection
Figure 1.1: Ray diagrams illustrating reflection and refraction at a dielectric boundary where
n1 > n2.
The cross-sectional geometry of the waveguide, the material properties and the wavelength of the
light determine the shape and number of bound state modes that can propagate in a waveguide,
some common waveguide structures are presented in Figures 1.2(a) - 1.2(d). Another factor
that can affect a waveguide’s behaviour is its curvature, κ, along the axis of propagation. If a
waveguide has zero curvature along its axis of propagation then it is a straight waveguide and
its behaviour and properties are already well understood [6–9]. However, when the waveguide
curvature becomes non-zero the behaviour of the light inside the waveguide is changed. It
becomes more difficult to confine the light because the non-zero curvature means that more
light can escape through the curved boundaries of the waveguide walls. This is because the
mode is shifted from the centre towards the outer wall of the waveguide. This shift in the
mode position is caused by the bending of the waveguide and becomes more pronounced as
the curvature increases, as observed in [10,11]. The curvature of the waveguide also affects the
shape of the waveguide mode, the mode is no longer symmetric about a central axis as would
be the case in a straight waveguide.
This mode shape difference, or mode mismatch, can be problematic in photonic devices, for
example, if a straight waveguide is connected to a curved waveguide the mode from the straight
section must convert to the mode in the curved section, this leads to transition loss. Transition
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Figure 1.2: Common optical waveguide structures
loss is defined as as the power coupling efficiency between the mode in the straight section and
the mode in the bent section [12]. Transition loss is computed by the overlap integral method
using the formula [12–17]
LT = 10 log10 T (dB) (1.2)
where the overlap integral T is computed from
T =
∫∫
Ω
ψsψb dΩ(∫∫
Ω
ψsψs dΩ
∫∫
Ω
ψbψb dΩ
)1/2 (1.3)
In equation (1.3) ψs represents the mode from the straight section and ψb represents the mode
from the bend section. Transition loss reduction techniques are discussed in Chapter 4. The
effects of back-reflection are not included in this estimate for transmission loss.
A second loss mechanism that arises is known as pure bending loss [10, 18–28]. As a mode
propagates in a straight waveguide its phase front is orthogonal to the direction of propagation.
In a waveguide bend the field and phase front must rotate about the centre of curvature of the
bend with constant angular velocity. Away from the waveguide bend the phase front curvature
starts to increase because the phase velocity must increase if it is to remain in step with
the mode profile. Since the phase velocity cannot exceed the speed of light there will be a
point at which the phase velocity cannot remain in step with the bend mode, the field in the
region beyond this point becomes radiative. The resulting radiation is known as bend loss. This
phenomenon is known as electromagnetic tunelling [11,22], the point at which it occurs is known
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as a caustic [10]. The amount of energy lost increases with increasing curvature. Bending loss
is also dependent on the waveguide materials and geometry, for example a waveguide bend that
has a low index contrast will be more lossy than a bend with a high index contrast because
less light is confined in a low index contrast bend, similarly rib waveguides, see Figure 1.2(c),
with low etch depth will only be able to provide weak confinement for waveguide modes [25].
Numerical methods, such as the finite element method, have been used to show that the bend
loss, due to propagation in a curved rib waveguide, can be computed by [16,17,29,30]
Lb = 20 log10 e
pi
2 Rβi (dB/90◦) (1.4)
= 4.342pi Rβi (dB/90◦) (1.5)
where βi is the imaginary part of the propagation constant.
Another type of loss mechanism that is frequently cited is the power attenuation coefficient [24].
This is often computed as
∆P = 10 log10
(
P (z)
P (0)
)
(dB) (1.6)
where P (z) is the power at some point along the direction of propagation and P (0) is the power
in the straight section of the guide. The average power of an an optical wave is computed from
the real part of the Poynting vector of the electromagnetic field.
Other sources of loss that occur when dealing with photonic devices include scattering loss and
insertion loss. Scattering loss is caused by sidewall roughness. Sidewall roughness is a periodic
deformation of an optical waveguide caused by the fabrication process. If the device is carefully
made errors due to sidewall roughness and hence scattering loss can be kept to a minimum [14].
Another source of loss in photonic devices is insertion loss, the loss that occurs when attempting
to get light into a device. Reduction of insertion loss is a major topic of interest in its own right
and will not be given much consideration in this thesis.
Analytical models for the solution of the curved waveguide problem have been proposed. For
one-dimensional curved slabs a field matching method, similar to that which is used to analyse
the slab waveguide, can be used to determine a dispersion equation whose solution provides
the complex propagation constants for the curved waveguide [31]. This technique has the
advantage of being quasi-analytical, however, the resulting equation is very difficult to solve
numerically because its solution requires the evaluation of Bessel and Hankel functions of very
large, complex order [31]. Perturbative techniques have also been used to study the waveguide
bend propagation characteristics [16,32,33]. These techniques are generally able to re-produce
the mode profiles in curved slab waveguides, which will allow for a study of the transition loss,
but not able to produce information required to compute the bending loss. Field-matching
techniques have been developed for two-dimensional waveguides but apply only to special cases
of waveguides, such as rectangular waveguides [19,30].
A technique that has proven to be very successful when applied to curved waveguides is the
conformal mapping approach developed by Heiblum and Harris [34]. This method converts a
curved waveguide section into an equivalent straight section using a conformal mapping. The
effect of the conformal mapping is to mathematically induce a change in the refractive index
profile in the equation whose solution provides the mode shape in the bend, effectively, the
refractive index gains a slope that is proportional to the waveguide curvature. The advantage
of this approach is that it can be extended from two to three spatial dimensions, without
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necessitating a change in coordinates and it also explains many of the radiation features that
have been observed from experiments with curved waveguides [10,11].
In Section 1.2 the physics necessary for understanding optical waveguides is introduced. The
solution of the slab waveguide in straight and curved configurations is discussed in Sections 1.2.1
and 1.2.2 respectively. Approximate models for estimating the loss associated with curved
waveguides are briefly discussed in Section 1.2.3. This chapter closes by showing how to map
the curved waveguide problem onto an equivalent straight waveguide. It will be seen how the
transformation of the problem effects the equations involved and how this transformed problem
will lead onto the numerical calculation of curved waveguide modes and propagation in curved
waveguides.
1.2 Modal Analysis for Optical Waveguides
The behaviour of light inside an optical waveguide is well described by Maxwell’s equations [6–9].
∇×E = −∂B
∂t
∇×H = J + ∂D
∂t
∇ ·D = ρ ∇ ·B = 0
D = E B = µH
J = σe E ∇ · J + ∂ρ
∂t
= 0
The quantities described are the electric field E, magnetic field H, electric flux density D,
magnetic flux density B, current density J, electrical permittivity , magnetic permeability µ,
charge density ρ and electrical conductivity σe. Active devices are not being considered, so terms
describing the distribution of the charge inside a waveguide are neglected. It is also assumed
that the refractive index of the waveguide is linear, isotropic and homogenous, this means that
the relative electrical permittivity, r, can be written as a scalar function of position i.e. r =
r(x, y, z). The electrical permittivity, , is defined as the product of the vacuum permittivity
0 and the relative permittivity r. The magnetic permeability, µ, is similarly defined as the
product of the vacuum permeability µ0 and the relative permeability µr. Since magnetic devices
are not being considered, we set µr = 1 hence µ = µ0. Under these assumptions Maxwell’s
curl and divergence equations reduce to the following [6–9].
∇×E = −µ0 ∂H
∂t
∇×H = 0 r ∂E
∂t
(1.7)
∇ · (r E) = 0 ∇ ·H = 0 (1.8)
The refractive index, n, of the material is defined as the ratio of the speed of the wave in vacuo
and the speed of the wave in the medium [35]. In a vacuum the speed of an electromagnetic
wave is the speed of light, c, defined by c = (µ0 0)−1/2. In a material the speed of the wave is
reduced by its interaction with the material, this speed is given by u = (µ )−1/2. The ratio of
these speeds is the material refractive index n = c/u, substituting for µ and  it is seen that
the refractive index is given by n = √r or r = n2 [35].
Waveguide structures commonly used for telecommunication’s applications, see Figures 1.2(a)
- 1.2(d), support the propagation of waves of a certain polarisation. These were classified by
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Figure 1.3: The polarisation directions of the electric and magnetic fields for the Ex and Ey
polarisations
Marcatilli as the Ex and Ey waves [36,37], also known as the EH and HE waves [8] or hybrid
waves [9]. The waves are assumed to have a time-dependence of the form ei ω t, where ω is the
angular frequency of the wave, ω is related to the wavelength λ by the wavenumber k0, defined
as k0 = 2piλ =
ω
c .
The Ex wave has its electric field polarised along the xˆ direction, the wave is dominated by
the electric field along the xˆ direction and the magnetic field along the yˆ direction. It has no
electric field component along the yˆ direction and only a very weak magnetic field component
along the zˆ direction. The electric field of the Ex wave is represented by equation (1.9) and its
magnetic field is given by equation (1.10), where it has been assumed that the time-dependence
of all field components can be decoupled from the spatial variation.
Ex(r, t) = {Ex(r), 0, Ez(r)} ei ω t (1.9)
Hx(r, t) = {Hx(r), Hy(r), Hz(r)} ei ω t (1.10)
The Ey wave has its electric field polarised along the yˆ direction, the Ey wave is dominated
by the x component of the magnetic field and the y component of the electric field. It has
no magnetic field along the yˆ direction and a very weak electric field along the xˆ direction.
The electric field of the Ey wave is given by equation (1.11) and its magnetic field is given by
eqref (1.12), with a decoupled time-dependence. The polarisation directions of the electric and
magnetic fields for both polarisations are shown in Figure 1.3.
Ey(r, t) = {Ex(r), Ey(r), Ez(r)} ei ω t (1.11)
Hy(r, t) = {Hx(r), 0, Hz(r)} ei ω t (1.12)
Substitution of equations (1.9) and (1.10) into Maxwell’s curl and divergence conditions, (1.7)
and (1.8), allows the governing equations for the Ex polarisation to be determined. The compo-
nents of the Ex polarised field are expressed in Ex because that is assumed to be the dominating
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term for that polarisation. The components of the Ex polarised waves are described by
∂2Ex
∂x2
+ ∂
2Ex
∂y2
+ ∂
2Ex
∂z2
+ k20 n2Ex = 0 (1.13)
∂Ez
∂z
= −∂Ex
∂x
(1.14)
Hx =
i
ω µ0
∂Ez
∂y
(1.15)
Hy =
i
ω µ0
(
∂Ex
∂z
− ∂Ez
∂x
)
(1.16)
Hz = − i
ω µ0
∂Ex
∂y
(1.17)
In a similar manner, substitution of equations (1.11) and (1.12) into the curl equations (1.7)
and the divergence condition (1.8) allows the governing equations for the Ey polarisation to be
found. The components of the Ey polarised field are expressed in Hx because that is assumed
to be the dominating term for that polarisation. The governing equations for the components
of the Ey polarised waves are found to be
∂2Hx
∂x2
+ ∂
2Hx
∂y2
+ ∂
2Hx
∂z2
+ k20 n2Hx = 0 (1.18)
∂Hz
∂z
= −∂Hx
∂x
(1.19)
Ex = − i
ω 0 n2
∂Hz
∂y
(1.20)
Ey = − i
ω 0 n2
(
∂Hx
∂z
− ∂Hz
∂x
)
(1.21)
Ez =
i
ω 0 n2
∂Hx
∂y
(1.22)
Equations (1.13) - (1.17) and (1.18) - (1.22) describe the behaviour of the electromagnetic field
for Ex and Ey polarised waves. These equations form the basis of the analysis required to
understand optical waveguides.
In an optical waveguide only waves of a certain shape are allowed to propagate. These waves
are known as the normal modes of the waveguide, or simply the waveguide modes. To examine
the behaviour of modes in optical waveguides the z-dependence of the fields for the Ex and
Ey polarised waves is assumed to be of the form e−i β z, where β is the propagation constant
of the mode in the waveguide. Taking this dependence into account changes equations (1.13)
and (1.18). The Ex component of the Ex polarised wave is described by the solution of equa-
tion (1.23) [37,38].
∂2Ex
∂x2
+ ∂
2Ex
∂y2
+ (k20 n2 − β2)Ex = 0 (1.23)
The Hx component of the Ey wave is described by the solution of equation (1.24) [37,38].
1
n2
∂2Hx
∂x2
+ 1
n2
∂2Hx
∂y2
+
(
k20 −
β2
n2
)
Hx = 0 (1.24)
The solutions of equations (1.23) and (1.24) cannot be determined analytically because the value
of the mode propagation constant is not known. The mode propagation constant is determined
by the waveguide geometry, material parameters, and wavelength of the light in the waveguide.
The conditions inside the waveguide restrict the set of allowed values of β for a given optical
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waveguide. This is most easily seen by performing an analysis of a one-dimensional waveguide
known as a slab waveguide. This analysis is presented in Section 1.2.1.
Semi-analytical approximations to waveguide propagation constants, and the corresponding
mode profiles, in two-dimensional waveguides can be obtained for certain geometries using
Marcatilli’s method [6–9, 35]. A technique known as the effective index method (EIM) can be
used to approximate the propagation constants of more complicated geometries [6–9], however,
the EIM cannot be used to approximate the shape of an optical mode except in the case of
rectangular waveguides. To solve equations (1.23) and (1.24) for arbitrary waveguide cross-
section, advanced numerical techniques are required. These numerical techniques are discussed
in detail in Chapter 2.
Since this thesis is concerned with the design of curved waveguides then it would seem reasonable
to start analysing equations (1.13) - (1.17) and (1.18) - (1.22) in cylindrical polar coordinates.
This approach has the disadvantage of requiring the radius of the bend to be constant all
the way along the bend. On a more practical level, this would also require the writing of
two different numerical codes, one for analysing straight waveguides in Cartesian coordinates,
and one for computing curved mode profiles in cylindrical polar coordinates. This is not,
in itself, an unreasonable request, however, in order that the loss in the waveguides may be
characterised correctly it will also be required to numerically propagate waves in straight and
curved geometries, requiring the writing of at least two more codes to handle the different
coordinate systems. Another issue that can arise with the analysis of Maxwell’s equations in
cylindrical polar coordinates is having to work with Bessel functions of large complex order.
This issue is discussed in Section 1.2.2.
To analyse the curved waveguide problem a conformal mapping is employed to transform the
curved waveguide structure that lives in cylindrical polar coordinates into a straight waveguide
section that lives in Cartesian coordinates. The mapping changes the refractive index profile
in the transformed structure, but more importantly the code that was written to compute the
modes of straight waveguides can be used, with minor modifications, to analyse curved waveg-
uides. Similarly, in the case of propagation codes. The details of this analysis are presented in
Section 1.3.
1.2.1 One-dimensional straight slab waveguide
The slab waveguide is a one-dimensional waveguide comprised of slabs of dielectric material.
The refractive index varies along the xˆ direction, the direction of xˆ being taken from Figure 1.4.
In this structure the field is described by the solution of
P
d2φ
dx2
+ Qk20 φ(x) − P β2 φ(x) = 0 (1.25)
Equation (1.25) is obtained by neglecting the contributions of the y-dependent terms in equa-
tions (1.23) and (1.24). The definitions of P and Q change according to the polarisation being
analysed, see Table 1.1.
It should be noted that when the problem is reduced from two to one dimensions certain field
components can no longer form part of the propagating field. In the case of Ex polarised waves
the Hx and Hz components are discarded, see equations (1.15) and (1.17), for Ey polarised
waves the Ex and Ez components are discarded, see equations (1.20) and (1.22). Thus a one-
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Figure 1.4: Slab waveguide structure centred on the origin
Table 1.1: Definitions for the coefficients in equation (1.25)
Polarisation φ P Q
Ey(TE) Ey 1 n2
Ex(TM) Hy 1/n2 1
dimensional Ex polarised wave is the same as a TM polarised wave, and a one-dimensional Ey
wave is the same as a TE polarised wave.
It is assumed that the refractive index, n(x), of a slab waveguide is a piecewise constant function
of position
n(x) =

nclad, x >
W
2
ncore, |x| ≤ W2
nsub, x < −W2
(1.26)
with nclad ≤ nsub < ncore, see Figure 1.4. An ansatz for the solution of equation (1.25) is
φ(x) = A

e−q (x−W/2), x > W2
cos (hx − ψ), |x| ≤ W2
ep (x+W/2), x < −W2
(1.27)
where φ(x) represents Ex or Hx depending on the polarisation, ψ is related to the phase of the
wave. The term A, used to normalise the field amplitude, is defined by
A =

√
ω µ0
β deff
, Ey(TE) polarisation√
ω 0 n2c
β deff
, Ex(TM) polarisation
(1.28)
The term deff is known as the effective width of the mode, this is in reference to the fact that
a waveguide mode will penetrate beyond the actual width of the slab waveguide. It is defined
by
deff =

W + 1
p
+ 1
q
, Ey(TE) polarisation
W + 1
g1 p
+ 1
g2 q
, Ex(TM) polarisation
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where the terms g1 and g2 are defined by [9]
g1 =
β2
k20 n
2
core
+ β
2
k20 n
2
sub
− 1
g2 =
β2
k20 n
2
core
+ β
2
k20 n
2
clad
− 1
The terms h, p and q are the transverse components of the field wavenumber in the core,
substrate and cladding regions [6–9].
h =
√
k20 n
2
core − β2
p =
√
β2 − k20 n2sub
q =
√
β2 − k20 n2clad
φ(x) provides the necessary physical characteristics for a bound mode of an optical waveguide;
inside the core region it is oscillatory, outside the core region the wave decays to zero. The
requirement that the field decay to zero is a consequence of the fact that a mode is not considered
to be confined if it is radiating energy away from the waveguide [9]. In general the propagation
constants for bound modes must satisfy k0 nsub < β < k0 ncore. If this condition is not
satisfied then either p or q can become complex, which would imply that the waveguide is
radiating energy into the substrate or cladding.
To determine the bound mode propagation constants electromagnetic boundary conditions are
applied at the core-cladding and core-substrate interfaces, with equation (1.27) representing
the field. Physically, this is equivalent to requiring total internal reflection at the core-cladding
and core-substrate interfaces [39]. Upon application of the field matching technique it is found
that the propagation constants of bound modes must satisfy
W h = tan−1
(
ηccl
q
h
)
+ tan−1
(
ηcs
p
h
)
+ (m− 1)pi (1.29)
The phase term is computed from
2ψ = tan−1
(
ηccl
q
h
)
− tan−1
(
ηcs
p
h
)
+ (m− 1)pi (1.30)
where the terms ηccl and ηcs are defined by
ηccl =

1, Ey(TE) polarisation
n2core
n2clad
, Ex(TM) polarisation
(1.31)
ηcs =

1, Ey(TE) polarisation
n2core
n2sub
, Ex(TM) polarisation
(1.32)
The integer constant m, present in equations (1.29) and (1.30), is related to the mode being
considered, e.g. m = 1 for the fundamental mode, m = 2, 3, 4 . . . etc. for higher order modes.
The convention for defining the η parameters is adopted from [7].
To compute the propagation constants for a slab waveguide equation (1.29) must be solved
numerically. A root-finding algorithm is employed to determine the bound-mode values of β
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Figure 1.5: TE (solid) and TM (dashed) dispersion equations for the modes in a 2.5µm wide
InGaAsP on InP slab waveguide with air cladding.
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Figure 1.6: TE bound-mode profiles in a 2.5µm wide InGaAsP on InP slab waveguide with air
cladding. The Ey components are shown here with ncore = 3.38, nsub = 3.17 and nclad = 1.0.
in the range k0 ns < β < k0 nc. The roots are located at the points where the curves in
Figure 1.5 cut the horizontal axis. As an example, consider a 2.5µm wide InGaAsP layer on
an InP substrate with air cladding. The refractive indices at a wavelength of λ = 1.55µm in
the core, substrate and cladding regions are ncore = 3.38, nsub = 3.17 and nclad = 1. There
will be a total of eight modes in this waveguide, four TE polarised and four TM polarised. The
dispersion curve is plotted for each of the eight modes in Figure 1.5. The values for the roots
of equation (1.29) are determined using an implementation of Brent’s root finding method [40]
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Figure 1.7: TM bound-mode profiles in a 2.5µm wide InGaAsP on InP slab waveguide with air
cladding. The Hy components are shown here with ncore = 3.38, nsub = 3.17 and nclad = 1.0.
From Figure 1.5 it is seen that β decreases in value for higher order modes, this can tell us
about the shape of the modes. Looking at the definitions of the wavenumber parameters h, p
and q it is seen that h increases with decreasing β, which means the frequency of oscillations
in the core will increase for higher order modes, by equation (1.27). Also, as β decreases p
and q decrease, which implies that the slope of the exponential decay increases meaning that
higher order modes are less well confined. In general large β means low frequency oscillations
in the core region and a sharp decay at the core-substrate and core-cladding interfaces, small
β means high frequency oscillations in the core region and a gradual decay of the field at the
core-substrate and core-cladding interfaces. This behaviour is observed when the mode profiles
are plotted, see Figures 1.6 and 1.7.
1.2.2 One-dimensional curved slab waveguides
Figure 1.8(a) shows a plan view of a curved slab waveguide of widthW and radius of curvature R
in the Cartesian (x, z) plane. In cylindrical coordinates the slab waveguide has its boundaries
located at r = R − W2 and r = R + W2 . Conversion of the waveguide boundary between the
Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates is achieved by means of the transformation (1.33).
x = r cos θ, z = r sin θ (1.33)
It is assumed, for now, that the waveguide radius of curvature does not change with θ, this
then is a constant curvature waveguide. The refractive index for a curved slab waveguide
having constant curvature is defined in a cylindrical coordinate system by (1.34), similar to
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Figure 1.8: Curved slab waveguide structure and index profile
equation (1.26) for straight slab waveguides.
n(r, θ) =

nclad, r > R+ W2
ncore, R− W2 ≤ r ≤ R+ W2
nsub, 0 ≤ r < R− W2
(1.34)
If Maxwell’s equations are expressed in cylindrical coordinates, the electric and magnetic fields
are described by a Bessel equation whose solution can be written in the form (1.35) [31]. The
field component represented by φ(r, θ) is Ey in the case of TE polarisation, and Hy in the case
of TM polarisation. The fields propagate along the θˆ direction and vary transversely along the
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rˆ direction.
φ(r, θ) = ei(ω t− ν θ)

AclH
(2)
ν (k0 nclad r), if r > R+ W2
Ac Jν(k0 ncore r) + Bc Yν(k0 ncore r), if R− W2 ≤ r ≤ R+ W2
Asub Jν(k0 nsub r), if 0 ≤ r < R− W2
(1.35)
In (1.35) ν is related to field propagation constant, Jν(·) and Yν(·) are the ordinary Bessel
functions of order ν, and H(2)ν (·) is the Hankel function of the 2nd kind of order ν [41], Acl, Ac,
Bc and Asub are unknown constants. The Hankel function of the 2nd kind is defined by
H(2)ν (·) = Jν(·)− iYν(·) (1.36)
H
(2)
ν (·) satisfies the physical criteria that the field must travel away from the waveguide at
large distances from the waveguide and also that the field in a curved slab loses energy by
radiation [19–21,31]. To see how the field decays and loses energy consider the value of the field
far away from the waveguide. For large positive argument, ξ  R, the Hankel function can be
expressed by its asymptotic approximation [41].
H(2)ν (ξ) ∼ ei (2 ν+ 1)
pi
4 e−i ξ
(
2
pi ξ
)1/2
as ξ →∞ (1.37)
From (1.37) it is seen that H(2)ν (ξ) is oscillatory in its complex exponential term and decays as
ξ−1/2. Contrast this with the behaviour of the straight slab waveguide solution far from the
waveguide core, recall that the field is real and decays as ∼ e− p r, equation (1.27). Thus the
straight slab solution decays to zero at large distances from the waveguide, while the curved slab
solution is oscillatory far away from the waveguide, this means that the curved slab waveguide
loses energy by radiation.
The field also depends on the order parameter ν of the Bessel and Hankel functions. To decide
upon the value of ν required it first needs to be defined. For large R the curved waveguide
is treated as a small perturbation away from the straight configuration [20]. Near the outer
boundary of the curved waveguide, the region r ' R + W2 in Figure 1.8(a), the field of the
curved waveguide is assumed to be similar to the field of the equivalent straight waveguide, that
is a waveguide having the same dimensions and material parameters but zero curvature. Under
this equal fields assumption e−i ν θ ≈ e−i βs z near the waveguide, where zˆ is the direction of
propagation for the straight waveguide and βs is the propagation constant for the equivalent
straight waveguide. This allows us to determine an approximate value for the order parameter
ν of the Bessel and Hankel functions in equation (1.35).
βs z ≈ ν θ ⇒ ν ≈ βsR ∵ z = Rθ
Since R  λ then ν must be a very large number, also, since light propagating in a curved
waveguide loses energy due to radiation then ν must be complex to include the attenuation
coefficient, α, of the field. So the order parameter of the field in the curved waveguide is
defined as the product of a complex propagation constant γ = βc + i αc and the radius of
curvature of the waveguide [31].
ν = γ R = (βc + i αc)R (1.38)
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To determine the complex propagation constant a field matching method, similar to that which
is used to analyse the straight slab waveguide, is used to determine a non-linear equation whose
roots are the propagation constants of the bound modes of the curved slab waveguide. This
analysis was carried out by Hiremath et al. in [31]. The fields of a TE or TM polarised wave,
equation (1.35), were matched at r = R−t and r = R+t, with t = W2 . A system of equations
arises from the analysis, and this equation has a non-trivial solution if and only if condition
T1 · T2 − T3 · T4 = 0 (1.39)
is satisfied. The solutions of (1.39) are the complex propagation constants, γ = ν/R, for the
curved slab waveguide. The terms in (1.39) are defined by equations (1.40) - (1.45) [31], with
the primes indicating differentiation with respect to the coordinate r.
T1 = Jν (k0 ncore (R − t)) J ′ν(k0 nsub (R − t)) (1.40)
− qs Jν(k0 nsub (R − t)) J ′ν(k0 ncore (R − t))
T2 =Yν(k0 ncore (R + t))H(2)
′
ν (k0 nclad (R + t)) (1.41)
− qcH(2)ν (k0 nclad (R + t))Y ′ν(k0 ncore (R + t))
T3 =Yν(k0 ncore (R − t)) J ′ν(k0 nsub (R − t)) (1.42)
− qs Jν(k0 nsub (R − t))Y ′ν(k0 ncore (R − t))
T4 = Jν(k0 ncore (R + t))H(2)
′
ν (k0 nclad (R + t)) (1.43)
− qcH(2)ν (k0 nclad (R + t)) J ′ν(k0 ncore (R + t))
qs =
ncorensub TE wavesnsub
ncore
TM waves
(1.44)
qc =
ncorenclad TE wavesnclad
ncore
TM waves
(1.45)
Equation (1.39) does not possess an analytical solution. It is also very difficult to solve nu-
merically because ν is very large and complex [31], this difficulty is compounded because the
solution must be sought in the complex-plane without the aid of standard implementations of
the Bessel functions for large complex arguments [31]. Approximate analyses, based on pertur-
bation techniques [20], can provide accurate results as long as the bend radius is sufficiently
large.
1.2.3 Analytical estimates for curved waveguide loss
Two dimensional models for the loss in optical waveguides exist [19,30], but their applicability
is generally restricted to rectangular waveguide structures, see Figure 1.2(a). The analysis by
Marcatilli says that the attenuation per radian in a curved waveguide should go as [19]
αslab = A1 e−B1 Rc
A1, B1 are independent of the bend radius Rc. Specifically, Marcatilli talks about the atten-
uation per radian of a waveguide bend, this is defined as the attenuation in a length of guide
equal to the bend radius R [19]. The analysis by Marcatilli is approximate, it assumes that the
field in a two-dimensional waveguide is composed of the outer product of the fields of two one-
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Figure 1.9: Approximation to a mode of a rib waveguide constructed using the effective index
method
dimensional waveguides [19]. This is a reasonable approximation for rectangular waveguides
but it is not appropriate for other waveguide structures such as rib or ridge waveguides, see
Figures 1.2(c) and 1.2(d) respectively. For example, Figure 1.9 shows an attempt to construct
the fundamental mode of a rib waveguide from the vertical and horizontal approximations that
arise as a result of the application of the effective index method. The approximation does not
reproduce the expected features of a mode in a rib waveguide.
The analysis by Sewell while being more accurate requires the solution of non-linear equations
involving Bessel functions of large order, it is also restricted to waveguides of a certain type [30].
The problems associated with this approach have already been explained in Section 1.2.2. The
volume current method was used to obtain a formula for the bend loss of a curved rib waveguide
structure [27]. The authors suggest that for strongly guiding waveguides the following formula
may approximate the bend loss [27]
αrib = A3R−3/2c e−B1 Rc
where the constants A3 and B1 are defined by the waveguide parameters.
Given the difficulties associated with analytical models of curved waveguides an extension of
an existing model for curved one-dimensional slab waveguides is presented in an attempt to
determine the optical properties of curved two-dimensional optical waveguides. This model is
discussed in the next section.
1.3 Conformal Mapping Approach to Curved
Optical Waveguides
The conformal mapping technique was introduced by Heiblum and Harris in [34]. The technique
introduced in their paper has been used repeatedly to analyse curved waveguide structures [10,
11, 15, 16, 32, 42–52]. The Heiblum-Harris method maps the curved waveguide structure of
Figure 1.10(a) onto an equivalent straight waveguide with a transformed refractive index profile
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Figure 1.10: Waveguide structures before and after conformal transformation
and waveguide width, see Figure 1.10(b). The curved structure is mapped onto an equivalent
straight structure by a conformal transformation [53, 54]. Specifically, a circular section, of
radius Rc, of the (x, z) plane, see Figure 1.10(a), is mapped onto a rectangular section of the
complex (u, v) plane, see Figure 1.10(b), by the transformation w = f(ζ) = u + i v, where
u and v are real valued functions of x and y, and ζ = x + i z = r ei θ. To transform the
circular region, of radius Rc, of the ζ-plane into the rectangular section of the w-plane apply
the mapping
w = Rc log
ζ
Rc
(1.46)
to the coordinates that define the circular region [34]. Expanding the complex logarithm func-
tion it is seen that the real and imaginary parts of (1.46) are defined by
u(x, z) = Rc log
r
Rc
v(x, z) = Rc θ (1.47)
If local coordinates are used and the rˆ axis is aligned with the xˆ axis then (1.47) can be written
as (1.48), because r = x + Rc.
u(x, z) = Rc log
{
1 + x
Rc
}
v(x, z) = Rc θ (1.48)
The transformed structure is a rectangle in the (u, v) plane, see Figure 1.10(b). The length of
the rectangle is L = Rc (θ2 − θ1), the width of the new structure is given by (1.49).
W ′ = Rc
(
log
(
1 + W2Rc
)
− log
(
1− W2Rc
))
(1.49)
However, given W  Rc the width of the transformed structure is approximately the same
W ′ ≈ W , since log (1 ± ) ≈ ±  − O(2) for || < 1.
The geometry of the problem has been transformed. The effect of the transformation on the
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governing equations will now be discussed. It has been shown in Section 1.2 that the modes
in optical waveguides are described by equations (1.13) and (1.18). Since n(x, y, z) is piece-
wise constant equations (1.13) and (1.18) can be represented by the same Helmholtz equation,
equation (1.50) where for Ex polarisation φ = Ex and for Ey polarisation φ = Hx.
∂2φ
∂x2
+ ∂
2φ
∂y2
+ ∂
2φ
∂z2
+ k20 n2(x, y, z)φ = 0 (1.50)
Using a result from the theory of complex variables the effect of a conformal mapping on
equation (1.50) can be found. The result is stated in theorem 1.3.1 [53, 54], a proof of this
result in given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1.3.1. Under the transformation w = f(ζ) = u + i v, where u and v are real valued
functions, f(ζ) is analytic and f ′(ζ) 6= 0, if φ(x, z) = φ(x(u, v), z(u, v)) is a real valued
function then ∇2x,yφ = |f ′(ζ)|2∇2u,vφ.
∂2φ
∂ x2
+ ∂
2φ
∂ z2
= |f ′(ζ)|2
(
∂2φ
∂ u2
+ ∂
2φ
∂ v2
)
(1.51)
Theorem 1.3.1 provides a way of computing the Cartesian transverse Laplacian operator ∇2x, z
in terms of a complex valued function f(ζ) and the transverse Laplacian operator in the w-plane
∇2u, v. When the result is applied to (1.50) the resulting equation can be numerically solved to
provide the bound mode propagation constants and mode profiles as a function of the waveg-
uide curvature. The same equation can also be used to numerically examine the propagation
properties of bound modes in curved waveguides. The details of these new numerical methods
will be provided in Chapters 2 and 3.
To obtain the equation whose solution will provide the propagation constants and mode profiles
of a curved waveguide transform equation (1.13) between the ζ-plane and the w-plane by
application of theorem 1.3.1, similarly for equation (1.18). Then substitute the conformal
mapping that maps the curved waveguide of the ζ-plane onto the straight waveguide of the w-
plane. Theorem 1.3.1 can be applied in this case since the mapping function (1.46) is analytic
and its derivative is not equal to zero, at least not in the region of interest. Application of
equation (1.51) to (1.50) gives
∂2φ
∂u2
+ ∂
2φ
∂v2
+ 1|f ′(ζ)|2
∂2φ
∂y2
+ 1|f ′(ζ)|2 k
2
0 n
2(x, y, z) Φ = 0 (1.52)
The derivative of f(ζ) can be inverted as follows
|f ′(ζ)| =
∣∣∣∣dwdζ
∣∣∣∣ ⇒ |f ′(ζ)|−1 = ∣∣∣∣ dζdw
∣∣∣∣
So that equation (1.52) becomes
∂2φ
∂u2
+ ∂
2φ
∂v2
+
∣∣∣∣ dζdw
∣∣∣∣2 ∂2φ∂z2 +
∣∣∣∣ dζdw
∣∣∣∣2 k20 n2(x, y, z)φ = 0 (1.53)
When mapping a circular section onto a straight section the mapping is given by equation (1.46).
The inverse mapping in this case is defined by
ζ = Rc ew/Rc (1.54)
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Figure 1.11: Refractive index profile prior to application of conformal mapping
The absolute value of the derivative of this mapping is given by∣∣∣∣ dζdw
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣RcRc ew/Rc
∣∣∣∣ = |ew/Rc | = |e(u+ i v)/Rc |
= |eu/Rc | · |ei v/Rc |
= eu/Rc ∵ |ei v/Rc | = 1 (1.55)
Substituting in equation (1.53) for the absolute value of the derivative of the inverse mapping
results in
∂2φ
∂u2
+ ∂
2φ
∂v2
+ e2u/Rc ∂
2φ
∂y2
+ k20 n2(x, y, z) e2u/Rc φ = 0 (1.56)
The effect of the conformal mapping is to alter the refractive index of the transformed structure.
Consider the refractive index profile of a uniform rectangular waveguide prior to transforma-
tion, see Figure 1.11. The refractive index in a uniform rectangular waveguide has a value of
ncore in the core and nsub outside the core. The refractive index in the transformed waveguide,
see Figure 1.12, acts like the refractive index in the original waveguide multiplied by the ab-
solute value of the derivative of the inverse mapping. In the case of a mapping from a curved
structure onto a straight one, the refractive index in the transformed structure gains a slope
that is proportional the curvature of the original waveguide, because the exponential function
is approximately linear for small arguments eu/Rc ≈ 1 + u/Rc + O((u/Rc)2). To see the
effect of the mapping more clearly, consider Figure 1.13. This figure shows a cross section
through a uniform rectangular waveguide prior to transformation and the same cross section
after transformation, the original refractive index profile is red and the refractive index profile
in the transformed structure in blue.
To enable mode and propagation calculations it is assumed that the field term in equation (1.56),
either Ex or Hx depending on polarisation, can be written as φ(u, v, y) = φ(u, v, y) e−i γ v,
where γ = β + i α is the complex propagation constant for a mode in a curved waveguide.
Making this substitution results in
∂2Ex
∂u2
+ e2u/Rc ∂
2Ex
∂y2
+ ∂
2Ex
∂v2
− 2 i γ ∂Ex
∂v
+ (k20 n2 e2u/Rc − γ2)Ex = 0 (1.57)
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Figure 1.12: Refractive index profile after application of conformal mapping
for Ex waves and
1
n2
∂2Hx
∂u2
+ e
2u/Rc
n2
∂2Hx
∂y2
+ 1
n2
∂2Hx
∂v2
− 2 i γ
n2
∂Hx
∂v
+
(
k20 e
2u/Rc − γ
2
n2
)
Hx = 0 (1.58)
for Ey waves. The direction of propagation in the transformed structure is assumed to be along
the vˆ direction.
To simplify the programming of the numerical methods equations (1.57) and (1.58) are repre-
sented by a single equation, with coefficients defined differently depending on polarisation [38].
This combined equation is
P
∂2φ
∂u2
+ P Γ ∂
2φ
∂y2
+ P ∂
2φ
∂v2
− 2 i γ P ∂φ
∂v
+ k20 QΓφ − P γ2 φ = 0 (1.59)
and the coefficients are defined in Table 1.21.
Equation (1.59) will be the primary focus of analysis for the thesis. When computing mode
profiles the solution of
P
∂2φ
∂u2
+ P Γ ∂
2φ
∂y2
+ k20 QΓφ − P β2 φ = 0 (1.60)
with real propagation constants is sought. A numerical scheme for computing the solution
of (1.60) is derived in Chapter 2. The scheme is based on the finite element method. The
propagation properties of a wave can be analysed by computing the solution of
2 i γ P ∂φ
∂v
− P ∂
2φ
∂v2
= P ∂
2φ
∂u2
+ P Γ ∂
2φ
∂y2
+ k20 QΓφ − P γ2 φ (1.61)
A numerical scheme for doing just this is derived in Chapter 3. The propagation technique is
known as the finite element beam propagation method.
The advantage of the approach taken here is that it allows for a non-constant curvature to be
included along the direction of propagation [47]. This is in contrast to the analytical models
that assume a fixed curvature along the length of the waveguide bend [19, 30, 31]. The model
proposed here should be valid as long as the curved waveguide is not in the whispering gallery
1For a bend of fixed radius κ = 1/Rc
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Figure 1.13: Refractive index profile in the equivalent straight waveguide after application of
the conformal mapping
Table 1.2: Term definitions for the coefficients in equations (1.59)
Polarisation φ P Q Γ
Ex Ex 1 n2 e2κu
Ey Hx 1/n2 1 e2κu
regime, i.e. as long as
Rc >
W
2
(
log
(
ncore
neff
))−1
This model may break down in the presence of polarisation coupling, which can occur in curved
waveguides. However, this effect is not considered in this thesis.
1.4 Discussion
The theory of optical waveguides has been described. The curved waveguide and its proper-
ties have been described and the various methods used to approximate its solution have been
presented. The extension of the curved slab waveguide model, based on a conformal transfor-
mation, has been extended to enable it to deal with curved three dimensional waveguides.
In the next chapter a method for numerically calculating the optical modes and their propa-
gation constants is developed. The method will be applicable to straight and curved optical
waveguide structures.
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Chapter 2
Waveguide Mode Calculation
Summary: The numerical method necessary for computing the modes in a curved optical
waveguide is presented. It is shown how the finite element method is used to compute the mode
profiles and propagation constants of an optical waveguide via the calculation of matrix eigen-
values and associated eigenvectors. A computer code that implements the finite element method
is presented. Some useful rules concerning the choice of computational domain parameters are
provided. The applicability of the finite element method is demonstrated by its application to
some waveguide problems.
2.1 Introduction
It was shown in Chapter 1 that the equation whose solution determines the shape of the Ex
and Ey polarised waves in two dimensional waveguides is given by
P
∂2φ
∂u2
+ P Γ ∂
2φ
∂y2
+ k20 QΓφ − P β2 φ = 0 (2.1)
where the terms φ, P , Q and Γ are defined in Table 1.2. This problem cannot be formulated
as a standard boundary value problem because neither the bound mode propagation constants
nor the value of the field at the dielectric interfaces are known. Numerical methods must be
used to compute the solution.
A large number of methods are available for solving (2.1). Some are based on classical methods
such as the finite difference method (FDM) [55–57], the finite element method (FEM) [38,
58–64] and fourier methods [65]. Other methods were developed specifically to deal with the
waveguide problem, such as the method of lines (MOL) [66] and the eigenmode expansion
method (EEM) [67]. In general the solution procedure can be summarised as follows: the
region surrounding a waveguide is discretised according to some recipe, for example with FDM,
eigenmode expansion and Fourier methods. Equation (2.1), is reduced to a system of linear
equations which are then solved to obtain the propagation constants and an approximation
to the electromagnetic field at each of the points around the waveguide. The manner of the
discretisation, the construction of the equations, their resulting form and solution is what
changes between the methods. Another approach to mode solving is to actually simulate the
propagation of light in the structure via a Beam Propagation Method (BPM) [68] or the Finite
2. Waveguide Mode Calculation 2.2 Rayleigh-Ritz Finite Element Method
Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD) [69]. However, these propagation techniques can
require long simulation times to allow the initial beam to settle down into the correct shape
and propagation constant of a waveguide mode.
The technique used here is the Finite Element Method (FEM). The reason for choosing FEM
over alternative methods is that formal techniques exist that allow for an error bound on the
solution of an equation to be derived [64]. The error associated with a solution is proportional
to the size of the elements used to compute the solution, so to make the solution more accurate
all that is required is to reduce the size of the elements. The computational procedure and
implementation of the FEM for computing the solution of equation (2.1) is described in this
chapter. Details of the FEM as it is applied in the field of Photonics can be found in [6,37,38,
58,59,70]. The mathematical foundations of the FEM are presented in [63,64].
2.2 Rayleigh-Ritz Finite Element Method
To solve equation (2.1) the Rayleigh-Ritz finite element method is used. This approach re-
writes an equation Lφ = f as an equivalent functional and invokes the variational principle.
A functional F (φ) is a function of a function defined by
F (φ) = 12(Lφ, φ)− (φ, f) (2.2)
for a differential operator L with an inner product defined by
(φ, ψ) =
∫
Ω
φψ dΩ (2.3)
An operator is defined as being self-adjoint (symmetric) when the following condition is satisfied.
(Lφ, ψ) = (φ, Lψ) (2.4)
The variational principle states that solving Lφ = f is the same as computing the minimum
of F (φ) when L is self-adjoint [63,64,70]1. The variation of a functional, δ F (φ), is defined by
δ F (φ) = F (φ+ δφ)− F (φ). (2.5)
The functional F (φ) is stationary when the variation of the functional equals zero, i.e. δ F = 0.
It can be shown that the variation of the functional F (φ) is given by [70]
δ F = (δφ, Lφ)− (δφ, f) = (δφ, Lφ− f). (2.6)
If δ F = 0 then Lφ − f = 0 because δφ 6= 0. The operator associated with equation (2.1)
is self-adjoint, by (2.4), therefore the variational principle can be invoked to determine the
solution of equation (2.1).
The variational principle allows the solution to be theoretically determined, practically speaking
though the solution remains unknown. The finite element method is the practical means by
which the solution is computed. To compute an approximate solution to an equation proceed
by subdividing the computational domain into a set of points called nodes. Collections of nodes
1A detailed description of the variational principle is provided in Appendix B
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Figure 2.1: Finite element sub-domains used in one and two dimensional meshes
are joined together to form sub-regions, called elements. In one-dimension, elements are linear
sections bounded by two nodes, see Figure 2.1(a). In two dimensions elements are triangular
regions bounded by three nodes, see Figure 2.1(b). The collection of elements that covers the
computational domain is called the mesh. The solution is approximated on each element of the
mesh by some interpolating function defined on a single element. The aim is to determine the
value of the solution at each node of the mesh.
The approximate solution is arrived at by assuming that the interpolating functions on each
of the elements can replace the field terms in the functional. In practice the functional is
approximated on each element using the interpolating function for that element. The expression
for the functional is then differentiated and the result set equal to zero. This is repeated for
all the elements on the mesh to provide what are called the elemental matrices. A system of
linear equations is formed by computing a sum over all the elemental matrices in the mesh,
the solution of this set of equations approximates the solution at each point in the mesh in
accordance with the variational principle [63,64,70].
The set of equations, in this case, forms a generalised eigenvalue problem2 [70,71] whose eigen-
values are related to the propagation constants and the corresponding eigenvectors are related
to the waveguide mode profiles. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a large matrix must now
be computed. Techniques exist for reducing the generalised eigenvalue problem to the stan-
dard eigenvalue problem, and standard algorithms can be used to compute the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the resulting problem [40,72,73].
2.3 FEM for Two-Dimensional Waveguides
The functional equivalent to equation (2.1) is computed using equation (2.2). The expression
for the functional is simplified using the first scalar Green’s theorem [70] and the fact that
φ(u, y) → 0 as |u| → ∞ and |y| → ∞. The functional to be minimised to produce the
elemental matrices in accordance with the Rayleigh-Ritz finite element method is
F (φ) = 12
∫∫
Ω
(
P
∂2φ
∂u2
φ + P Γ ∂
2φ
∂y2
φ + k20 QΓφ2 − β2 P φ2
)
dΩ
= 12
∫∫
Ω
(
k20 QΓφ2 − P
(
∂φ
∂u
)2
− P Γ
(
∂φ
∂y
)2
− β2 P φ2
)
dΩ (2.7)
2See Section 2.3.4
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Figure 2.2: Finite element mesh in two dimensions. The numbering of the nodes is illustrated.
2.3.1 Planar elements in two-dimensions
For two-dimensional problems the solution of equation (2.1) is sought on a domain Ω, which is a
finite section of the u y-plane. This domain is discretised by a set of nodes along the horizontal
and vertical axes of this domain. The horizontal direction is split into Nu nodes and the vertical
direction is split into Ny nodes. The nodes for the entire domain are defined by forming the
cartesian product from the sets of vertical and horizontal nodes, this gives a total of N = NuNy
points in Ω of the form (ur, ys). These nodes are used to form triangular sub-domains called
elements, each element comprises three nodes. The set of elements that covers Ω is called the
mesh, see Figure 2.2 taken from [37]. There are a total of M = (Nu − 1)(Ny − 1) elements in
the mesh.
The numbering of the nodes plays an important role in the formation of a two-dimensional mesh.
It can be shown that the node numbering is related to bandwidth of the global matrices used
in the calculation of the solution [70]. Here, it is assumed that the nodes along the horizontal
direction are numbered left-to-right 1 ≤ ru ≤ Nu, the nodes along the vertical direction are
numbered top-to-bottom 1 ≤ sy ≤ Ny. The point pairs inside Ω are then given a global
number that is computed according to the rule
g = (ru − 1)Ny + sy. (2.8)
Equation (2.8) can be inverted so that a particular node position can be determined from the
global number using
ru(g) =
g/Ny, if g%Ny = 01 + g/Ny, otherwise (2.9)
sy(g) =
Ny, if g%Ny = 0g%Ny, otherwise (2.10)
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The elements in the mesh are numbered 1 ≤ e ≤ M in the manner of a raster scan, see
Figure 2.2. The global node numbers and the element numbers are related via an array called
the connectivity matrix [70], this is an array of size M × 3 in which the eth row holds the
global numbers of the nodes in element e. Inside an element the nodes are given a local number
i = 1, 2, 3. The connection between the local node number and the global node number is
used in the assembly of the matrix equations, see Section 2.3.3.
On each element of the mesh the solution is approximated by a planar interpolating function
φe(u, y).
φe(u, y) = ae + be u+ ce y (2.11)
Vandermonde interpolation [72] is used to construct a set of equations for the interpolation
coefficients ae, be and ce.  φ
e
1
φe2
φe3
 =
 1 u
e
1 y
e
1
1 ue2 ye2
1 ue3 ye3
 ·
 a
e
be
ce
 (2.12)
Solving this system results in a
e
be
ce
 = 12∆e
 u
e
2 y
e
3 − ye2 ue3 ue3 ye1 − ye3 ue1 ue1 ye2 − ye1 ue2
ye2 − ye3 ye3 − ye1 ye1 − ye2
ue3 − ue2 ue1 − ue3 ue2 − ue1
 ·
 φ
e
1
φe2
φe3
 (2.13)
where ∆e is the area of the eth element.
Substitution of ae, be and ce into equation (2.11) allows φe(u, y) to be re-written as an expansion
over a set of basis functions. The basis functions for the two-dimensional interpolating function,
Nej (u, y), are given by
Nej (u, y) =
1
2∆e (a
e
j + bej u + cej y) (2.14)
where the index j refers to the elements of column j from the matrix in equation (2.13). With
these basis functions the solution on the eth element is approximated by
φe(u, y) = Ne1 (u, y)φe1 +Ne2 (u, y)φe2 +Ne3 (u, y)φe3
=
3∑
j=1
Nej (u, y)φej (2.15)
Equation (2.15) will be used to approximate the solution inside the functional (2.7).
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2.3.2 Elemental matrices in two-dimensions
The functional for the mesh is written as a sum over the elemental contributions [70]. The
functional in this case is the sum over the double integrals
F (φ) =
M∑
e=1
F e(φe)
F e(φe) = 12
∫∫
e
k20 Q
e Γe (φe)2 du dy − 12
∫∫
e
P e
(
∂φe
∂x
)2
du dy
− 12
∫∫
e
P e Γe
(
∂φe
∂y
)2
du dy − 12
∫∫
e
β2Qe (φe)2 du dy
(2.16)
Substitute for the elemental approximation to the field on the eth element in (2.16) using
equation (2.15), assume that the terms P e, Qe and Γe are constant over an element. The result
is
F e(φe) = 12 k
2
0 Q
e Γe
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Aej k φ
e
j φ
e
k
− 12 P
e
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Bej k φ
e
j φ
e
k
− 12 P
e Γe
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Cej k φ
e
j φ
e
k
− 12 β
2 P e
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Aej k φ
e
j φ
e
k
(2.17)
this is an approximation to the functional on the eth element. The terms Aej k, Bej k and Cej k
are integrals over the basis functions defined by
Aej k =
∫∫
e
(Nej )(Nek) du dy (2.18)
Bej k =
∫∫
e
(
∂Nej
∂u
)(
∂Nek
∂u
)
du dy (2.19)
Cej k =
∫∫
e
(
∂Nej
∂y
)(
∂Nek
∂y
)
du dy (2.20)
Using the following results [70,74]∫∫
e
du dy = ∆e∫∫
e
N i1N
j
2 N
k
3 du dy = 2 ∆e
i! j! k!
(i+ j + k + 2)!
the integrals (2.18) - (2.20) are evaluated to give the 2D elemental matrices (2.21) - (2.23).
Aej k =
1
12 ∆
e (1 + δj k) (2.21)
Bej k =
1
4 ∆e b
e
j b
e
k (2.22)
Cej k =
1
4 ∆e c
e
j c
e
k (2.23)
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The interpolation coefficients be and ce in (2.22) and (2.23) are defined by equation (2.13).
Equations (2.21) - (2.23) can be written in matrix form.
Ae = 112 ∆
e
 2 1 11 2 1
1 1 2

Be = 14 ∆e
 (y
e
2 − ye3)2 (ye2 − ye3) · (ye3 − ye1) (ye2 − ye3) · (ye1 − ye2)
(ye3 − ye1) · (ye2 − ye3) (ye3 − ye1)2 (ye3 − ye1) · (ye1 − ye2)
(ye1 − ye2) · (ye2 − ye3) (ye1 − ye2) · (ye3 − ye1) (ye1 − ye2)2

Ce = 14 ∆e
 (u
e
3 − ue2)2 (ue3 − ue2) · (ue2 − ue1) (ue3 − ue2) · (ue2 − ue1)
(ue1 − ue3) · (ue3 − ue2) (ue1 − ue3)2 (ue1 − ue3) · (ue2 − ue1)
(ue2 − ue1) · (ue3 − ue2) (ue2 − ue1) · (ue1 − ue3) (ue2 − ue1)2

To determine the system of linear equations whose solution approximates that of equation (2.1)
differentiate equation (2.17) with respect to the dummy variable φer and compute the resulting
sums. When equation (2.17) has been differentiated the result is
∂F e
∂φer
= 12 k
2
0 Q
e Γe
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Aej k
∂
∂φer
(
φej φ
e
k
)
− 12 P
e
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Bej k
∂
∂φer
(
φej φ
e
k
)
− 12 P
e Γe
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Cej k
∂
∂φer
(
φej φ
e
k
)
− 12 β
2 P e
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Aej k
∂
∂φer
(
φej φ
e
k
)
(2.24)
because each of the matrices, Ae, Be and Ce, are independent of φe. The derivative of the
product φej φei with respect to φer is given by
∂
∂φer
(
φej φ
e
i
)
= φej
∂φei
∂φer
+ φei
∂φej
∂φer
= φej δi r + φei δj r (2.25)
where δi k is the Kronecker delta tensor. Replacing the derivative terms in (2.24) using (2.25)
results in
∂F e
∂φer
= 12 k
2
0 Q
e Γe
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Aej k
(
φej δk r + φek δj r
)
− 12 P
e
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Bej k
(
φej δk r + φek δj r
)
− 12 P
e Γe
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Cej k
(
φej δk r + φek δj r
)
− 12 β
2 P e
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
Aej k
(
φej δk r + φek δj r
)
(2.26)
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The sums in (2.26) are computed by making use of the properties of the Kronecker delta tensor.
Since δj k = 1 only when j = k the sum
n∑
i=1
Rei j δj k = Rei k (2.27)
is valid. Upon application of (2.27) in (2.26) the result is
∂F e
∂φer
= k20 Qe Γe
3∑
j=1
Aej r φ
e
r − P e
3∑
j=1
Bej r φ
e
r − P e Γe
3∑
j=1
Cej r φ
e
r − β2 P e
3∑
j=1
Aej r φ
e
r. (2.28)
Equation (2.28) is the derivative of the functional on the eth element. To determine an approx-
imate solution to the waveguide problem the variational principle is invoked. Equation (2.28)
is set equal to zero and the resulting set of equations is written in matrix form. The resulting
matrices are known as the elemental matrices.
Keφe = β2Meφe (2.29)
Ke = k20 Qe ΓeAe − P eBe − P e Γe Ce (2.30)
Me = P eAe (2.31)
Equation 2.29 is the short form of the equation whose solution provides the propagation con-
stants and mode profiles of an optical waveguides. Equation 2.29 represents the contribution
that a single element of the mesh makes to the global problem. Each of these contributions is
gathered together in a process known as assembly, this is described in the next section. Once
the matrix assembly is complete the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the resulting matrices form
the solution for an optical waveguide.
2.3.3 Global matrices in two-dimensions
Now that the elemental matrices are known the global problem must be constructed. The
formation of the global matrices Kˆ and Mˆ is performed by summing over the contributions
from each of the elemental matrices. The summation to assemble the global matrices is carried-
out with the aid of the connectivity matrix, labelled Cm. The sums to be computed are given
by
Kˆ =
M∑
e=1
Ke (2.32)
Mˆ =
M∑
e=1
Me (2.33)
However, in order to ensure that the contributions from each of the elements is summed to the
correct location the members of the elemental matrix Kei j are added to
KCm(e, i),Cm(e, j) of the global matrix, similarly for Mˆ [70]. This process is described by Algo-
rithm 6 in Appendix D.
After computing the sums (2.32) and (2.33) the system of equations is in the form of a gener-
alised eigenvalue problem, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of which correspond to the bound
mode propagation constants and profiles that can exist in the waveguide.
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2.3.4 The generalised eigenvalue problem
To solve a generalised eigenvalue problem with eigenvalue Λ
(Aˆ − Λ Bˆ) ·Φ = 0 (2.34)
it must first be reduced to the standard eigenvalue problem with eigenvalue λ
(Cˆ − λ Iˆ) ·Ψ = 0 (2.35)
where Cˆ is some matrix obtained from (Aˆ, Bˆ) and Iˆ is the identity matrix. It is not clear yet
how the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of both problems will be related.
To reduce the generalised eigenvalue problem to the standard eigenvalue problem start by
substituting the Cholesky decomposition of Bˆ into equation (2.34). Cholesky decomposition is
a matrix factorisation procedure for symmetric matrices. The aim of Cholesky decomposition
is to write a matrix Mˆ as the product of some lower triangular matrix Lˆ and its transpose
LˆT such that Mˆ = Lˆ · LˆT [40, 72, 73]. This is permissable when the matrix Mˆ is symmetric
and positive definite. Replacing Bˆ by its Cholesky decomposition, which is valid since Bˆ is
symmetric and positive definite, gives
Aˆ ·Φ = Λ Bˆ ·Φ
= Λ (Lˆ · LˆT ) ·Φ (2.36)
Pre-multiply equation (2.36) by the inverse of the lower triangular factor Lˆ, i.e. Lˆ−1, recall
that Iˆ = Lˆ−1 · Lˆ.
Lˆ−1 · Aˆ ·Φ = Λ Lˆ−1 · Lˆ · LˆT ·Φ
= Λ Iˆ · LˆT ·Φ
= Λ LˆT ·Φ (2.37)
On the left hand side of (2.37) replace Aˆ by Aˆ · Iˆ, and then replace Iˆ by the product of LˆT
with its inverse Lˆ−T .
Lˆ−1 · Aˆ · Iˆ ·Φ = Λ LˆT ·Φ
Lˆ−1 · Aˆ · (Lˆ−T · LˆT ) ·Φ = Λ LˆT ·Φ
(Lˆ−1 · Aˆ · Lˆ−T ) · (LˆT ·Φ) = Λ (LˆT ·Φ) (2.38)
Equation (2.38) has the form Cˆ · Ψ = λΨ, which is a standard eigenvalue problem, with Cˆ
and Ψ defined by
Cˆ = Lˆ−1 · Aˆ · Lˆ−T (2.39)
Ψ = LˆT ·Φ (2.40)
Thus it has been shown that the eigenvalues of the matrix pair (Aˆ, Bˆ) in (2.34) and the eigenval-
ues of Cˆ in (2.35) are equal. The matrix pair (Aˆ, Bˆ) is related to Cˆ via (2.39). It has also been
shown that the eigenvectors of (2.34) and (2.35) are related via the transformation (2.40) [40].
In order to apply this technique to the solution of equation (2.1) it must be shown that Mˆ,
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defined by (2.33), is symmetric and positive definite. Mˆ is obtained by summing over the
elementary matrices (2.31). The matrix Ae, defined in (2.21) is symmetric, therefore Me is
symmetric. Since Mˆ is defined as a sum over symmetric matrices then Mˆ is also symmetric.
To show that Mˆ is positive definite it is necessary to show that xT · Mˆ · x > 0 for all vectors
x in real n-dimensional space. However a more useful test for positive-definiteness exists. The
test is simply that if a matrix has a Cholesky decomposition then it is positive-definite [72,73].
Since the Cholesky decomposition of Mˆ can be found the propagation constants and mode
profiles of an optical waveguide can be computed by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
a matrix defined according to (2.39) which uses the matrix Kˆ in place of the arbitrary Aˆ and
the Cholesky decomposition of Mˆ.
2.4 SFEM_Modes: An object oriented waveguide mode solver
In order to quickly and efficiently compute the propagation constants and mode profiles of
an optical waveguide it is necessary to have a computer program that can accomplish each
of the required steps. There are multiple professional software packages available that can
already perform analysis of optical waveguides, such as [75–77]. However, these products can
be expensive for a small research group with a limited budget. It is much more educational to
write a custom implementation. The advantages of writing your own software, apart from the
cost, are many. The code can be customised to specific requirements, can be extended should
the need arise, it can be shared by other members of the research group to aid them with their
research [78], and it can be incorporated into a larger piece of work so that its useful life is
extended beyond a single PhD3. There are also disadvantages to writing your own simulation
software. The development time depends strongly on the experience of the programmer. Testing
of the code must be performed to ensure that it is returning valid results. Once a code is tested
and capable of outputting results it can be put to use.
This section describes a code capable of computing the optical properties of a semiconduc-
tor waveguide via the SFEM. The code was written in the C++ programming language [79].
Section 2.4.1 describes the implementation of the objects needed to form a mesh for use in a
finite element calculation. Section 2.4.2 describes the process for numerically computing the
propagation constants and mode profiles of the optical waveguide being studied.
2.4.1 Mesh generation
The SFEM calculation process comprises two parts
1. Mesh generation.
2. Numerical analysis.
The numerical analysis is performed using standard algorithms. Mesh generation can also be
performed using software that is freely available [80], however, it was felt at the start of the
PhD that a home-made mesh generator would prove more educational. The type of mesh used
in the calculations for this thesis are described in section 2.3.1.
3To date the mode solver written for this PhD has been incorporated into a larger code framework that is
used to layout PICs made in the fabrication facility at Tyndall National Institute.
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Figure 2.3: Class diagram for the waveguide mode calculation code.
SFEM_Modes must be capable of producing a mesh that discretises the waveguide. The code
contains several objects used in the construction of the mesh described in section 2.3.1. The
first object needed when building a mesh is one to describe a position in the plane, i.e. a node
class. Associated with the node class are the following parameters
• Variables to describe the position of the node
• A variable to store the refractive index at the node
• A variable to store the field value at a particular node
• An integer to store the global number of the node
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Once the node object is in place three nodes are joined together to form an element. The
positions of the nodes define
• the location of the element centroid
• the element area ∆e
• the interpolation coefficients, from equation (2.13)
• the field values on a given element
• the elemental matrices defined by (2.30) and (2.31)
The elemental matrices, defined by (2.30) and (2.31), for a given element are defined according
to the properties of the nodes and the values of P e, Qe and Γe. It was decided that the values
of P e, Qe and Γe associated with an element are defined according to the average of the values
obtained from the three nodes that define the element.
The next object required is one that can describe an array of node positions in two-dimensions,
called node_arr. node_arr contains the node positions at which the waveguide is sampled.
node_arr is then used to construct the elements that will eventually form the mesh. To access
the mesh information a mesh object has also been written, called mesh. mesh contains an array
of elements and also the very important connectivity matrix that enables the global matrices
Kˆ and Mˆ to be constructed.
Once a mesh object is available the next step is to implement a class that can perform the
necessary numerical calculations, this is SFEM_Modes. SFEM_Modes acts as the control
panel for the scalar FEM calculation. All parameters get passed to this object and it tells
other classes to return node and mesh objects as required. SFEM_Modes constructs the global
matrices and then calls numerical libraries to compute the propagation constants and mode
profiles from the global matrices.
Once objects that describe the nodes, elements, node-array and mesh are available then the
modes of an optical waveguide can be computed simply by passing a set of node positions that
discretise the waveguide along the horizontal and vertical directions, along with the refractive
index values at those node positions. In an attempt to generate a mesh that closely matches the
waveguide structure other objects have also been implemented to aid with the calculation, these
are the waveguide description objects, known as rect, rib and ridge. They are used to describe
certain waveguide structures, in this case the waveguides shown in Figures 1.2(a) - 1.2(d). This
approach was later extended to waveguides of arbitrary cross-section. An example of the type
of mesh created for a rib waveguide structure is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
The mesh generation process described here works very well for those waveguides in Figure 1.1
but it is not to be recommended as a general mesh generation process4. The relationship
between the waveguide discretisation objects and the mesh generation objects is illustrated
in Figure 2.3. The remainder of this section details the various algorithms used in the mesh
generation process and global matrix construction processes.
To begin with the waveguide structure is discretised along the horizontal and vertical directions.
Algorithms 1 and 2, in Appendix D, generate node sets that are matched to the dimensions of
a rib waveguide, the process is easily extended for the other structures in Figure 1.1. These
algorithms provide nodes that will be uniformly spaced inside the core region of the waveguide
4The waveguide description class has been obfuscated in later versions of the code.
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W = 1.75 H Μ m L, E = 0.65 H Μ m L, T = 0.60 H Μ m L, N elements = 3700
Figure 2.4: Finite element mesh created by the SFEM_Modes class.
while also ensuring that the node spacing increases as you move away from the waveguide core.
The uniform spacing inside the core region is achieved by specifying the number of elements
into which a particular layer must be split, this number, chosen by the user, is 2nw in the case
of horizontal discretisation and ne, or nt in the case of vertical discretisation. This process
will ensure that the resulting mesh will have a large number of small elements inside the core
region and a number of larger elements near the mesh boundary, see Figure 2.4. This is a
useful property for the mesh to have because the accuracy of a finite element calculation is
proportional to the size of the elements used [64], and the waveguide mode solutions will be at
their most variable inside the core region.
Once the node positions have been selected the elements of the mesh must be constructed from
those nodes. Firstly, a two-dimensional node array must be built, this is accomplished with
Algorithm 3, which is effectively a method for computing the cartesian product of two sets.
Global node numbers are assigned to the nodes according to formula (2.8).
The next step in the process is to construct the array of elements. The numbering of the node
positions follows that described in [37], the node and element numbering is shown in Figure 2.2.
The manner in which the nodes are numbered means that the elements can be gathered together
by considering odd and even-numbered elements, assuming the numbering starts at 1. So odd
numbered elements are built from the nodes with global numbers g, g + 1 and g − Ny. Even
numbered elements are built from the nodes with global numbers g+ 1, g+ 1−Ny and g−Ny.
The process is described in Algorithm 4 in Appendix D. The connectivity matrix described
in Section 2.3.2 lists the global node numbers associated with each element. It is built using
Algorithm 5.
The global matrices Kˆ and Mˆ are then constructed using the properties of the elements in the
mesh. Since object oriented code is being used the element properties can be accessed from
memory allowing the global matrices to be built very quickly. The global matrix assembly is
accomplished using Algorithm 6 in Appendix D.
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Figure 2.5: Waveguide mode calculation timing. Time, in minutes, for each of the processes
required to compute a waveguide mode depending on the number of nodes in the mesh.
2.4.2 Numerical analysis
Once the matrices Kˆ and Mˆ have been constructed the procedure for finding β and Φ can be
reduced to a five step process. The first step in the calculation is to compute the Cholesky
decomposition of the matrix Mˆ. The next step is to invert the factors that form the Cholesky
decomposition, i.e. compute Lˆ−1 and Lˆ−T . Step three of the process is to compute the matrix
product Cˆ defined by (2.39), with Kˆ replacing Aˆ. This product can be computed using standard
matrix multiplication. However, given the sparse nature of Kˆ, Lˆ−1 and Lˆ−T it is much more
efficient to use the sparse matrix object discussed in Appendix C.1. Using this object the non-
zero elements of Kˆ, Lˆ−1 and Lˆ−T can be stored and the matrix Cˆ can be computed in a shorter
time than would otherwise be possible.
Step four is to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Cˆ. This calculation is accomplished
in two parts. Firstly, reduce Cˆ to a similar symmetric tri-diagonal matrix using the Householder
reduction process [40, 72]. The second part of the eigenvalue / eigenvector calculation is the
diagonalisation of the similar symmetric tri-diagonal matrix that arises from the application
of Householder’s method. Diagonalisation is accomplished by a variation of QR factorisation
known as Implicit QL reduction [40]. Once diagonalisation is complete the eigenvalues of the
matrix Cˆ, and hence the propagation constants of the waveguide, have been found.
Since only bound mode propagation constants are of interest, a search of the eigenvalues that
satisfy k0 nsub < β < k0 ncore is made. The valid eigenvalues, and their corresponding eigen-
vectors are retrieved. The final step is to compute the mode profiles, Φ, corresponding to
the bound mode propagation constants via the transformation (2.40). The entire calculation
process is described algorithmically in Algorithm 7 in Appendix D.
SFEM_Modes, as it is written, can be used on problems with up to 5000 nodes, roughly 10, 000
elements. This works very well for the types of calculations being performed as part of this
PhD. If other variables such as polarisation coupling are to be introduced then modifications
to the code will be required. To ensure that SFEM_Modes scales to larger numbers of nodes
sparse matrix techniques will have to be employed to reduce the amount of memory being used.
To ensure that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the resulting matrices can be computed
in a reasonable amount of time then iterative techniques, rather than the direct techniques
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Table 2.1: Waveguides used to test the mode calculation software
Name Width (µm) Etch Depth (µm) Slab-Height (µm) Core Substrate
WG1 1.0 0.3 0.2 InGaAsP InP
WG4 1.25 0.6 0.4 GaAs AlGaAs
WG8A 2.0 0.7 0.8 InGaAsP InP
WG9A 2.0 1.1 0.2 InGaAsP InP
WG8B 2.0 0.7 0.8 GaAs AlGaAs
WG9B 2.0 1.1 0.2 GaAs AlGaAs
employed here, must be utilised. The time required for each step of a mode calculation is
shown in Figure 2.5. It can be seen that as the number of nodes increases the time taken for
each step also increases. Iterative techniques applied to sparse matrices can help to reduce the
total calculation. These techniques are employed in optical mode propagation calculations, see
Chapter 3.
2.5 Testing SFEM_Modes
To test the software that was written to compute the modes in optical waveguides various rib
waveguide will be used, this structure is shown in Figure 1.1. The properties of the waveguides
used for testing the code are listed in Table 2.1. The properties listed in Table 2.1 are to be
used for 2D calculations. At a wavelength of λ = 1.55 (µm) the following values for refractive
index are assumed
nInP = 3.17, nInGaAsP = 3.38, nAlGaAs = 3.34, nGaAs = 3.44
To perform 1D calculations a reduced waveguide must be constructed from the 2D waveguide.
The reduced waveguide is assumed to have the same width it has in 2D. The refractive index
of the reduced guide is computed by making an effective index approximation of the 2D refrac-
tive index profile. Results for computed propagation constants are expressed as a normalised
effective index given by [6]
b = neff − nsub
ncore − nsub (2.41)
where neff is the effective refractive index of a waveguide, computed from
neff =
β
k0
2.5.1 Comparison of 1D analytical and 1D numerical
To test SFEM_Modes a comparison was made of solutions computed by an analytical method
and the FEM code. As an analytical solution for rib waveguide structures does not exist an
equivalent 1D slab was constructed from the data for waveguides WG8A, WG8B, WG9A and
WG9B. The refractive index profile of the equivalent slab was computed using the effective
index method [6]. The equivalent slab is constructed by applying the first step of the effective
index method to the waveguides, i.e. the side and central slab regions are reduced to single
effective index values, these values are used to form the reduced refractive index distribution.
The resulting refractive index profile is polarisation dependent. The properties of the reduced
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Table 2.2: Refractive index properties of equivalent waveguides
Waveguide Polarisation Core Index Substrate Index
WG8A Ex 3.34908 3.29274
Ey 3.3522 3.3061
WG8B Ex 3.41314 3.37305
Ey 3.41544 3.3806
WG9A Ex 3.4034 3.17
Ey 3.3448 3.17
WG9B Ex 3.40624 3.34
Ey 3.4094 3.34
Table 2.3: Normalised effective indices for the reduced slab waveguides computed analytically
and numerically.
Waveguide Polarisation Mode Number Analytical Numerical
WG8A Ex 1 0.799586 0.799381
2 0.657476 0.656952
Ey 1 0.817162 0.817
2 0.689105 0.688714
WG8B Ex 1 0.63292 0.6326
2 0.388 0.3874
Ey 1 0.6597 0.6594
2 0.4377 0.4377
WG9A Ex 1 0.74119 0.740857
2 0.535 0.533857
3 0.214048 0.211905
Ey 1 0.759605 0.759286
2 0.546281 0.545143
3 0.220043 0.217952
WG9B Ex 1 0.5466 0.5462
2 0.2287 0.2273
Ey 1 0.5745 0.574
2 0.2478 0.2464
waveguides used in this set of calculations are listed in Table 2.2. A version of SFEM_Modes
that can compute solutions for one-dimensional structures5, written by the author, was used to
compute the modes for the reduced slab waveguides whose properties are listed in Table 2.2.
The analytical effective indices, computed as the roots of equation (1.29), are compared with
the numerical effective indices, computed as the eigenvalues of the matrices that arise from
the application of the finite element method to the slab waveguide problem. The normalised
effective index values are listed in Table 2.3. There is good agreement between the values
computed by both methods. The error in all cases is O(10−4).
The difference between the computed mode profiles was also examined. The field, having been
computed numerically and analytically, is normalised so its maximum value is unity. The error
associated with the numerical calculation is defined to be the maximum of the absolute value of
the difference between the computed fields, i.e. |φexact− φnumer|. In the case of the fundamental
mode profiles the error associated with the finite element calculation is O(10−3), see Figures 2.6
- 2.9. The error associated with the higher order modes is also O(10−3) with the exception of
WG8B, see Figures 2.7(b) and 2.7(d). The error for the higher order WG8B modes grows at
the edge of the computational domain where the elements increase in length, but inside the core
region the error is O(10−6). The error in all cases can be reduced by computing the solution
5The 1D calculation procedure is identical to the procedure in 2D described in Section 2.3
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Figure 2.6: Difference between analytical solution and numerical solution in a slab waveguide
approximation of WG8A. The refractive index values used to make the approximation are given
in Table 2.2. The computed normalised effective indices are given in Table 2.3.
using a larger number of elements, as is well known from the theory associated with the finite
element method [63, 64, 70]. Alternatively, a higher order interpolation scheme can be used to
generate the solution, although this method is not adopted in this thesis.
2.5.2 Propagation constant convergence
The calculation of propagation constants and mode profiles for a given waveguide depends
not only on the waveguide parameters but also on the choice of computational domain. The
principal factor effecting the calculation is the number of elements, Nelems, that form the mesh.
Too few elements, and the results will not be accurate, too many elements and the calculation
will take too long. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a way to estimate the optimal
number of elements a-priori.
Another factor that effects the accuracy of a calculation is the area of the computational domain,
Lx × Ly. If this was a standard boundary value problem then the solution accuracy would
depend primarily on the number of nodes, because the size of the domain, and the value of the
mode at the domain edge would be specified. In reality waveguide modes decay to zero at large
distances from the waveguide centre. On a computer this infinite space has to be truncated
for practical reasons. This truncation sets up an artificial boundary some distance from the
waveguide, which in turn effects the calculation of the propagation constants. For example, if for
some waveguide, global matrices are constructed within a domain of area Lx ×Ly and another
domain of area (2Lx) × (2Ly), all other parameters being constant, then each domain has a
different matrix from which the same propagation constant must be computed. The waveguide
propagation constant must be independent of the discretisation used, but the fact that you
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Figure 2.7: Difference between analytical solution and numerical solution in a slab waveguide
approximation of WG8B. The refractive index values used to make the approximation are given
in Table 2.2. The computed normalised effective indices are given in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.8: Difference between analytical solution and numerical solution in a slab waveguide
approximation of WG9A. The refractive index values used to make the approximation are given
in Table 2.2. The computed normalised effective indices are given in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.9: Difference between analytical solution and numerical solution in a slab waveguide
approximation of WG9B. The refractive index values used to make the approximation are given
in Table 2.2. The computed normalised effective indices are given in Table 2.3.
have two different matrices means that the computed propagation constants will differ. The
discretisation of the waveguide is as much a part of the solution as the waveguide parameters
when dealing with boundary conditions at infinity.
Since the discretisation forms part of the solution it should be possible to determine the values
of Nelems and Lx for which an accurate solution can be computed. It is not possible in practice
to find values of Nelems and Lx which will guarantee that a computed solution will be accurate,
however, it should be possible to find guidelines to inform our choices for Nelems and Lx. The
choices of Nelems and Lx for which a waveguide mode is assumed to be accurate are to be
determined by numerical experiment. It is being assumed that Ly is approximately equal to
Lx Ly ≈ Lx > H, where H is the waveguide height.
The numerical experiment for finding guidelines for choosing Nelems and Lx comprises comput-
ing the mode profiles and propagation constants of a set of optical waveguides for a series of
values of Nelem, Lx. The process is depicted in Algorithm 8 of Appendix D. When constructing
the mesh for a waveguide problem the variable used to specify the number of nodes along the
xˆ direction is nw, see Section 2.4.1 for detailed explanation. The loop over each calculation
is actually a loop over a set of nw values, as nw increases the overall number of elements will
increase. Similarly, an outer loop iterates over a set of values of Lx. A set of solutions cor-
responding to combinations of Nelems and Lx values for multiple waveguides is generated by
SFEM_Modes. The results from the simulations are analysed and the guidelines for choosing
Nelems and Lx are determined. Please note that in Figures 2.11, 2.13 and 2.15 the vertical
axis is labelled by “z”, this should in fact be labelled as “y” in keeping with the notation of
equation (2.1).
The numerical experiment was performed for waveguides WG1, WG4 and WG8A. For WG1 the
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variation of the Ex wave fundamental mode normalised effective index is shown in Figure 2.10.
The Ex wave fundamental mode for WG1 is shown in Figure 2.11 for a different values of the
size of the computational domain. Figure 2.10 and 2.11 indicate that the solution has converged
when nw ≥ 11, Lx > 5 (µm).
For WG4 the variation of the Ex wave fundamental mode normalised effective index is shown
in Figure 2.12. The WG4 Ex wave fundamental mode is shown in Figure 2.13 for a different
values of the size of the computational domain. These figures indicate that the solution has
converged when nw ≥ 11 and Lx > 5.5 (µm).
For WG8A the Ex wave fundamental mode normalised effective index variation is shown in
Figure 2.14. The Ex wave fundamental mode for WG8A is shown in Figure 2.15 for a different
values of the size of the computational domain. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show that the solution
has converged when nw ≥ 11 and Lx > 10 (µm).
From this numerical experiment it can be deduced that calculations for which nw > 11 and
Lx ≥ 5W will converge reasonably well. In each case the solution has converged when
Nelems > 4000. Figures 2.11, 2.13 and 2.15 show that the mode profiles assume the correct
shape as the size of the computational domain increases. The conclusions from this experiment
are that a choice of nw > 11 and Lx ≥ 5W should ensure that an accurate solution is being
computed. These results will be used as guidelines in future waveguide mode calculations. Fur-
ther analysis may indicate a non-linear relationship between Lx and W but this is not being
pursued at this point.
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Figure 2.10: Variation of the Ex wave fundamental mode normalised effective index in WG1.
The waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
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(a) nw = 11, Lx = 2.2 (µm), Lz = 2.5 (µm) (b) nw = 11, Lx = 3.2 (µm), Lz = 4.0 (µm)
(c) nw = 11, Lx = 4.3 (µm), Lz = 4.6 (µm) (d) nw = 11, Lx = 5.2 (µm), Lz = 6.8 (µm)
Figure 2.11: Ex wave fundamental mode of waveguide WG1 for different lengths of the com-
putational domain. The waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.12: Variation of the Ex wave fundamental mode normalised effective index in WG4.
The waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
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(a) nw = 11, Lx = 2.5 (µm), Lz = 2.5 (µm) (b) nw = 11, Lx = 3.6 (µm), Lz = 3.7 (µm)
(c) nw = 11, Lx = 4.6 (µm), Lz = 4.8 (µm) (d) nw = 11, Lx = 5.8 (µm), Lz = 6.1 (µm)
Figure 2.13: Ex wave fundamental mode of waveguide WG4 for different lengths of the com-
putational domain. The waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.14: Variation of the Ex wave fundamental mode normalised effective index in WG8A.
The waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
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(a) nw = 11, Lx = 3.4 (µm), Lz = 3.8 (µm) (b) nw = 11, Lx = 4.0 (µm), Lz = 5.3 (µm)
(c) nw = 11, Lx = 5.8 (µm), Lz = 5.9 (µm) (d) nw = 11, Lx = 9.8 (µm), Lz = 10 (µm)
Figure 2.15: Ex wave fundamental mode of waveguide WG8A for different lengths of the
computational domain. The waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
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2.5.3 Straight waveguides modes and propagation constants
Using SFEM_Modes the propagation constants and mode profiles in an optical waveguide
can be computed. The geometry of the waveguide, and its material parameters determine the
number of modes that are present in the structure. Waveguides WG1 and WG4 are single mode
waveguides, for a given polarisation, as can be seen in Figures 2.16 and 2.17 respectively. These
waveguides have a narrow core region that prevents other modes from propagating. Waveguides
WG8A and WG8B however, have very large core areas and this allows multiple modes to be
excited in the waveguide. The modes corresponding to Ex polarised waves in waveguide WG8A
are shown in Figure 2.18. The modes corresponding to Ey polarised waves in waveguide WG8A
are shown in Figure 2.19. It should be noted that the boundary of the computational domain
is having an effect on the calculation of the higher order modes for WG8A. The modes in
Figures 2.18(b) - 2.18(d) and Figures 2.19(b) - 2.19(d) are interacting with the computational
domain boundary. The reason for this is because the computational domain is a part of the
solution being computed. If Lx was made larger again, the shape of the higher order modes
may change. However, as this thesis is principally concerned with the behaviour of waveguide
fundamental modes the problem is considered to be beyond the work of this thesis.
On the other hand waveguides WG9A and WG9B have similar core dimensions as WG8A
and WG8B, but a very narrow slab section. This large etch depth prevents the excitation of
many higher order modes which can be desirable depending on the application. The modes
corresponding to Ex polarised waves in waveguide WG9A are shown in Figure 2.20. The
modes corresponding to Ey polarised waves in waveguide WG9A are shown in Figure 2.21.
These mode profiles also illustrate the effect of polarisation mode dispersion that is present in
the waveguides. The effect can be seen by comparing the mode shapes in each of the waveguides
for the different polarisations, and also the value of the propagation constants. It can also be
seen that the large etch depth is preventing the field from interacting with the computational
domain boundary so the shape of the higher modes for WG9A and WG9B is accurate.
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(a) Ex polarisation, β = 12.988 (µm)−1
(b) Ey polarisation β = 12.867 (µm)−1
Figure 2.16: Fundamental modes of WG1. Modes were computed using 75 × 50 nodes that
define 7252 elements in a computational domain with dimensions 5.079 × 3.97 (µm)2. The
waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1. For waveguide WG1 bound
mode propagation constants must satisfy 12.85 < β < 13.7.
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(a) Ex polarisation, β = 13.649 (µm)−1
(b) Ey polarisation, β = 13.609 (µm)−1
Figure 2.17: Fundamental modes of WG4. Modes were computed using 71×48 nodes that define
6580 elements in a computational domain with dimensions 6.8 × 6.102 (µm)2. The waveguide
materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1. For waveguide WG4 bound mode propa-
gation constants must satisfy 13.54 < β < 13.94.
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(a) Fundamental mode, β = 13.536 (µm)−1 (b) Mode 2, β = 13.428 (µm)−1
(c) Mode 3, β = 13.422 (µm)−1 (d) Mode 4, β = 13.412 (µm)−1
Figure 2.18: Ex polarised modes of WG8A. Modes were computed using 59 × 45 nodes that
define 5104 elements in a computational domain with dimensions 10.318 × 9.034 (µm)2. The
waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1. For waveguide WG8A bound
mode propagation constants must satisfy 12.85 < β < 13.7.
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(a) Fundamental mode, β = 13.517 (µm)−1 (b) Mode 2, β = 13.389 (µm)−1
(c) Mode 3, β = 13.378 (µm)−1 (d) Mode 4 , β = 13.371 (µm)−1
Figure 2.19: Ey polarised modes of WG8A. Modes were computed using 59 × 45 nodes that
define 5104 elements in a computational domain with dimensions 10.318 × 9.034 (µm)2. The
waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1. For waveguide WG8A bound
mode propagation constants must satisfy 12.85 < β < 13.7.
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(a) Fundamental mode, β = 13.477 (µm)−1 (b) Mode 2, β = 13.253 (µm)−1
(c) Mode 3, β = 13.043 (µm)−1 (d) Mode 4, β = 12.881 (µm)−1
Figure 2.20: Ex polarised modes of WG9A. Modes were computed using 59 × 57 nodes that
define 6496 elements in a computational domain with dimensions 10.318 × 9.297 (µm)2. The
waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1. For waveguide WG9A bound
mode propagation constants must satisfy 12.85 < β < 13.7.
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(a) Fundamental mode, β = 13.449 (µm)−1
(b) Mode 2, β = 13.195 (µm)−1
(c) Mode 3, β = 12.979 (µm)−1
Figure 2.21: Ey polarised modes of WG9A. Modes were computed using 59 × 57 nodes that
define 6496 elements in a computational domain with dimensions 10.318 × 9.297 (µm)2. The
waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1. For waveguide WG9A bound
mode propagation constants must satisfy 12.85 < β < 13.7.
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2.6 Discussion
The finite element method as it is applied to optical waveguides has been developed. An
implementation of this method has been written in C++. The code is capable of analysing
straight and, as shall be seen in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5, curved waveguides. Accurate mode
profiles can be computed using the code, once the mesh parameters have been chosen correctly.
In the next chapter a method for propagating waves in optical devices in general, and curved
structures in particular, is developed. This numerical method will allow for the characterisation
of the optical properties of a device.
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Chapter 3
Optical Wave Propagation
Summary: The numerical method necessary for propagating a mode in a curved optical waveg-
uide is presented. It is shown how the finite element beam propagation method is used to
propagate a mode in an optical waveguide via the solution of a system of linear equations. A
computer code that implements the finite element beam propagation method is presented. The
necessary boundary conditions are discussed. The applicability of the finite element beam prop-
agation method is demonstrated by its application to Gaussian beam propagation in free space
and in a rib waveguide.
3.1 Introduction
It was shown in Chapter 1 that a curved structure can be mapped onto an equivalent straight
structure by means of a conformal transformation. It was shown that the field in the transformed
structure is described by1
2 i γ P ∂φ
∂v
− P ∂
2φ
∂v2
= P ∂
2φ
∂u2
+ P Γ ∂
2φ
∂y2
+ k20 QΓφ − P γ2 φ (3.1)
where the field varies transversely along the uˆ and zˆ directions and propagates along the vˆ
direction with complex propagation constant γ = β + i α, α < 0, so that the field components
are of the form φ(u, y, v) = φ(u, y, v) e−i β v eαv.
Since γ is not known a-priori the solution of equation (3.1) can only be computed numerically.
As is the case with the numerical calculation of waveguide mode profiles there are a large number
of techniques currently being used to numerically propagate light in waveguide structures.
Propagation of light can be performed using the fast-fourier transform technique [81–83], the
finite difference method [84–87], the finite element method [88–99], the method of lines [100]
and the eigenmode expansion method [67] to name a few. Techniques that allow for the analysis
of waves propagating in more than one direction also exist, these are known as bi-directional
beam propagation methods [101,102]. The finite difference time domain method is also used to
analyse the propagation of waves in photonic devices [69].
Numerical propagation analysis generally assumes the following procedure: launch a mode
profile into the waveguide structure, compute the field a finite distance from the input by a
1The terms in the equation are defined in Table 1.2 on page 21
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known method, assume the input to the next step is the field from the last computed step,
repeat until you have propagated the desired distance. The propagation step is accomplished
by means of the solution of a set of linear equations that link the field from the previous step
with the field at the next step, i.e. Aˆ · φnew = Bˆ · φold for matrices Aˆ and Bˆ that describe the
waveguide cross-section at each step. Boundary conditions that remove numerical reflections
from the edge of the computational domain are required to prevent the wave being propagated
from being distorted [103–112].
In keeping with Chapter 2 a beam propagation method based on the finite element method
(FE-BPM) is used to perform the propagation simulations for this thesis. Analysis of FE-BPM
and its application to the solution of equation (3.1) is presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The
boundary conditions that remove non-physical reflections from the computational domain are
discussed in Section 3.4. An object oriented C++ implementation of FE-BPM is presented in
Section 3.5 and finally, for this chapter, the testing of the FE-BPM code for two and three
dimensional simulations is discussed in Section 3.6.
3.2 Galerkin Finite Element Method
It was shown in Chapter 2 how the Rayleigh-Ritz finite element method is used to determine the
numerical solution to equations of the form Lφ = f . The Rayleigh-Ritz approach is applicable
when the differential operator L is self-adjoint2. Testing equation (3.1) for self-adjointness leads
to
(Lφ, ψ) − (φ, Lψ) = 2 i γ
∫∫
Ω
P
(
φ
∂ψ
∂v
− ψ ∂φ
∂v
)
dΩ (3.2)
The r.h.s. of (3.2) is non-zero only if φ or ψ is zero, therefore the differential operator L
associated with (3.1) is not self-adjoint and the Rayleigh-Ritz finite element method cannot be
used to compute a solution to (3.1).
There is, however, a generalised version of the variational principle that can be used to compute
the solution to (3.1), it is known as the weak form of the variational principle and it can be used
to express equations in variational form when the differential operator is not self-adjoint [63,64].
The technique is known as the Galerkin finite element method. The effect of the application
of the Galerkin FEM is to reduce a differential equation to an equivalent set of equations,
the solution of which is a stationary point of the functional associated with the differential
equation. This is in contrast to the Rayleigh-Ritz FEM, which when applied yields a set of
equations whose solution is a global minimum of the associated functional. The Galerkin finite
element method requires that you find some function u such that (Lu − f, v) = 0 is satisfied
for some function v and inner product operator (·, ·)3.
Application of this method, for admissable functions, provides a set of equations whose solution
is a stationary point of the functional associated with the problem and hence approximates
the solution to the original equation. The integral (Lu − f, v) = 0 is sometimes known
as the weighted residual integral [70]. The Galerkin finite element method will be applied
to equation (3.1) in order to approximate its solution numerically4. Upon application of the
2Defined on page 23
3Defined on page 23
4It should be noted that if the weak variational principle had been applied to equation (2.1) the exact same
generalised eigenvalue problem would have been the result.
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Galerkin FEM equation (3.1) will be reduced to an equivalent second order ordinary differential
equation for the field along the direction of propagation.
3.3 FE-BPM for Three-Dimensional Waveguides
Assume a finite element subdivision of the computational domain where the field on each
element is approximated by
φe(u, y, v) =
3∑
j=1
Nej (u, y)φej(v) (3.3)
with the basis functions Nej (u, y) being defined by equation (2.14). The difference between
the function defined in equation (3.3) and the earlier basis function used in the mode profile
analysis, equation (2.15), is that in this case it is assumed that φ depends on the position v
along the direction of propagation as well as its value along the transverse coordinates u and
y. Define the weighting function for the weighted residual integral to be ψe = Nej (u, y) and
assume that φe can be represented by equation (3.3). The residual integral is computed by
calculating (Lφ− f, ψ) = 0 for equation (3.1). This amounts to computing the integral
R =
∫
Ω
ψ (Lφ) dΩ = 0
with L being the differential operator for equation (3.1). This integral can be broken into a
sum over contributions from each of the elements in the mesh. The weighted residual integral
on the eth element is given by
Re =
∫∫
e
ψe P e
∂2φe
∂v2
du dy − 2 i γ
∫∫
e
ψe P e
∂φe
∂v
du dy
+
∫∫
e
ψe P e
∂2φe
∂u2
du dy +
∫∫
e
ψe P e Γe ∂
2φe
∂y2
du dy
+
∫∫
e
ψe (k20 Qe Γe − γ2 P e)φe du dy
. (3.4)
The integrals containing derivatives with respect to u and y can be reduced using integration
by parts [37,70]. Performing these integrations results in
Re =
∫∫
e
P e
∂2φe
∂v2
ψe du dy − 2 i γ
∫∫
e
P e
∂φe
∂v
ψe du dy
+
∫∫
e
k20 Q
e Γe φe ψe du dy −
∫∫
e
P e
∂φe
∂u
∂ψe
∂u
du dy
−
∫∫
e
P e Γe ∂φ
e
∂y
∂ψe
∂y
du dy −
∫∫
e
β2 P e φe ψe du dy
. (3.5)
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Substitution of φe(u, y, v) and ψe(u, y) into equation (3.5) gives
Re =
∫∫
e
P e
3∑
j=1
Nej (u, y)
d2φej
dv2
Nek(u, y) du dy
− 2 i γ
∫∫
e
P e
3∑
j=1
Nej (u, y)
dφej
dv
Nek(u, y) du dy
+
∫∫
e
k20 Q
e Γe
3∑
j=1
Nej (u, y)φej(v)Nek(u, y) du dy
−
∫∫
e
P e
3∑
j=1
∂Nej
∂u
φej(v)
∂Nek
∂u
du dy
−
∫∫
e
P e Γe
3∑
j=1
∂Nej
∂y
φej(v)
∂Nek
∂y
du dy
−
∫∫
e
γ2 P e
3∑
j=1
Nej (u, y)φej(v)Nek(u, y) du dy
. (3.6)
Re-arranging the v dependent terms, and assuming that pe, qe are constant across an element,
the weighted residual integral reduces to equation
Re =
3∑
j=1
P eAej k
d2φej
dv2
− 2 i γ
3∑
j=1
P eAej k
dφej
dv
+
3∑
j=1
k20 Q
e ΓeAej k φej(v) −
3∑
j=1
P e Bej k φ
e
j(v)
−
3∑
j=1
P e Γe Cej k φej(v) −
3∑
j=1
γ2 P eAej k φ
e
j(v)
. (3.7)
where the terms Aej k, Bej k and Cej k are matrices defined by the integrals (2.18) - (2.20), see
page 27.
Equation (3.7) represents the weighted residual integral for a single element, the weighted
residual integral for the entire mesh is computed by summing over the contributions from each
of the mesh elements. Setting this sum to zero yields the semi-discrete analogue of equa-
tion (3.1) [90–94,96–98]
Mˆ d
2Φˆ
dv2
− 2 i γ Mˆ dΦˆ
dv
+ (Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ) Φˆ = 0. (3.8)
Φˆ =
M∑
e=1
φe(v) (3.9)
Mˆ =
M∑
e=1
P eAe (3.10)
Kˆ =
M∑
e=1
k20 Q
e ΓeAe − P eBe − P e Γe Ce (3.11)
Equation (3.8) is a 2nd order ordinary differential equation that describes the field along the
direction of propagation. Φˆ, defined in equation (3.9), is a vector representing the solution at
each node of the mesh, Mˆ and Kˆ, defined in equations (3.10) and (3.11) respectively, are the
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global matrices that characterise the mesh along the direction of propagation. Note that Mˆ and
Kˆ have the same structure as when they are used to compute the mode profiles of a waveguide,
see Section 2.3.2. If in (3.8) the terms involving the derivatives are neglected it reduces to
the generalised eigenvalue problem that was encountered when computing the waveguide mode
profiles. The complex propagation constant, γ, is unknown. However, in a waveguide whose
properties will change along the direction of propagation it is necessary to have some method
whereby the propagation constant during propagation, in Section 3.3.3 a formula for updating
the propagation constant during propagation is derived [89–94,96–98].
It remains to discuss how the solution of (3.8) is computed at each propagation step. The first
step in this process is to make an approximation of equation (3.8), i.e. its order is reduced
to that of an equivalent first order equation. The method for achieving this is presented in
Section 3.3.1 [91, 93, 94, 96, 98, 113]. The second step is to solve the reduced equation using
numerical integration. The numerical integration algorithm used is detailed in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Application of the Padé approximation technique
To numerically compute the propagation of a light beam through a waveguide equation (3.8)
must be solved at each step along the direction of propagation. The usual method for nu-
merically solving 2nd order ordinary differential equations is to re-write the equation as a pair
of coupled 1st order ordinary differential equations [40]. However, the Padé approximation
technique, introduced by Hadley [113], enables a 2nd order ordinary differential equation to
be written as a single 1st order ordinary differential equation, the solution of which closely
approximates that of the original 2nd order equation. The resulting 1st order equation can then
be solved by numerical integration with the trapezoidal rule [91,93,94,96,98].
To apply the Padé approximation technique re-write equation (3.8) by bringing the derivative
terms to the left and the non-derivative terms to the right.
2 i γ Mˆ dΦˆ
dv
− Mˆ d
2Φˆ
dv2
= (Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ) Φˆ (3.12)
Multiply equation (3.12) by Mˆ−1/2 i γ to obtain
dΦˆ
dv
− 12 i γ
d2Φˆ
dv2
= 12 i γ Mˆ
−1 (Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ) Φˆ. (3.13)
A derivative operator can be factored from the left hand side of equation (3.13) to leave
d
dv
(
1 − 12 i γ
d
dv
)
Φˆ = 12 i γ Mˆ
−1 (Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ) Φˆ. (3.14)
From (3.14) a recurrence relation between the left and right hand sides, can be defined.
d
dv
∣∣∣∣
n
= Mˆ
−1
2 i γ
(Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ)
1 − 12 i γ
d
dv
∣∣∣∣
n−1
with d
dv
∣∣∣∣
−1
= 0 (3.15)
This recurrence relation is used to construct the Padé approximation to equation (3.8) [113].
The first Padé approximation is obtained by taking n = 0 in equation (3.15), this is equivalent
to the Fresnel approximation of ignoring 2nd order derivatives of the field along the direction
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of propagation [91,93,94,96,98,113].
d
dv
∣∣∣∣
0
= Mˆ
−1
2 i γ
(Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ)
1 − 12 i γ
d
dv
∣∣∣∣
−1
= Mˆ
−1
2 i γ
(Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ)
1 − 0
= Mˆ
−1
2 i γ (Kˆ − γ
2 Mˆ)
⇒ 2 i γ Mˆ dΦˆ
dv
= (Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ) Φˆ (3.16)
The Fresnel approximation of (3.8) is given by equation (3.16).
The second Padé approximation is obtained by taking n = 1, this is the wide angle approxi-
mation that is used for beam propagation analysis [91,93,94,96,98,113].
d
dv
∣∣∣∣
1
= Mˆ
−1
2 i γ
(Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ)
1 − 12 i γ
d
dv
∣∣∣∣
0
= Mˆ
−1
2 i γ
(Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ)
1 − 12 i γ
(
Mˆ−1
2 i γ (Kˆ − γ
2 Mˆ)
)
= Mˆ
−1
2 i γ
(Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ)
1 + Mˆ
−1
4 γ2 (Kˆ − γ
2 Mˆ)
⇒2 i γ
(
Mˆ + 14 γ2 (Kˆ − γ
2 Mˆ)
)
dΦˆ
dv
= (Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ) Φˆ (3.17)
The wide-angle approximation of (3.8) is given by (3.17).
It has been shown that a second order Padé approximation is sufficient to generate an accurate
solution of equation (3.8) [91,93,94,96,98,113]. In summary, the equation to be solved is
2 i γ Mˆ∗ dΦˆ
dv
= (Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ) Φˆ (3.18)
where Mˆ∗ is defined by
Mˆ∗ = Mˆ + 14 γ2 (Kˆ − γ
2 Mˆ) (3.19)
The numerical integration of equation (3.18) is discussed in Section (3.3.2).
3.3.2 Numerical integration of the propagation equation
Equation (3.18) must be integrated numerically over a step-size ∆ v. The algorithm used to
compute the solution over a step is known by a multitude of names; Trapezoidal rule, Crank-
Nicholson method [63] and Newmark method [70]. Application of the trapezoidal rule between
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the points (vj , vj+1) where ∆ v = vj+1 − vj leads to
2 i γj Mˆ∗j (Φˆj+1 − Φˆj) =
∆v (Kˆj − γ2j Mˆj)
(
α Φˆj+1 + (1 − α) Φˆj
) (3.20)
Re-arranging (3.20) by putting the j + 1 terms on the left and the j terms on the right yields(
2 i γj Mˆ∗j − ∆v α (Kˆj − γ2j Mˆj)
)
Φˆj+1 =(
2 i γj Mˆ∗j + ∆v (1 − α) (Kˆj − γ2j Mˆj)
)
Φˆj
. (3.21)
Equation (3.21) is a linear system of equations that relates the field at step j to the field at
step j + 1.
Aˆ · Φˆj+1 = Bˆ · Φˆj (3.22)
Aˆ = 2 i γj Mˆ∗j − ∆v α (Kˆj − γ2j Mˆj) (3.23)
Bˆ = 2 i γj Mˆ∗j + ∆v (1 − α) (Kˆj − γ2j Mˆj) (3.24)
The matrices necessary for the solution are dependent on the position along the direction of
propagation. To ensure stability of the propagation algorithm choose 12 ≤ α ≤ 1. This set of
equations also holds in the Fresnel approximation case with Mˆ∗ being replaced by Mˆ.
In principle it should be possible to apply numerical integration schemes which are known to
be more accurate, e.g. Runge-Kutta method order four or a multi-step technique such as the
Adams-Bashforth method [72]. I suspect though that the resulting equations will be non-linear
and this in turn would require further numerical approximation. In any case a step size of
∆ν = 0.1 (µm) is assumed for all simulations, this is smaller than previously reported step-
sizes [91, 93, 94, 96, 98] and as such should ensure an accurate numerical integration along the
direction of propagation.
3.3.3 Updating the propagation constant
As a wave propagates inside a waveguide it will change its properties depending on the material
parameters and cross-section geometry. If the waveguide structure changes then the propagation
constant must alter accordingly. This means that a mechanism for updating the propagation
constant of a propagating beam is required as the wave is propagating. The weak-form of
the variational principle enables the propagation constant as a function of path-length to be
determined. It will be shown that the propagation constant can be computed directly by a series
of integrations over the field as it is stepped through a waveguide device. Following that it will
be shown that the multiple integrations can be replaced by a series of matrix multiplications
with the matrices involved being the global matrices Kˆ and Mˆ.
To obtain the propagation constant apply the weak form of the variational principle to equa-
tion (2.1) [89, 114]. Multiply (2.1) by φ and integrate over the domain on which the solution
is sought, in this case the domain is the waveguide cross-section transverse to the direction of
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propagation.∫∫
φP
∂2φ
∂u2
dudy +
∫∫
φP Γ ∂
2φ
∂y2
dudy + k20
∫∫
φQΓφdudy − γ2
∫∫
φP φdudy = 0
(3.25)
Integrating equation (3.25) leads to
−
∫∫
P
(
∂φ
∂u
)2
dudy −
∫∫
P Γ
(
∂φ
∂y
)2
dudy
+ k20
∫∫
QΓ (φ)2 dudy − γ2
∫∫
P (φ)2 dudy = 0
(3.26)
Writing equation (3.26) in inner product notation gives [89]
γ2 (Pφ, φ) = k20 (Qφ, φ) −
(
P
∂φ
∂u
,
∂φ
∂u
)
−
(
P Γ ∂φ
∂y
,
∂φ
∂y
)
(3.27)
If the field profile is known at any point then the propagation constant at that point can be
computed using equation (3.27).
Since the finite element method is being used then an approximation of (3.27) can be obtained
that replaces a numerical integration with a matrix multiplication. Each of the integrals in
equation (3.27) can be approximated by expanding φ in the basis of elemental interpolating
polynomials. This leads to the following formula for γ2 [91, 93,94,96,98]
γ2 = Φˆ
T · Kˆ · Φˆ
ΦˆT · Mˆ · Φˆ (3.28)
where ΦˆT is the conjugate transpose and Kˆ and Mˆ are the global matrices defined earlier
by equations (2.32) and (2.33) respectively. This type of expression is known as a generalised
Rayleigh quotient. Since Φˆ will, in general, be a complex-valued vector the real and imaginary
parts of the propagation constant can be computed as a beam is propagated.
The time required for the matrix multiplications in equation (3.28) can be reduced if the
matrices Kˆ and Mˆ are stored using the row-indexed storage format. Details for the time
reduction achieved for a matrix triple product are presented in Appendix C.
3.4 Boundary Conditions for Beam Propagation
The method described in Section 3.3 allows for a wave to be propagated in an optical device.
However, since the propagation is simulated on a finite domain light will be reflected from
the edge of that domain, this reflected light is non-physical and will interfere with the results
of any simulation. In order to remove these non-physical reflections appropriate boundary
conditions must be employed at the domain edge. For the beam propagation method the
type of boundary condition required is known as an absorbing boundary condition (ABC).
ABC allow light to exit the computational domain without introducing non-physical reflections
back into the propagation region. There are two main types; Transparent boundary conditions
(TBC) [103] and perfectly matched layer boundary conditions(PML-BC) [104–112]. Description
of these boundary conditions and the manner in which they are employed within FE-BPM are
discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 respectively.
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3.4.1 Transparent boundaries
TBC were first introduced by Hadley [103]. In that paper it was shown that if the field near
the edge of the computational domain behaves like
φ ∼ φ0 ei kx x (3.29)
where φ0 and kx are complex constants and φ represents a component of the electromagnetic
field being propagated, then a non-zero flux condition can be defined at the edge of the compu-
tational domain. This non-zero flux condition allows energy to leave the computational domain
without being reflected from the domain edge, in contrast with Dirichlet or Neumann bound-
ary conditions which conserve total energy inside the domain and thus create reflections at the
domain edge. The fact that TBC allows light to leave the computational domain means that
the nodes at the domain act like absorbers that do not permit reflection back into the domain.
The mechanism that permits this non-zero flux condition is the updating of the complex con-
stant kx between propagation steps. Hadley showed that the flux at the domain edge was given
by [103]
Fn =
1
4β∆x2 sin (<{kx}∆x) exp (−={kx}∆x)
∣∣∣φjn−1 + φj+1n−1∣∣∣ (3.30)
where Fn is the flux through the mesh boundary at node n, β is the propagation constant of the
mode being propagated, ∆x is the spacing between the nodes in the mesh, φ∗n−1 is the value of
the field at position n−1 for steps j and j+1, <{kx} is the real part of the complex constant kx
and ={kx} is its imaginary part. If <{kx} satisfies 0 < <{kx} < pi/∆x then equation (3.30)
always has positive value, which means that energy is always flowing out of the computational
domain. The value of kx is determined by the condition
φjn
φjn−1
= ei kx ∆x (3.31)
between propagation steps [103].
To incorporate the TBC into FE-BPM the following condition is imposed at the edge of the
computational domain (
∂φ
∂x
+ kx φ
) ∣∣∣∣∣
∂Ω
= 0 (3.32)
where kx is a complex constant that is renewed with each propagation step by solving (3.31).
Condition (3.32) is applied to the two dimensional equivalent of equation (3.4) when the integrals
are computed. Following an identical analysis to that given in Section 3.3 the partial differential
equation is reduced to a second order ODE that contains an extra term which incorporates the
influence of the TBC5 [90–93].
Mˆ d
2Φˆ
dv2
− 2 i γ Mˆ dΦˆ
dv
+ (Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ) Φˆ + Kˆ∂Ω Φˆ = 0 (3.33)
5In Section 3.3 Neumann boundary conditions are assumed and this eliminates the extra term that arises
here.
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The global matrices Mˆ and Kˆ correspond to those of a one-dimensional slab waveguide [70,90–
93].
Kˆ =
M∑
e=1
(k20 Qe ΓeAe − P eBe)
Mˆ =
M∑
e=1
P eAe
where the matrices Ae and Be are defined, assuming linear elements, by
Ae = le6
(
2 1
1 2
)
Be = 1
le
(
1 −1
−1 1
)
(3.34)
The extra term Kˆ∂Ω in equation (3.33) contains the effect of the TBC and in practice is an
n × n matrix that is zero everywhere except at positions [1][1] and [n][n], assuming a mesh
containing n > 1 nodes. The effect of the Kˆ∂Ω term can be added into the two-dimensional
equivalent of (3.22).
TBC can also be applied in three-dimensional propagation simulations [94]. In practice, how-
ever, this requires adding extra types of elements into the mesh which complicates the analysis
and assembly of the global matrices required for the propagation [94]. It was felt that mixing
different element types would be an extra, time-consuming, complication and for this reason,
the TBC were not employed in any three-dimensional simulations as part of this thesis. Testing
of the TBC is discussed in Section 3.6.
3.4.2 Perfectly matched layers
PML-BC are another type of absorbing boundary condition. They were introduced by Bérenger
in [104]. In that paper it was shown that by placing a region of non-physical material around the
computational domain, see Figure 3.1 taken from [112], waves could be absorbed in that domain
and not suffer from reflections. The property that allowed for this region to be absorbing was
that its conductivity was matched to the conductivity of the computational domain, hence the
name perfectly matched layer. It was shown later that the PML-BC region could be defined
using a complex change of coordinates [105–112]. Inside the computational domain the light
is propagated according to Maxwell’s equations. In the PML region the light is subject to
Maxwell’s equations that have been transformed by complex coordinate stretching, this change
of coordinates simulates the presence of an absorbing region to prevent numerical reflections
from accumulating inside the computational domain.
To apply PML-BC for optical wave propagation a change of coordinates is performed via
x′i = si xi, where xi corresponds to any of the coordinate axes, the parameter s defines the
conductivity of the PML region along a particular direction [96–98,105–110] and is defined by
s = 1 − i σe
ω 0 n2
= 1 − i σm
ω µ0
(3.35)
where σe and σm are the electrical and magnetic conductivities respectively. In the non-PML
region si = 1, which will leave Maxwell’s equations unchanged [96–98]. In practical imple-
mentations a parabolic conductivity profile is assumed. This changes the definition of the
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Figure 3.1: Object being studied surrounded by a perfectly matched layer region.
Table 3.1: Values of sx and sy
Region sx sy s2x/s s2y/s
I 1 s 1/s s
II s 1 s 1/s
III 1 1 1/s 1/s
parameter s so that it includes the effect of the perfectly matched layer reflectivity. With a
parabolic conductivity profile the parameter s is defined as
s = 1 − i 3λ4pi n d
(ρ
d
)2
log 1
R
(3.36)
where n is the refractive index of the medium, ρ is the distance from the beginning of the PML
region and d is the total thickness of the PML region [96–98].
Application of the complex change of coordinates defines a new gradient operator.
∇′ =
(
∂
∂x′
,
∂
∂y′
,
∂
∂z′
)
=
(
sx
∂
∂x
, sy
∂
∂y
, sz
∂
∂z
)
(3.37)
Substitution of this operator into Maxwell’s equations (1.7) and (1.8) allows for a Helmholtz
type equation to be derived that is valid in the transformed coordinates of the PML region [96–
98,107].
sx
s
∂
∂x
(
P sx
∂φ
∂x
)
+ sy
∂
∂y
(
P
sy
s
∂φ
∂y
)
+ s ∂
∂z
(
P
∂φ
∂z
)
+ k20 Qsφ = 0 (3.38)
This equation is of the same type as (1.50) with the added “s” parameters. The ratios sx/s
and sy/s take on different values depending on the region being considered, see Figure 3.2 and
Table 3.1 both taken from [98]. It is assumed that the field can be decomposed according
to φ(x, y, z) = φ(x, y, z) e−i γ z, this expression is substituted into equation (3.39) and the
FE-BPM is applied in order to determine a numerical approximation to the solution along the
direction of propagation.
Since curved optical waveguides are being analysed, PML-BC are incorporated into a FE-BPM
code for computing the solution of equation (3.1). Upon application of the complex coordinate
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Figure 3.2: Computational domain with a rib waveguide, surrounded by a PML region.
stretching transformation and the FE-BPM the following global matrices are determined
Mˆ =
M∑
e=1
P e seAe (3.39)
Kˆ =
M∑
e=1
k20 Q
e se ΓeAe − P e
(sx
s
)e
Be − P e
(sy
s
)e
Γe Ce (3.40)
The matrices Ae, Be and Ce are defined according to equations (2.18) - (2.20), see page 27, for
propagation in two-dimensional optical waveguides. For propagation in one-dimensional struc-
tures define Ae and Be according to (3.34). In one-dimensional waveguides the Ce contribution
is not present.
Equations (3.39) and (3.40) define a system of linear equations, via equation (3.22), whose
solution describes the propagation of a wave in a curved three-dimensional optical waveguide
assuming PML-BC. To the author’s knowledge this is the first time that this set of equations
has been presented. If the term Γ is allowed to vary along the direction of propagation then
this scheme can also simulate curved optical waveguides for which the curvature varies along
the path-length of the waveguide.
3.5 SFEM_Propagation: An object oriented waveguide mode
propagator
So far the mathematical details behind the FE-BPM have been presented. This section pro-
vides a description of an object oriented C++ implementation of the FE-BPM with PML-
BC that was written as part of this PhD for the purpose of computing a solution of equa-
tion (3.1). SFEM_Propagation is built on top of SFEM_Modes, i.e. SFEM_Propagation
inherits SFEM_Modes so that all the code that was written for SFEM_Modes can be used
with only slight alterations by SFEM_Propagation.
3.5.1 The propagation algorithm
To propagate a beam using SFEM_Propagation discretise the waveguide cross-section using
the method described in Section 2.4.1. Algorithms 1 and 2 are altered to extend the mesh so
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that the surrounding PML region can be incorporated. The alteration consists of adding a loop,
after lines 18 of Algorithms 1 and 2, to define the node positions inside the PML region.
Once the mesh is defined the elemental properties can be defined, when PML-BC are in-
cluded the elements of the mesh must contain information to define the s-parameter, see
equation (3.35), since the elements are defined using objects it is an easy task to extend the
information required by each element.
The next step is to define the initial condition on the mesh. This can be any type of wave but
is usually chosen to be a Gaussian beam or a mode of the waveguide. When waveguides are
being studied it is best to launch a mode of the waveguide, this requires the optical modes of
the waveguide to be computed prior to launch. The reason being that other types of wave take
a very long time to settle into a bound state of the waveguide.
Once the initial condition has been defined the beam propagation algorithm can be applied.
The global matrices are defined according to equations (3.39) and (3.40). The global matrices
are computed according to Algorithm 6 assuming equations (3.39) and (3.40) in Appendix D.
If the waveguide properties do not change along the path-length of the waveguide then this
step need only be computed once. Next the propagation constant is defined in terms of the
input field according to equation (3.28). Once the beam is propagating γ is updated using the
propagated field profile.
The most important step, construction of the system of linear equations (3.22), is accomplished
in four parts. From the definitions of the matrices Aˆ and Bˆ, see equations (3.23) and (3.24),
it can be seen that there are factors common to both Aˆ and Bˆ. To this end two new matrices
are defined
Lˆ = Kˆ − γ2 Mˆ, Mˆ2 = Mˆ + γ4 Lˆ
This allows the matrices Aˆ and Bˆ to be defined according to
Aˆ = (2 i γ) Mˆ2 − αdz Lˆ, Bˆ = (2 i γ) Mˆ2 + (1 − α) dz Lˆ
The last step requires the formation of the right-hand side vector
Rˆ = Bˆ · φˆold
φˆold in this case is assumed to be the field from the previous step, or the input field in the case
of the first step. To ensure stability α is defined in the range 12 ≤ α ≤ 1.
Equations (3.22) can now be solved by application of a suitable linear system solver. Given
the sparse nature and large size of the matrices involved the author has chosen to use the
bi-conjugate gradient method (BCGM) to solve equation (3.22). This method can be imple-
mented very efficiently using the sparse matrix object discussed in Appendix C. In effect BCGM
iteratively searches for a minimum of the function
f(xˆ) = 12 xˆ · Aˆ · xˆ − bˆ · xˆ
since this function attains a minimum when [40,72]
∇f(xˆ) = Aˆ · xˆ − bˆ = 0ˆ
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The details of the implementation used by the author can be found in [40].
In broad terms the search for the solution starts with an approximate solution of equation (3.22),
the input field for the FE-BPM is chosen, then the solution is updated according to
xˆnew = xˆold + t vˆ
vˆ is the direction taken to search for the minimum of f(xˆ), not necessarily the direction of
steepest descent, and t is a parameter that enables this search to converge quickly. t and vˆ
are chosen so as to satisfy bi-conjugacy and mutual orthogonality conditions [40,71,72]. There
is no unique method for choosing t and vˆ. One method is provided in [72] and another, more
advanced, method is provided in [40]. In each case the process of pre-conditioning is applied
to ensure the numerical stability of the BCGM. A description of the method is provided in
Algorithm 9. The solution of equation (3.22) represents the field a distance dz down the
waveguide. The propagation process is described algorithmically in Algorithm 10.
3.6 Testing SFEM_Propagation
To ensure that SFEM_Propagation produces physically sensible results some test simulations
were run. For the two-dimensional version a Gaussian beam was launched into free space. The
results of the 2D simulations are presented in Section 3.6.1. Once a beam could be propagated
in 3D the code could be tested to ensure that it was producing realistic results. To this end a
Gaussian beam was launched into a rib waveguide to show that the code works. The results of
the 3D simulations are presented in Section 3.6.2.
3.6.1 Free-Space simulations in two-dimensions
A Gaussian beam of width ω = 0.5 was launched into air with wavelength λ = 1.55 (µm). The
width of the computational domain was Lx = 10 (µm). A 500 element mesh was constructed
across the width of the computational domain. The total propagation distance was 100 (µm)
and the propagation step size was dz = 0.1 (µm). Three scenarios were considered, these are
• propagation with no boundary conditions.
• propagation with transparent boundary conditions.
• propagation with perfectly-matched layer boundary conditions.
For propagation with PML-BC 20 perfectly matched layers, spaced 0.1 (µm) apart were added
to the left and right mesh boundaries.
Firstly, the beam was allowed to propagate straight ahead under each of the three scenarios.
Figures 3.3(a) - 3.3(c) show the beam properties. In Figure 3.3(a) the real part of the prop-
agation constant is shown. It is seen that when the transparent and perfectly matched layer
boundary conditions are used the real part of the propagation constant converges to what would
be expected for a beam propagating in air. No change in the propagation constant is observed
when no boundary conditions are applied.
Figure 3.3(b) shows the imaginary part of the propagation constant. When the transparent and
perfectly matched layer boundary conditions are used the imaginary part of the propagation
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constant shows the beam losing energy as it diffracts and eventually settling into a steady state.
This is not observed when no boundary conditions are applied.
Figure 3.3(c) shows the total power in the beam as it propagates. In the case of the perfectly
matched layer boundary condition the beam power decays as would be expected, however, this
is not observed in the case of the transparent and no boundary conditions. This indicates that
radiation is not being allowed to leave the computational domain as is physically required.
Figures 3.4(a) - 3.4(c) show the propagated beam in each of the three cases. Figure 3.4(a) shows
the high level of reflections that occur at the computational domain boundary in the absence
of absorbing boundary conditions. Figure 3.4(b) shows some reflection from the computational
domain boundary but it is clear that application of the transparent boundary condition is an
improvement upon no boundary condition. Figure 3.4(c) shows the beam propagating as would
be expected, no reflection from the computational domain boundary is observed and the beam
is decaying as expected.
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Figure 3.3: Properties of the wave propagating straight ahead in free space
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(a) No BC
(b) Transparent BC
(c) Perfectly matched layer BC
Figure 3.4: Free space propagation straight ahead under different boundary conditions
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Figure 3.5: Properties of the wave propagating 45◦ to the right in free space
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(a) No BC
(b) Transparent BC
(c) Perfectly matched layer BC
Figure 3.6: Free space propagation 45◦ to the right under different boundary conditions
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Figure 3.7: Properties of the wave propagating 45◦ to the left in free space
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The Gaussian beam simulation was repeated to allow the beam to propagate at ± 45◦ to the
original direction of propagation. The aim is to show that the perfectly matched layer boundary
condition can absorb radiation from any direction.
Figures 3.5(a) - 3.5(c) and 3.7(a) - 3.7(c) show the computed beam parameters in the case of
right and left propagation respectively. The curves are the same in both cases indicating that the
transparent and perfectly matched layer boundary conditions absorb radiation independent of
the direction from which it came. Figures 3.6(a) - 3.6(c) and 3.8(a) - 3.8(c) show the computed
beam profiles as they propagate to the right and left respectively. The symmetry of the beam
profiles is a good indication that all is well with the boundary conditions. Figures 3.6(a)
and 3.8(a), beam profiles in the case of no boundary conditions, clearly demonstrate the need for
absorbing boundary conditions. Figures 3.6(b) and 3.8(b) indicate that there is some reflection
from the transparent boundary conditions. Figures 3.6(c) and 3.8(c) show that the perfectly-
matched layer boundary conditions do not permit any reflection.
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(a) No BC
(b) Transparent BC
(c) Perfectly matched layer BC
Figure 3.8: Free space propagation 45◦ to the left under different boundary conditions
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Table 3.2: Device parameter for the Gaussian beam propagation calculation
ncore nsub nclad
3.44 3.34 1.0
W (µm) E (µm) T (µm)
2.0 1.1 0.2
xll (µm) xl (µm) xu (µm) xuu (µm)
-5.5 -4.5 4.5 5.5
yll (µm) yl (µm) yu (µm) yuu (µm)
-5.55 -4.55 5.6175 6.6175
Figure 3.9: Gaussian beam with ω = 0.3 (µm) and λ = 1.55 (µm) injected into rib waveguide
for propagation.
3.6.2 Gaussian beam propagation in a rib waveguide
The waveguide chosen was a rib waveguide with the properties listed in Table 3.2 [94]. 3760
linear finite elements were used to discretise the computational domain, 10 perfectly matched
layers, spaced 0.1 (µm) apart, formed the absorbing layer around the waveguide. The step-size
along the direction of propagation was dz = 0.05 (µm). The average time taken for each
propagation step was 5.6 s. the total number of propagation steps was 10001, this required 15.6
hours of computation time.
A Gaussian beam of width ω = 0.3 (µm) and wavelength λ = 1.55 (µm) was launched into the
waveguide, this input beam is shown in Figure 3.9. As the beam is propagated the FE-BPM
algorithm updates the complex propagation constant for the mode developing in the waveguide.
The real part of the propagation constant, as a function of waveguide path-length, is shown in
Figure 3.10. It is seen that the propagated value of β eventually converges to the propagation
constant that is computed from a modal analysis of the same waveguide using the finite element
method (FEM) [37, 38]. The fact that β converges to βSFEM demonstrates that the code is
providing valid results.
The imaginary part of the propagation constant, the loss-factor, is shown in Figure 3.11, it
shows how the beam radiates energy as it propagates enabling a guided rib waveguide mode to
form. The power in the beam being propagated is computed by integrating the beam intensity
over the computational domain, the power versus path length is shown in Figure 3.12. The loss
due to propagation decreases as the beam is transformed into a guided mode.
As the beam propagates it oscillates inside the waveguide structure, this can be seen by plotting
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Figure 3.10: Beam propagation constant as function of path-length, as computed by FE-BPM,
also shown for comparison is the value of the waveguide mode propagation constant computed
by SFEM.
Figure 3.11: Beam loss-factor as a function of path-length, as computed by FE-BPM, α de-
creases in magnitude as the beam is transformed into a guided rib waveguide mode.
Figure 3.12: Power versus path-length for the propagated beam. The initial losses are due to
radiation from the Gaussian beam. The power settles to a constant value as the initial beam is
transformed into a guided rib waveguide mode.
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Figure 3.13: Field value at waveguide centre as a function of path-length. Amplitude oscillation
indicates oscillation of beam inside waveguide.
the value of the field at the waveguide centre. The amplitude of the field oscillations is plotted
in Figure 3.13. As the beam is transformed into a guided mode of the waveguide the amplitude
of the field oscillations start to decrease.
The period of the oscillation also increases as the beam tends to a waveguide mode. The
transformation of the Gaussian beam into a waveguide mode is shown at different positions
along the length of the waveguide in Figures 3.14(a) - 3.15(d).
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(a) Propagated beam at z = 5 (µm) (b) Propagated beam at z = 30 (µm)
(c) Propagated beam at z = 80 (µm) (d) Propagated beam at z = 120 (µm)
Figure 3.14: Steps in the Gaussian beam propagation
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(a) Propagated beam at z = 200 (µm) (b) Propagated beam at z = 270 (µm)
(c) Propagated beam at z = 350 (µm) (d) Propagated beam at z = 500 (µm)
Figure 3.15: Steps in the Gaussian beam propagation
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3.7 Discussion
The finite element beam propagation method as it is applied to curved optical waveguides has
been developed. It has also been shown, for the first time, how to incorporate perfectly matched
layer boundary conditions into the propagation code for a curved waveguide in the conformal
mapping model. An implementation of the propagation scheme has been written in C++. The
code is capable of performing propagation simulations in any passive optical device. The code
has been shown to produce reliable results from its application to the test problems.
In the next chapter a new method for designing curved optical waveguides is developed. The
technique will ensure that it is possible to design curved optical waveguides with reduced tran-
sition loss.
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Chapter 4
The Design of Optical Waveguide
Bends
Summary: A technique for designing waveguide bend paths that ensure very low transition loss
is presented. A review of current curved waveguide design methodology is given. The new bends
are developed using an existing method in an uncomplicated manner. It is shown how the new
bend types have a different shape from standard waveguides, this new shape explains why the
bends exhibit very low transition loss.
4.1 Introduction
The standard waveguide bend is composed of a straight waveguide followed by a circular bend
section of radius R, ending in another straight section, see Figure 4.5. It is intended that the
new bend type should replace the standard bend section. To this end the notion of an equivalent
circle is introduced. The equivalent circle is that bend connecting two points in the plane that
would otherwise be connected by a circle of radius R subtending an angle θ at its origin.
The current methods used to optimise waveguide bends are discussed in Section 4.2. The
various techniques used to reduce losses in curved waveguides are presented in a paper by
Ladouceur and Labeye [43]. Optimisation in this case means a reduction in the intrinsic loss
associated with the bend; either through a reduction of transition loss or bending loss or both.
The simplest way to obtain a reduction in bending loss is to increase the radius of curvature
of the bend. This leads to devices that are much longer than desired which means that they
cannot be effectively contained in a photonic integrated circuit (PIC).
To achieve a reduction in bend loss a variety of techniques are used to ensure an increase in
mode confinement along the bend. The simplest way to reduce bend loss is to perform a deep
etch parallel to the waveguide bend section [13, 115]. Another technique is to increase the
width of the waveguide in the bend section [14, 15]. Other methods that have been developed
take advantage of the material parameters to ensure a high confinement of a mode in a bend
section [116–121].
Transition loss minimisation is obtained by maximising coupling efficiency between the fun-
damental mode in the straight section and the fundamental mode in the bend section. Bend
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Figure 4.1: Deep etched SiO2 ridge waveguide
offsetting requires that a waveguide bend be translated laterally from a straight section by some
amount δ that allows for the peak position of the mode in the straight section to be matched
with the peak position of the mode in the bend section [12,14,15,43]. A method that has been
developed recently is that of bend matching [122–125]. By setting the bend length to be an
integer multiple of the beat length of the modes propagating in the bend section the modes in
the bend exit the bend in phase with each other, thus reducing overall loss.
Mode matching can also be achieved with the introduction of a waveguide taper at the straight-
bend junction [120] and also through the manipulation of the waveguide path. The technique
developed in this chapter is derived from waveguide path manipulation. The idea behind the
technique is to alter the shape of the waveguide path so that the mode transitions from the
straight section into the bend section in a gradual manner, effectively allowing the mode from
the straight section to transform into the mode in the bend section. This idea was originally
introduced in the study of s-bend design [126–130]. The idea was applied to single waveguide
bends by the author in [49–52]. The technique is developed in Section 4.3. It will be seen that
the technique is easy to understand, very easy to implement and not limited to slab waveguides.
It will also be seen that the technique will not require any dramatic and difficult waveguide
alterations or fabrication steps. The proposed technique is also waveguide independent.
4.2 Techniques for the Reduction of Losses in Waveguide Bends
Reduction of bend loss is achieved by ensuring that a waveguide contains as much light as
possible in its core region. The simplest way to ensure a very high mode confinement is to design
a waveguide with a very large etch depth that provides a high index contrast, see Figure 4.1
taken from [120]. This has been applied by Dai and Shi to achieve a loss of 0.06dB in a
SiO2-SiO2:Ge-SiO2 waveguide bend with a radius of R ≈ 10µm [120]. The high confinement
provided by silicon based waveguides enables the realisation of passive devices with very low
bend loss with very small bend radii. In each of the papers [117–119] the authors report losses
in and around 0.06dB for R ≈ 10µm on silicon-on-insulator (SOI).
If the material platform is not SOI, other methods have to be applied. A trench can be etched
parallel to the waveguide bend, see Figure 4.2 taken from [13], the aim of the trench is to
confine light inside the waveguide bend as it propagates in the bend. The trench works because
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Figure 4.2: Deep etched SiO2 ridge waveguide with trench section
light cannot exit the bend because of an induced refractive index contrast. The trench can be
incorporated into a device by direct etching [13,115] or by chemical diffusion [116]. A 0.225dB
reduction in loss was reported by [115] when a trench was etched parallel to a 3 µm wide InP-
InGaAsP-InP ridge waveguide with a bend radius of R ≈ 1500 µm. A measured loss reduction
of between 6 dB and 1 dB for 15mm < R < 25mm was reported for a Ti:LiNbO3 waveguide
with a trench formed by diffusion of MgO parallel to the bend section [116]. Including a trench
will incur transition loss at the straight-bend junction on both sides of the bend because of
mode mis-match. There may also be errors because of over / under etching and it may not
always be possible to include a trench either by etching or diffusion on a dense PIC.
The width of a waveguide bend may be increased to ensure higher confinement of the bend
mode. Application of curved waveguide widening in a Al2O3-SiO2 waveguide for R ≈ 100 µm,
when the width was increased from the original 2 µm in the straight to 3µm in the bend,
resulted, along with waveguide offsetting, a measured loss of 0.35dB [14]. The details of the
optimisation are discussed in [15]. Once again it may not be possible to increase the width of
a waveguide bend depending on the application. For example, in an arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG) the phase properties may be altered by changing the waveguide width [131,132]. Given
that each arm of an AWG requires a bend with a slightly different radius the width-optimisation
would have to be performed for each arm of an AWG.
Another approach to bend loss reduction is to change the path of the waveguide bend. This has
generally been applied to the problem of designing a connecting waveguide between two straight
sections that are laterally offset from one another, for example in an s-bend device [20,127,128].
The aim there was to design a waveguide bend section in such a way that the bending loss from
the section was minimised. Marcuse reported a total bend loss of 0.04dB for a bend section
connecting two low-index contrast 3 µm wide waveguides are separated by 50µm [20]. Baets
and Lagasse report a loss of 0.2 dB for their scheme for designing a connection between two
waveguides spaced 10mm apart [127]. Lerner reports a 20% reduction in loss for his method,
that includes waveguide offsetting, of computing the optimum connection between very low
index contrast, ∆ = 0.003, 3 µm wide waveguides spaced 50µm apart [128]. A variation of
these bend design methods that reduces intermodal coupling has recently been published [133].
These bend manipulation techniques have also been applied to the calculation of the connecting
waveguide for the standard bend [43,130]. Ladouceur and Labeye combine width optimisation
with bend shape optimisation but their scheme assumes knowledge of the bending loss of the
waveguide, which is applicable for slab waveguides, but not for real structures. The method of
Hu and Lu reports a total loss of 0.6dB for R = 200 µm in a 1µm wide waveguide with index
contrast of ∆ = 0.02. These bend shape optimisation schemes are derived from an analysis of
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the waveguide curvature along the direction of propagation.
The other side of loss reduction for curved waveguides is to attempt to reduce the transition
loss that occurs as a mode propagates across a straight-bend junction. Transition loss occurs
because the mode in the straight waveguide and the mode in the curved waveguide have different
shapes, see Figure 4.3. To minimise transition loss two conditions must be satisfied [12]:
1. the amplitude distributions of the two modes must be matched
2. the phase distributions of the modes propagating in the bends must be matched
The phase distributions are generally assumed to be matched if the mode is only considered
in the region where its phase front is flat, i.e. inside the caustic. In general the amplitude
distributions are not matched. To match the amplitude distributions, the curved waveguide is
laterally offset by some distance to ensure that the center of the mode in the straight section
matches the centre of the mode in the bend section. To determine the location of optimum
offset compute the overlap integral between the mode in the straight section and the mode
in the curved section while the offset between the straight and curved sections is varied. The
optimal location is determined by the point at which the overlap integral is a maximum. For
slab waveguides this distance is determined approximately by the formula
δ =
pi2 n2eff w
4
0
λ2R
where neff is the effective index of the straight waveguide, w0 is the width of the waveguide
mode, λ is the wavelength and R is the bend radius [12]. No equivalent formula for real waveg-
uides exists but the analysis can be performed using numerical tools, such as those developed
in Chapters 2 and 3. Figure 4.4 shows the computed optimal waveguide offset positions for
waveguide WG9A computed as a function of the bend radius. If a fabrication tolerance of
0.1µm is assumed, not unreasonable for the InGaAsP-InP platform, it can be seen that it may
not always be possible to fabricate a waveguide located at the optimal position. In any case
there will still be transition loss because although the mode centre positions will match their
shapes will still be different.
Bend matching is a relatively new technique for designing curved waveguides. As a mode
propagates in a bend on constant radius it excites higher order modes in the bend and beats
with itself. The key to designing a matched bend is to position the output straight waveguide
at a distance equal to an integer number of mode beat lengths. This design criterion reduces
transition loss at the output junction since the modes propagating in the bend leave that bend
in phase with each other [122–125].
The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to describing a method for bend design that will
ensure a reduction of transition loss. It is also expected that the proposed technique will reduce
the bending loss. The technique is derived from the curvature based bend-shape optimisation
schemes introduced in [127,128,130]. The aim is to ensure that the bend curvature is matched
to the straight section curvature at the start and end of the bend. This will allow the mode to
pass from the straight section into the bend section without experiencing transition loss. The
proposed method is simple to implement, material independent, does not require any alterations
in waveguide geometry and does not require extra fabrication processes. The technique is so
successful that is has been recently used to design bends whose effective radius of curvature is
less than 10 (µm) and whose losses are less than 0.02 (dB/90◦) [134].
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(a) Straight waveguide, β = 12.988 (µm)−1
(b) Curved waveguide R = 400 µm β = 12.99 (µm)−1
Figure 4.3: Fundamental Ex modes of waveguide WG1. The index contrast and waveguide
dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
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Figure 4.5: Standard waveguide bend composed of a straight followed by a circular bend to
connect back onto a straight section
4.3 Curvature Based Bend Construction
A curve in the plane has a curvature κ associated with each point along its path-length. This
is called the curvature profile of the curve. The curvature versus path-length profile of a
waveguide bend describes the curvature at each point along a curve running through the centre
of that waveguide, see Figure 4.5. Using the curvature profile as a starting point, a parametric
representation of waveguide path can be constructed. By prescribing a desired curvature profile
for a waveguide, the path for that waveguide can be computed. To construct a path from a
given curvature requires Euler’s method of natural equations [135]. Euler’s method requires
the evaluation of three integrals; the first integral yields the bending angle as a function of
path-length, the second pair of integrals yield a parametric representation of a curve that has
the prescribed curvature along its path-length.
An arbitrary curve in the plane has curvature profile κ along its path-length s. If κ(s) is
integrated along the length of the curve the result is the bending angle for that curve. The
bending angle is the angle that a tangent drawn to any point on a curve makes with the
horizontal axis, see Figure 4.6. It is denoted by φ(s) and defined by
φ(s) =
∫ s
s0
κ(u) du (4.1)
To determine the parametric representation of the bend consider a short length ds along the
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the bending angle associated with a curve in the plane
bend. ds can be determined from horizontal and vertical progressions along the bend via
ds2 = dx2 + dy2, where dx and dy are given by
dx = cosφds (4.2)
dy = sinφds (4.3)
Summation over all of the dx and dy along the bend provides the parametric representation of
the bend. The horizontal coordinates are given by
x(s) =
∫ s
s0
cosφ(u) du (4.4)
the vertical coordinates are given by
y(s) =
∫ s
s0
sinφ(u) du (4.5)
Equations (4.1), (4.4) and (4.5) are used to construct parametric representations of curves
having curvature κ(s).
4.3.1 Constant curvature bends
The first curve to be considered is one that has a constant curvature along its length see
Figure 4.7. Take the value of this curvature to be 1/R.
κcc(s) =
1
R
if 0 ≤ s ≤ Lcc (4.6)
The bending angle for this curve is found by applying (4.1) to (4.6). The result, upon inte-
gration, shows that for a constant curvature bend the bending angle varies linearly along its
length.
φcc(s) =
1
R
∫ s
0
du = s
R
if 0 ≤ s ≤ Lcc (4.7)
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Figure 4.7: Curvature profile associated with a constant curvature bend
The parameterisation of this curve is obtained with the application of (4.4) and (4.5) to equa-
tion (4.7) to yield (xcc(s), ycc(s)).
xcc(s) =
∫ s
0
cos
{ u
R
}
du (4.8)
ycc(s) =
∫ s
0
sin
{ u
R
}
du (4.9)
Calculation of the integrals (4.8) and (4.9) gives the parameterisation of the constant curvature
bend. The curve in this case is a circle of radius R.
xcc(s) = R sin
( s
R
)
(4.10)
ycc(s) = R
(
1− cos
( s
R
))
(4.11)
4.3.2 Linear curvature bends
The next case to be considered is a curve with a linear curvature profile. The curvature varies
as
κlc(s) =

αl s, if 0 ≤ s ≤ Llc2
αl (Llc − s), if Llc2 ≤ s ≤ Llc
(4.12)
This “tent”-like profile ensures that the curve is symmetric about its midpoint, see Figure 4.8.
The slope αl is chosen to ensure that the linear curvature waveguide bend will turn through
the same angle as an equivalent constant curvature waveguide bend. If a constant curvature
bend must turn through some angle θ, then αl is determined by solving∫ Llc/2
0
αl u du =
θ
2 ⇒
1
8 αl L
2
lc =
θ
2 (4.13)
Assuming Llc ≈ Lcc = Rθ, then αl = 4/RLlc1. With this definition for αl the peak curvature
1It will be seen in Section 4.3.5 how the lengths for bends having different curvature profiles are determined
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Figure 4.8: Curvature profile associated with a linear curvature bend
of the linear curvature bend is roughly twice that of an equivalent circle, κlc(Llc/2) ≈ 2/R,
where it is required that κlc(s) be a continuous function of path-length.
The bending angle for the linear curvature bend is determined by evaluating (4.1) with κ(s)
defined by equation (4.13).
φlc(s) =

∫ s
0
αl u du, if 0 ≤ s ≤ Llc2∫ s
Llc/2
αl (Llc − u) du, if Llc2 ≤ s ≤ Llc
Two integral evaluations are required to define φlc(s). To ensure continuity of φlc(s) at the
midpoint of the bend the value φlc(−)(Llc/2), i.e. φlc(Llc/2) evaluated on 0 ≤ s ≤ Llc/2, is
added to the second branch of the bend. The bending angle for a linear curvature bend is then
given by
φlc(s) =

2s2
RLlc
, if 0 ≤ s ≤ Llc2
2s2
RLlc
− 4s
R
+ Llc
R
, if Llc2 ≤ s ≤ Llc
(4.14)
φlc(s) is zero at the start of the waveguide, continuous at the mid-point and equals θ at the
end. The parameterisation of the linear curvature bend can be computed from the integrals
xlc(s) =

∫ s
0
cos
{
2u2
RLlc
}
du, if 0 ≤ s ≤ Llc2∫ s
Llc/2
cos
{
2u2
RLlc
− 4u
R
+ Llc
R
}
du, if Llc2 ≤ s ≤ Llc
(4.15)
ylc(s) =

∫ s
0
sin
{
2u2
RLlc
}
du, if 0 ≤ s ≤ Llc2∫ s
Llc/2
sin
{
2u2
RLlc
− 4u
R
+ Llc
R
}
du, if Llc2 ≤ s ≤ Llc
(4.16)
The integrals (4.15) and (4.16) can be written in terms of the Fresnel integrals. The Fresnel
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cosine and sine integrals are defined by (4.17) and (4.18) respectively [41].
C(x) =
√
2
pi
∫ x
0
cos t2 dt =
∫ x
0
cos pi t
2
2 dt (4.17)
S(x) =
√
2
pi
∫ x
0
sin t2 dt =
∫ x
0
sin pi t
2
2 dt (4.18)
To evaluate (4.15) and (4.16) the following integrals are required [41].
∫ x2
x1
cos {ax2} dx =
√
pi
2a C
(√
2a
pi
x
)∣∣∣∣∣
x2
x1
(4.19)
∫ x2
x1
sin {ax2} dx =
√
pi
2a S
(√
2a
pi
x
)∣∣∣∣∣
x2
x1
(4.20)
∫ x2
x1
cos {a x2 + 2 b x+ c} dx =
√
pi
2 a
{
cos
(
b2 − a c
a
)
C
(√
2
a pi
(a x+ b)
)
+ (4.21)
sin
(
b2 − a c
a
)
S
(√
2
a pi
(a x+ b)
)}∣∣∣∣∣
x2
x1∫ x2
x1
sin {a x2 + 2 b x+ c} dx =
√
pi
2 a
{
cos
(
b2 − a c
a
)
S
(√
2
a pi
(a x+ b)
)
+ (4.22)
sin
(
b2 − a c
a
)
C
(√
2
api
(a x+ b)
)}∣∣∣∣∣
x2
x1
Using (4.19) and (4.21) the parameterisation of the horizontal coordinates can be computed.
Upon evaluation of (4.15) it is seen that the horizontal coordinates of a linear curvature bend
are computed from
xlc(s) = c1

C
(
s
c1
)
, if 0 ≤ s ≤ Llc2
cos
(
Llc
R
)(
C
(
s − Llc
c1
)
+ C(c2)
)
+ sin
(
Llc
R
)(
S
(
s − Llc
c1
)
+ S(c2)
)
+ C(c2)
, if Llc2 ≤ s ≤ Llc
(4.23)
Similarly, the parameterisation of the vertical coordinates can be computed using (4.20)
and (4.22). So from (4.16) it is seen that the parameterisation of the vertical coordinates of a
linear curvature bend are defined by
ylc(s) = c1

S
(
s
c1
)
, if 0 ≤ s ≤ Llc2
sin
(
Llc
R
)(
C
(
s − Llc
c1
)
+ C(c2)
)
− cos
(
Llc
R
)(
S
(
s − Llc
c1
)
+ S(c2)
)
+ S(c2)
, if Llc2 ≤ s ≤ Llc
(4.24)
In equations (4.23) and (4.24) the following constants are used
c1 =
1
2
√
pi RLlc, c2 =
√
Llc
pi R
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Figure 4.9: Curvature profile associated with a trapezoidal curvature bend
The functions for xlc(s) and ylc(s) are discontinuous at s = Llc2 when the integrals are initially
evaluated. To ensure continuity of xlc(s) and ylc(s) at s = L2 the value of the limit of the
function to the left of s = Llc2 must be added to the function on the right of s =
Llc
2 for
each of xlc(s) and ylc(s), this ensures that the linear curvature bend is a continuous function
of path-length. Equations (4.23) and (4.24) have already been adjusted to ensure continuity at
s = Llc/2.
4.3.3 Trapezoidal curvature bends
The trapezoidal curvature bend has a three-part curvature profile defined by equation (4.25)
see Figure 4.9.
κtc(s) =

αt s, if 0 ≤ s ≤ σ
κt, if σ ≤ s ≤ ν
αt (Ltc − s), if ν ≤ s ≤ Ltc
(4.25)
where σ defines the length of the linear portion of the bend and ν is defined by σ. The
parameters αt, κt, σ and ν must be chosen so that the curvature profile is continuous and that
the area under the curve equals the bend angle for an equivalent circle.
The locations of the points σ and ν define the length of the linear curvature portion of the
curve. To start with, choose 0 < σ < Ltc2 . If σ = 0 the constant curvature profile is
recovered, if σ = Ltc/2 the linear curvature profile is recovered. The curvature must satisfy
κtc(0) = κtc(Ltc) = 0 and κtc(σ) = κtc(ν) = κt. To ensure continuity at s = σ the limits
from the left and the right must be calculated. By defining σ = κtα the curvature profile (4.25)
is continuous at s = σ. This defines the parameter ν to be ν = Ltc − σ. With σ defined the
curvature profile is also continuous at s = ν. The curvature of the equivalent circle is given by
κcc = 1R . As was seen in section 4.3.2 the maximum curvature of a linear curvature waveguide
is κlcmax ∼ 2R , here the maximum value of the trapezoidal curvature bend must lie above that
of the equivalent circle and below that of the linear waveguide, therefore κt ∼ γR , by choosing
0 < γ < 2 the curvature profile will maintain its trapezoidal shape.
The slope of the linear curvature region αt needs to be determined. This is done by invoking the
equal bend-angle condition. By symmetry, only the first half of the bend need be considered.
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The trapezoidal curvature bend will turn through the correct angle if the condition∫ Ltc/2
0
κtc(s) ds =
θ
2 (4.26)
is valid. Substitution of (4.25) in (4.26) results in
θ
2 =
∫ σ
0
αt s ds+
∫ Ltc/2
σ
κt ds
= 12αtσ
2 + 12κt Ltc − κt σ
Working through the algebra results in the following expression for the slope of the linear
curvature region
αt =
κ2t
κt Ltc − θ (4.27)
At this point only the curvature scaling parameter γ remains unknown2. To determine γ the
fraction of the total bend length to be given over to linear curvature must be decided. Assume
that the linear portion is some fraction f of the total length of the bend, σ = fLtc, where
0 < f < 12 . Taking αt as it’s defined by (4.27), σ can be written in terms of Ltc and γ.
σ = κt
αt
= Ltc
(
1− 1
γ
)
Since this must equal σ = fLtc the curvature scaling parameter can be defined in terms of the
fraction of the bend whose curvature is linear.
γ = 11− f
Choosing f between 0 and 1/2 will ensure the profile maintains its trapezoidal shape. For
the moment a value of f = 1/4 is chosen, this means that 50% of each TC bend has linear
curvature, and 50% has constant curvature and also that for TC bends γ = 4/3. This is not
to say that the choice f = 1/4 is the best one, it may be that a bend with a different value of
f might yield lower optical losses than the bend being proposed here.
Now that the curvature profile parameters are defined, the bending angle, and hence the param-
eterisation of the trapezoidal curvature bend can be computed. Computation of the bending
angle requires the evaluation of three integrals, and confirmation of continuity at the points σ
and ν. The integrals that define the bending angle are
φtc(s) =

∫ s
0
αt u du, if 0 ≤ s ≤ σ∫ s
σ
κt du, if σ ≤ s ≤ ν∫ s
ν
αt (Ltc − u) du, if ν ≤ s ≤ Ltc
(4.28)
The result upon integration is a discontinuous function of path-length, but it can be made
continuous at s = σ by adding φlc(−)(σ) = κ
2
t
2αt to the portion defined on σ ≤ s ≤ ν.
Similarly, at s = ν add φlc(−)(ν) = κt Ltc − 3κ
2
t
2αt to the portion defined on ν ≤ s ≤ Ltc. The
2Leaving aside the fact that Ltc 6= Lcc, which we will come to in Section 4.3.5
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resulting function satisfies φtc(0) = 0, φtc(Ltc) = θ and is continuous at s = σ and s = ν.
φtc(s) =

1
2 αt s
2, if 0 ≤ s ≤ σ
κt
(
s− κt
αt
)
+ κ
2
t
2αt
, if σ ≤ s ≤ ν
1
2αt
(κ2t − α2t (Ltc − s)2) + κt Ltc −
3κ2t
2αt
, if ν ≤ s ≤ Ltc
(4.29)
The parameterisation of the trapezoidal curvature bend can be computed by substituting (4.29)
into equations (4.4) and (4.5). The integrals to be evaluated are listed here.
xtc(s) =

∫ s
0
cos
{
1
2 αt u
2
}
du, if 0 ≤ s ≤ σ∫ s
σ
cos
{
κt
(
u− κt
αt
)
+ κ
2
t
2αt
}
du, if σ ≤ s ≤ ν∫ s
ν
cos
{
1
2αt
(κ2t − α2t (Ltc − u)2) + κt Ltc −
3κ2t
2α
}
du, if ν ≤ s ≤ Ltc
(4.30)
ytc(s) =

∫ s
0
sin
{
1
2 αt u
2
}
du, if 0 ≤ s ≤ σ∫ s
σ
sin
{
κt
(
u− κt
α
)
+ κ
2
t
2αt
}
du, if σ ≤ s ≤ ν∫ s
ν
sin
{
1
2αt
(κ2t − α2t (Ltc − u)2) + κt Ltc −
3κ2t
2α
}
du, if ν ≤ s ≤ Ltc
(4.31)
The integrals on [0, σ] can be evaluated using (4.19) in the case of the horizontal coordinates
and (4.20) in the case of the vertical coordinates.∫ s
0
cos
{
1
2αt u
2
}
du =
√
pi
αt
C
(√
pi
αt
s
)
∫ s
0
sin
{
1
2αt u
2
}
du =
√
pi
αt
S
(√
pi
αt
s
)
The integrals on [σ, ν] can be evaluated exactly because the argument of the cosine and sine
function in each case is a linear function of u. Simplifying the arguments and evaluating the
integrals results in∫ s
σ
cos
{
κt
(
u− κt
αt
)
+ κ
2
t
2αt
}
du =
∫ s
σ
cos
{
κt u− κ
2
t
2αt
}
du
= 2
κt
sin
(
1
2
(
κt s− κ
2
t
αt
))
cos
(
1
2 κt s
)
(4.32)
for the horizontal coordinates, and∫ s
σ
sin
{
κt
(
u− κt
αt
)
+ κ
2
t
2αt
}
du =
∫ s
σ
sin
{
κt u− κ
2
t
2αt
}
du
= 2
κt
sin
(
1
2
(
κt s− κ
2
t
αt
))
sin
(
1
2 κt s
)
(4.33)
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for the vertical coordinates. The resulting functions for the middle portion of the x and y
parameterisations must be continuous at s = σ. The limits from the right hand side of σ are
x+
(
κt
αt
)
= lim
s→σ x(s) =
2
κt
sin
(
1
2
(
κt
κt
αt
− κ
2
t
αt
))
cos
(
1
2κt
κt
αt
)
= 0
y+
(κt
α
)
= lim
s→σ y(s) =
2
κt
sin
(
1
2
(
κt
κt
αt
− κ
2
t
αt
))
sin
(
1
2κt
κt
αt
)
= 0
The limits from the left hand side of σ are
x−
(
κt
αt
)
= lim
s→σ x(s) =
√
pi
αt
C
(√
αt
pi
κt
αt
)
y−
(
κt
αt
)
= lim
s→σ y(s) =
√
pi
αt
S
(√
αt
pi
κt
αt
)
In order to ensure continuity at s = σ add x−(σ) to the middle portion of the x parameter-
isation and add y−(σ) to the middle portion of the y parameterisation. The integrals [ν, Ltc]
are evaluated using equation (4.21) for the horizontal coordinates and (4.22) for the vertical
coordinates. ∫ s
ν
cos
{
1
2αt
(κ2t − α2t (Ltc − u)2) + κt Ltc −
3κ2t
2α
}
du =
√
pi
αt
{
cos
(
κt Ltc − κ
2
t
αt
)[
C
(√
αt
pi
(s− L)
)
+ C
(
κt√
pi αt
)]
+ sin
(
κt Ltc − κ
2
t
αt
)[
S
(√
αt
pi
(s− Ltc)
)
+ S
(
κt√
pi αt
)]}
+ 1
κt
sin
(
κt Ltc − 3κ
2
t
2αt
)
− 1
κt
sin
(
κ2t
2αt
)
+
√
pi
αt
C
(
κt√
pi αt
)
∫ s
ν
sin
{
1
2αt
(κ2t − α2t (Ltc − u)2) + κt Ltc −
3κ2t
2α
}
du =
√
pi
αt
{
sin
(
κt Ltc − κ
2
t
αt
)[
C
(√
αt
pi
(s− Ltc)
)
+ C
(
κt√
pi αt
)]
− cos
(
κt Ltc − κ
2
t
αt
)[
S
(√
αt
pi
(s− Ltc)
)
+ S
(
κt√
pi αt
)]}
− 1
κt
cos
(
κt Ltc − 3κ
2
t
2αt
)
+ 1
κt
cos
(
κ2t
2αt
)
+
√
pi
αt
S
(
κt√
pi αt
)
These integrals were corrected for discontinuity at s = ν after they were evaluated. The
value of x on the left of s = ν was added to the value on the right, similarly for y. The
parameterisation of the trapezoidal curvature bend is provided by the equation describing the
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horizontal coordinates
xtc(s) =

d1 C
(
s
d1
)
, if 0 ≤ s ≤ σ
2
κt
sin
(
1
2
(
κt s− κ
2
t
αt
))
cos
(
1
2 κt s
)
+ d1 C (d2) , if σ ≤ s ≤ ν
d1
{
cos (d3)
[
C
(
s− Ltc
d1
)
+ C (d2)
]
+ sin (d3)
[
S
(
s− Ltc
d1
)
+ S (d2)
]}
+ 1
κt
sin (d4)− 1
κt
sin
(
κ2t
2αt
)
+ d1 C (d2)
, if ν ≤ s ≤ Ltc
(4.34)
and the vertical coordinates
ytc(s) =

d1 S
(
s
d1
)
, if 0 ≤ s ≤ σ
2
κt
sin
(
1
2
(
κt s− κ
2
t
αt
))
sin
(
1
2 κt s
)
+ d1 S (d2) , if σ ≤ s ≤ ν
d1
{
sin (d3)
[
C
(
s− Ltc
d1
)
+ C (d2)
]
− cos (d3)
[
S
(
s− Ltc
d1
)
+ S (d2)
]}
− 1
κt
cos (d4) +
1
κt
cos
(
κ2t
2αt
)
+ d1 S (d2)
, if ν ≤ s ≤ Ltc
(4.35)
In equations (4.34) and (4.35) the following constants were used
d1 =
√
pi
αt
, d2 =
κt√
pi αt
, d3 = κt Ltc − κ
2
t
αt
, d4 = κt Ltc − 3κ
2
t
2αt
4.3.4 Mode optimised bends
A choice of a linear or trapezoidal curvature profile will remove the problem of the abrupt mode
transition between straight and curved sections. In this section a technique for constructing a
waveguide bend from the profiles of the modes in that bend is presented [50–52]. It will be seen
that the resulting curves will have a non-linear curvature profile.
The idea behind this method is that you construct a bend that is composed of a set of concate-
nated waveguide bend sections, each of which has a slightly different curvature. If the curvature
in each section differs by a small but finite amount with respect to the previous section then
the optical mode can propagate smoothly along the bend. Since the mode in each section will
be very similar this will allow light to propagate with very little mode mismatch and hence
less loss than is otherwise possible. This is essentially the same reasoning behind the linear
and trapezoidal curvature bends, the difference in this case is that the curvature profile of the
proposed waveguide is computed directly from the mode profile data.
To construct such a waveguide the first step is to compute a set of waveguide modes for waveg-
uides whose curvature differs by a small amount. The modes are to be computed using the
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Figure 4.10: A constructed non-linear curvature profile with equivalent constant and linear
curvature profiles.
finite element method, as described in Chapter 2. The range of curvatures considered starts at
κ = 0mm−1, corresponding to a straight waveguide, and increases in steps of ∆κ up to some
maximum curvature κmax. The value of κmax equals the inverse of the smallest bend radius
for which light can propagate in a given waveguide structure. κmax depends on the waveguide
parameters. Its value is generally determined by numerical experimentation, either by mode
computation for successively smaller values of bend radius, or by simulated mode propagation.
The next step is to generate a surface such that each point on the surface represents the value
of the overlap integral T between a mode from a waveguide of curvature κ, and a mode from
a waveguide of curvature κ + ∆κ. The surface is plotted with the overlap integral values as
heights, curvature values along one axis, and curvature difference values along a perpendicular
axis.
Once the overlap surface is generated for a given waveguide the level curves of the surface are
computed. This data consists of a set of (κ, κ + ∆κ, T ) values in which T is constant for every
(κ, κ+ ∆κ) pair. A curvature profile is numerically constructed via the simple algorithm (4.36).
κi+1 = κi + F (κi) 1 ≤ i ≤ N (4.36)
κ0 = 0 initial condition
In (4.36) F (κi) represents a curvature value that is obtained by interpolation over the (κ, κ +
∆κ) data set, N represents the number of data points required. The curve that is constructed
using (4.36) represents the curvature for the first half of our proposed curve, the second half
of the curvature being symmetric about the mid-point. The full waveguide bend is assumed to
be represented by the continuously changing curvature versus path-length profile, and not as a
finite number of constant curvature bends. It should be noted that the proposed length of this
curve has not been specified. Initially the curve will have the same length as the equivalent circle
L = Rθ, this length will change according to the bend-construction algorithm of Section 4.3.5.
Once the curvature profile has been specified the shape of the bend can be constructed via
a numerical integration with Euler’s method, i.e. equations (4.1) - (4.5). An example of a
constructed non-linear curvature profile is provided in Figure 4.10.
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4.3.5 A bend construction algorithm
Given an input bend radius Rbend, bend angle θbend and a curvature profile equations (4.1) -
(4.5) can be evaluated in each case to return N positions, (xi, yi), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , that represent
the central path of a waveguide of assumed length L = Rθ. The first point on the waveguide
is the origin, (x1, y1) = (0, 0), the last point (xN , yN ) is generally unknown. If a continuous
curvature waveguide bend is to replace the constant curvature bend then the first and last points
of each bend must be the same, otherwise different bends will end at different positions. All
bends can be constructed from the same starting point, so the final position of the equivalent
bend is used as a control point, this will ensure that all bends start and finish at the same
position. The location of the control point, labelled (xc, yc), will cause the length of each
bend to be determined, since the coordinates along the bend will all be scaled to ensure that
(xN , yN ) = (xc, yc) for each of the different curvature schemes.
The algorithm for computing the coordinates of a continuous curvature bend that must replace
a constant curvature bend described by an equivalent circle is described by Algorithm 11 in
Appendix D. The algorithm proceeds by computing the path followed by an equivalent circle,
using the routine define_eqc_coords(). This provides the location of the control point (xc, yc).
The routine define_bend_coords() computes the positions of the centre of a bend with a specified
curvature profile using (4.1) - (4.5) initially assuming a length Lbend = Rbend θbend. Once the
coordinates of the new bend are known the endpoint control test is applied by the routine
re_scale_coords(). The routine compares (xN , yN ) from the computed bend positions with
the known endpoint from the equivalent circle (xc, yc). Scaling parameters for the horizontal
and vertical coordinates are defined in re_scale_coords(). For the horizontal coordinates the
scaling parameter is xs = xc/xN , for the vertical coordinates use ys = yc/yN . If xs = ys = 1,
the algorithm is complete because the initial and final positions of the continuous curvature
bend and the equivalent circle match. If xs and ys are not both equal to one, the horizontal
coordinates are scaled by xs, and the vertical coordinates are scaled by ys. The length of the
bend is then computed from (4.37).
Lbend =
∫
ds =
∫ √
dx2 + dy2 (4.37)
Since xs 6= ys 6= 1 the loop starts again by computing the bend coordinates assuming the
newly computed bend length Lbend. The scaling is also repeated, and another bend length
is computed from the new set of coordinates. This process is repeated until the bend length
has converged to within a specified tolerance, . Upon convergence of the bend length the
horizontal and vertical scaling parameters will be very close to unity and the result will be a
set of coordinates that describe the centre of a bend that has a specified curvature profile.
Once the bend-length is known, curvature and bend-angle profiles can be computed from the
analytical formulae for a particular bend type, or numerically from the bend coordinate data.
To obtain the curvature from the bend coordinate data, a geometric technique is employed.
Assume that every point is contained by a circle of some, as yet, unknown radius, the inverse
of this radius at each point along the bend will provide the curvature data for the bend. Given
a point B on the curve, pick two points at either side of B and label them A and C as shown in
Figure 4.11. These points form a triangle, 4ABC , of area Q. If the lengths of the arms of the
triangle are labelled as dAB , for the distance between A and B, dBC , for the distance between
B and C, and dAC , for the distance between A and C, by the sine rule the radius of the circle
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C
B
A
RB
Figure 4.11: The curvature at the point B equals the inverse of the radius of the circle circum-
scribing 4ABC .
N
T
C
Hx0,y0L
Hx1,y1L
Hx2,y2L
Figure 4.12: Construction for generating the outline of a curve a fixed distance from a given
curve.
circumscribing 4ABC is given by [136]
RB =
dAB dBC dAC
4Q (4.38)
while the curvature at that point given by κB = 1/RB . Using this method, the curvature
profile for an arbitrary curve can be computed.
It is not enough to simply generate the curve that describes the centre of the proposed waveg-
uide, the outline of the waveguide shape will also be required. If the waveguide has width W
then that width must be maintained along its length. The position of the central axis cannot
be shifted by an amount W/2, since this will lead to some parts of the waveguide not having
the required width. Another geometric technique is employed to solve this problem.
Consider a curve C in the plane, as shown in Figure 4.12. If tangent T is drawn to this curve
at the point (x0, y0), there will also be a normal N to that tangent at the same point. The
points (x1, y1), and (x2, y2) on the normal can be chosen so that they are a fixed distance from
the point (x0, y0). By moving the point (x0, y0) along the curve C two other curves could be
generated, one above C and one below, that would always be a fixed distance away from the
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curve C. In this manner the outline of a waveguide of width W , with its central axis described
by some set of points, can be defined.
The coordinates of the upper and lower curves are determined using simple coordinate geometry.
Taking the equation of the tangent line as T : y = m1 x + c1, where m1 = arctanφ, obtained
by dividing (4.3) by (4.2), and c1 = y0 −m1 x0. The equation of the normal line is N : y =
m2 x + c2, where m2 = −1/m1, and c2 = y0 −m2 x0. The distance between the point (x0, y0)
on the curve and the point (x, y) on the normal is given by
d2 = (x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 (4.39)
Expanding the r.h.s. of (4.39) and substituting for the equation of the normal line results in a
quadratic equation in x.
A2 x
2 +A1 x +A0 = 0 (4.40)
A0 = x20 + y20 + c22 − d2 − 2 y0 c2
A1 = 2m2 c2 − 2x0 − 2 y0m2
A2 = 1 + m22
The roots of equation (4.40) provide the horizontal coordinates for points above and below C
that are a fixed distance from C. The required vertical coordinates can be computed from the
equation for the normal line. By generating a set of these points the upper and lower edges of
a waveguide of width W can be determined. Special cases, such as x0 = 0 and m1 = pi/2, can
be dealt with as required.
4.3.6 Application of the bend construction algorithm
To demonstrate the application of the bend construction algorithm technique waveguide bend
paths were computed. CC, LC and TC bends with an equivalent radius of R = 500 (µm) were
considered for the bend angles θ = {pi/6, pi/3, pi/2}.
In the case of the θ = pi/6 bends the curvature profiles for each of the bends is given in
Figure 4.13(a). The length of the CC bend is LCC = 261.8 (µm), the length of the LC bend
is LLC = 263.6 (µm) and the length of the TC bend is LTC = 263.1 (µm). The maximum
curvature of the LC bend is κmaxLC = 0.004 (µm)−1, the maximum curvature of the TC bend is
κmaxTC = 0.00267 (µm)−1. The bending angle for the θ = pi/6 bends is shown in Figure4.13(b).
For each of the bends φ(L/2) = pi/12 and φ(L) = pi/6 as required.
In the case of the θ = pi/3 bends the curvature profiles for each of the bends is given in
Figure 4.14(a). The length of the CC bend is LCC = 523.59 (µm), the length of the LC bend
is LLC = 538.14 (µm) and the length of the TC bend is LTC = 534.63 (µm). The maximum
curvature of each bend has not changed because the same radius is being used. The bending
angle for the θ = pi/3 bends is shown in Figure 4.14(b). For each of the bends φ(L/2) = pi/6
and φ(L) = pi/3 as required.
In the case of the θ = pi/2 bends the curvature profiles for each of the bends is given in
Figure 4.15(a). The length of the CC bend is LCC = 785.39 (µm), the length of the LC bend
is LLC = 835.216 (µm) and the length of the TC bend is LTC = 827.281 (µm). The maximum
curvature of each bend has not changed. The bending angle for the θ = pi/2 bends is shown
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Figure 4.13: Curvature and bending angle profiles for a pi/6 waveguide bend.
in Figure 4.15(b). For each of the bends φ(L/2) = pi/4 and φ(L) = pi/2 as required.
The paths of the waveguide centres are shown for the LC case in Figure 4.16(a) and for the
TC case in Figure 4.16(b). The CC bend will follow the path of the black dashed circle for
0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2. Figures 4.16(a) and 4.16(b) show the difference between the path taken by
the constant curvature bend and the paths taken by the LC and TC bends for the angles
θ = {pi/6, pi/3, pi/2} assuming R = 500 (µm). These figures show that the start and end
positions of the LC and TC bends are the same as those of the CC bend, this will allow for any
CC bends to be replaced by an equivalent LC or TC bend should the need arise.
The waveguide outline, assuming a width of 25 (µm), for the pi/2 bend can be seen in Figure 4.17.
This figure shows the difference in the waveguide shape produced by each of the three bend
types. Near the start and end of the LC and TC bends, the waveguide has low curvature that
enables a mode to propagate with reduced transition loss. This is in contrast to the CC bend
where a mode wanting to propagate will encounter a jump in waveguide curvature that causes
transition loss. The width of each the waveguides is constant along the length of the bend.
This can be shown by computing the distance between points on either side of the centre of
the waveguide bend, i.e. points from the upper and lower arms of the waveguides. When this
calculation is carried out the difference between the generated waveguide width and the actual
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Figure 4.14: Curvature and bending angle profiles for a pi/3 waveguide bend.
waveguide width, i.e. |Wactual − d(upper, lower)|, is O(10−11) for each of the bend structures
along the entire length of the bend.
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Figure 4.15: Curvature and bending angle profiles for a pi/2 waveguide bend.
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Figure 4.16: LC and TC bend paths with the CC bend path included for reference.
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Figure 4.17: Outline of a pi/2 waveguide bend with radius R = 500 (µm) computed according
to the CC, LC and TC design schemes.
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4.4 Discussion
A method for designing curved optical waveguide with very low transition loss has been pre-
sented. The method allows for a waveguide to be designed without having to resort to alter-
ations of cross-section geometry; the method will not require extra fabrication steps; and the
waveguide path can be computed independently of the waveguide geometry.
In the next chapter the results from a series of simulations will be presented. The simulations
involved the calculation of waveguide modes in curved optical waveguides. Application of the
mode optimised bend technique to the design of a waveguide bend and finally the comparison
of the CC, LC and TC bend design schemes will be made.
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Chapter 5
Results
Summary: Modal properties for curved optical waveguides are presented, along with a case of
the breakdown of the one-dimensional curved slab waveguide model. The mode-optimised bend
technique is used to construct a curved waveguide bend. A comparison is made between the CC,
LC and TC bend design schemes using the beam propagation method.
5.1 Introduction
The tools required to analyse the relative merits of each of the bend design schemes have been
developed. In this chapter attention is focused on the application of those tools to the problem
of bend design. By application of SFEM_Modes and SFEM_Propagation it should be possible
to determine the optimum scheme for designing waveguide bends.
In Section 5.2 it is shown how SFEM_Modes can be used to analyse the properties of curved
optical waveguides. The breakdown of the one-dimensional curved waveguide model when it
is applied to real waveguides is also discussed. In Section 5.3 the mode optimised bend design
scheme is applied to the curved waveguide problem. It is shown that waveguides designed us-
ing the mode optimised bend design scheme result in far lower power attenuation losses than
is possible with other bend design schemes. Finally, in Section 5.4 comparison is made be-
tween the three different curvature based bend design schemes. Results from beam propagation
simulations in two and three dimensions are presented.
5.2 Curved Waveguide Modes and Propagation
Constants
SFEM_Modes was used to perform a modal analysis for a series of curved waveguides. Fig-
ures 5.1(a) - 5.2(d) show the general features of modes in curved optical waveguides. It can
be seen that bends with larger radii have almost the same shape as the straight waveguide
modes. As the bend radius decreases the mode profile shifts towards the direction of maximum
curvature and mode confinement decreases [31].
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Constants
(a) R = 1000 (µm), β = 13.5189 (µm)−1 (b) R = 950 (µm), β = 13.5191 (µm)−1
(c) R = 900 (µm), β = 13.5193 (µm)−1 (d) R = 850 (µm), β = 13.5195 (µm)−1
Figure 5.1: Lowest order Ey mode in a curved WG8A for various values of R. The waveguide
materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
SFEM_Modes can also be used to highlight problems that can occur when curved waveg-
uides are viewed using only the one-dimensional conformal mapping model. Using the one-
dimensional model a mode is said to be guided by both waveguide walls if its effective index
satisfies
neff < ncore exp
{
−
(
W
2R
)}
(5.1)
If a mode does not satisfy this condition then it is in the whispering gallery regime [11]. The
effective index data for WG8A and WG9A is plotted in Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) respectively.
Figure 5.3(a) shows the computed lowest order mode effective index data for Ey waves in
WG8A in green. Also shown in Figure 5.3(a) limiting value that a waveguide mode must
have for it to be considered bound in WG8A, as computed from equation (5.1). According to
Figure 5.3(a) waveguide WG8A should contain a guided fundamental mode for R > 600 (µm).
However, upon examination of the mode profiles it is seen that for R ≤ 800 (µm) the mode
profile associated with the largest propagation constant is not a guided mode of the waveguide,
even though the propagation constant satisfies the guiding condition. For waveguide WG9A
the guiding condition is satisfied for R ≥ 200 (µm). This analysis says that the guiding
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(a) R = 800 (µm), β = 13.4501 (µm)−1 (b) R = 600 (µm), β = 13.4506 (µm)−1
(c) R = 400 (µm), β = 13.4521 (µm)−1 (d) R = 200 (µm), β = 13.4601 (µm)−1
Figure 5.2: Lowest order Ey mode in a curved WG9A for various values of R. The waveguide
materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
conditions derived from the one-dimensional curved waveguide model are only applicable to two-
dimensional waveguides in cases where the waveguide geometry will permit high confinement,
i.e. in general they should not be used to decide on the boundedness or otherwise of modes in
real waveguides.
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Figure 5.3: Effective index and guiding condition data for WG8A and WG9A. The waveguide
materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1.
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Figure 5.4: Loss in a pi/2 single mode waveguide bend versus effective radius of curvature for
different bend design schemes.
5.3 Mode Optimised Bend Construction
To compare the performance of the continuous curvature waveguide bend to constant curvature
waveguides the losses in four types of bends are considered. These are are the constant curvature
bend, the constant curvature bend with offset [15], the linear continuous curvature bend and
the non-linear continuous curvature bend. The waveguide used in this discussion is a single
mode slab waveguide operating at λ = 1.55 (µm), whose width is d = 0.9 (µm), core refractive
index is ncore = 3.35222 and cladding refractive index is nclad = 3.27156 [52].
Using the one-dimensional finite difference beam propagation method with transparent bound-
ary conditions the bending loss in a curved waveguide structure can be determined [137]. Using
an implementation written by the author in C++, the loss of the four types of curved waveguide
structures were examined. The loss in this case was measured by comparing the input power
to the output power. From Figure 5.4 it is seen that over a broad range of effective radius of
curvature the non-linear continuous curvature waveguide bends lose less power than the other
three types of waveguide. At an effective radius of Rc = 400µm the constant curvature bend
with offset performs better than the linear curvature waveguide bend. This shows that for
optimal performance the curvature must vary in a non-linear fashion along the length of the
waveguide [52].
While it is possible to construct a bend with very low loss by the mode-optimisation technique
the amount of work required to generate the bend shape makes this method impractical. A
large amount of mode calculations must be performed to generate the overlap surface, shown
in Figure 5.5, and this can take a significant amount of time.
The waveguide offset approach to optimisation will not yield any practical differences from
that of the CC bend due to the small offsets required which might not be realised due to the
limitations of fabrication technology, see Section 4.2. To that end the remainder of this chapter
will focus on results obtained from the CC, LC and TC bends only.
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Figure 5.5: Overlap integral surface for the waveguide used in these simulations
5.4 Comparison of the Bend Design Schemes
To compare the CC, LC and TC bends a series of beam propagation simulations were performed
in two and three dimensions. The waveguide device used comprised an initial straight section
of length 10 (µm), followed by a bend of some effective radius R and bend angle θ = pi/2 that is
defined according to the CC, LC or TC scheme described in Section 4.3, the device is finished by
a straight section of length 500 (µm). A plan view of the device is given in Figure 5.6. The 3D
simulations proceed by launching the fundamental Ey mode of the straight waveguide section
into the device and solving equation (3.1) for that device. In 2D the fundamental TM mode of
the device is launched. The mode was allowed to propagate along the length of the device. The
device was discretised along the direction of propagation. The curvature at each point along
the bend was incorporated into the simulation using the conformal mapping technique. This
has the effect of causing the slope of the refractive index profile to vary along the direction of
propagation. The simulations were carried out using SFEM_Propagation, with PML-BC. In
total, a set of 10 radii were considered 100 < R < 1000 with ∆R = 100 (µm). The lengths of
the bends in each case are given in Figure 5.7.
The aim of these simulations was to estimate the loss associated with each of the bend types.
Since the initial and final straight sections were common to all devices any difference in loss is
attributed to the different bend types. Firstly, the bending loss is estimated from the propa-
gation constant data. Recall that the complex propagation constant γ = β + i α is updated
along the length of the device by equation (3.28). However, depending on the bend type α
never assumes a single value, see Figure 5.8. The simplest way, in the author’s opinion, was to
use an average value of α over the length of the bend section and apply equation (1.4). This
allows for an estimate of the waveguide bending loss to be computed over a series of bend radii.
During the propagation calculation, the power in the mode being propagated is computed at
each propagation step. This is done by numerical integration over the computed field. Over
the course of a propagation the power would be expected to decrease as light is radiated away.
Unfortunately, due to the presence of numerical reflections in the 3D calculations, the value of
the integrated power oscillates, see Figure 5.9. This is a problem that remains to be resolved
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Figure 5.6: Layout of the test device for the BPM simulations
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Figure 5.8: Imaginary propagation constant versus waveguide path-length for WG8A with a
bend radius of 800 (µm)
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Figure 5.9: Mode power versus waveguide path-length for WG8A with a bend radius of 800 (µm)
but could not be tackled during this thesis. In order to be able to determine an estimate of
the power attenuation coefficient from equation (1.6) the ratio of the minimum power in the
bend section to the power in the straight section was used. Therefore, the loss estimates for the
shallow etch waveguides are a worst case estimate. If the numerical problems could be resolved
it is expected that reduced losses would be observed. Propagation calculations in straight
waveguides do not seem to suffer from significant numerical reflections from the computational
domain boundaries.
There is a standard technique for computing an estimate of the transition loss. The method
involves computing the modes in a straight waveguide section and a curved waveguide section for
multiple values of the radius of curvature. The overlap integral between the straight waveguide
modes and the curved waveguides modes is computed and the transition loss is estimated from
equation (1.2). This process works fine as long as the technique being used to compute the
waveguide modes returns an answer at all radii, see Section 5.2. Using SFEM_Propagation a
mode can always be launched into a curved waveguide from a straight waveguide. This means
that an estimate of the transition loss should be possible even if the mode does not propagate
the full length of the bend. For the LC and TC bends the mode does not change shape as it
crosses the straight-bend junction, therefore, there is no transition loss in those bend types.
Simulations were carried out in shallow and deep etch waveguides. The contribution of each
loss mechanism to the total loss was analysed from the data collected. The loss due to bending
is labelled < α >, the loss due to power attenuation is labelled ∆P and the loss due to mode
transition is labelled LT . The total loss L is the sum of each of these contributions.
5.4.1 Shallow etch waveguides
Simulations were carried using the parameters of the shallow etch waveguide WG8A. The
waveguide materials and dimensions are available in Table 2.1. Simulations were performed
in two and three dimensions. From the 2D simulations it was observed that the mode was
not confined in any of the bend types for a bend radius of R = 100 (µm), the mode was also
observed to have fully leaked from the LC bend when R = 200 (µm). In all other cases light
was able to propagate the full length of the device. Figures 5.10(a) - 5.10(c) show the loss
contributions for each of the different bend types.
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Figure 5.10: Loss contributions for the shallow etch waveguide computed from 2D simulations.
The index contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.2.
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Figure 5.11: Total loss for the shallow etch waveguide computed from 2D simulations. The
index contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.2.
The dominant loss contribution in the CC case is the power attenuation loss. ∆P for the CC
bend ranges from 0.74 (dB) at R = 300 (µm) to 0.066 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm). In the LC
and TC cases the power attenuation loss and the bending loss are of a similar magnitude. In
the LC case the power attenuation loss ranges from 1.77 (dB) at R = 300 (µm) to 0.07 (dB)
at R = 1000 (µm) and in the TC case the power attenuation loss ranges from 0.64 (dB) at
R = 300 (µm) to 0.03 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm).
The contribution from the bending loss is much lower in the CC case than it is in either of the
LC or TC cases, this seems reasonable since the curvature in the CC bend is lower than that of
the LC or TC bends. The transition loss that is present in the CC bend reflects the fact that
in the CC bend the mode shape must change abruptly as it transitions from the straight to the
curved region. This abrupt transition is not present in the LC or TC bends.
In Figure 5.11(a) it can be seen that the total loss associated with the LC bend is greater
than that of the CC or TC bend for R ≤ 600 (µm). The arrows indicate the radius for which
the mode in the bend exits the waveguide completely, according to the 3D simulations. In
Figure 5.11(b) it can be seen that the loss in the LC bend reduces below that of the CC bend
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for R > 600 (µm). In the cases R ≥ 400 (µm) the TC bend loses less light than either of the
CC or LC bends.
From the 3D simulations it was observed that the mode was not confined in the CC bend for
bend radii of R ≤ 300 (µm). In the TC bend the mode was also observed to have fully leaked
for R ≤ 400 (µm), and in the LC bend the mode leaked from the device at all bend radii
R ≤ 600 (µm). In all other cases light was able to propagate the full length of the device.
Figures 5.12(a) - 5.12(c) show the loss contributions for each of the different bend types.
The dominant loss contribution in all cases is the power attenuation loss. In the CC case this
ranges from 0.6 (dB) at R = 700 (µm) to 0.2 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm). In the LC case the power
attenuation loss ranges from 2.5 (dB) at R = 700 (µm) to 3.3 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm) and in
the TC case the power attenuation loss ranges from 2.6 (dB) at R = 700 (µm) to 0.15 (dB)
at R = 1000 (µm). The power attenuation losses are much higher in this case because of the
shallow etch depth of the waveguide. Light is able to leave the waveguide via the side slab that
is 0.8 (µm) high. This is not accounted for correctly by the 2D model.
The contribution from the bending loss is lower in the CC case than it is in either of the LC
or TC cases, this is reasonable because the curvature in the CC bend is lower than that of the
LC or TC bends. The transition loss in the CC bend ranges from 0.45 (dB) at R = 700 (µm)
to 0.08 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm).
The total losses associated with propagation in WG8A can be seen in Figure 5.13. The figure
shows that for R = 700, 800 (µm) the difference between the light lost by the CC bend and
the light lost by the LC and TC bends is around 2 dB. This is due to the very high power loss
from the LC and TC bends, caused by the low confinement and higher curvatures experienced
by the light in those bends. As R approaches lower curvatures the TC and the CC bend start
to resemble each other in the amount of light they each lose, but the LC bend is still losing
more light.
Another advantage of the LC and TC bends is that they are very likely to ensure that the
propagating mode exits the bend section with the same propagation it had when it entered.
This is because the mode propagation constant changes symmetrically about the centre of
the bend. This means that there is no transition loss as light exits the LC and TC bends.
Figure 5.14 shows the difference between the initial and final values of the real part of the mode
propagation constant for various values of the bend radius. For R ≥ 300 (µm) ∆β is O(10−5)
in the LC and TC bends.
It should also be noted that during 3D simulations of waveguide WG8A a substantial reflection
of the computed field was observed at the interface of the computational domain and the PML
region. It has not been possible to correct for this anomalous reflection. It is suspected that
the magnitude of the reflection is related to the amplitude of the field as it hits the interface
because these types of reflections are not observed during the 3D simulations in the deep etch
waveguide. This problem requires further analysis which is beyond the scope of this thesis. The
reason it is being mentioned is that the reflections from the interface are interfering with the
propagating field and this may explain the deviations of the computed power from what would
be intuitively expected.
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Figure 5.12: Loss contributions for the shallow etch waveguide computed from 3D simulations.
The index contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.1.
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Figure 5.13: Total loss for the shallow etch waveguide computed from 3D simulations. The
index contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.1.
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Figure 5.14: Difference between the input and output values of the real part of the propagation
constant for a 2D approximation of WG8A. The index contrast for the waveguides used in these
simulations is available in Table 2.2.
5.4.2 Deep etch waveguides
Simulations were carried using the parameters of the deep etch waveguide WG9A. The index
contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.1 Simulations
were performed in two and three dimensions. From the 2D simulations it was observed that
the mode was able to propagate the full length of the device in all bend types at all radii.
Figure 5.15(a) - 5.15(c) shows the loss contributions for each of the different bend types.
The dominant loss contribution in the CC case is the transition loss that occurs as the mode
enters the bend, this ranges from 1.05 (dB) at R = 100 (µm) to 0.013 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm).
In the LC and TC cases the transition loss is not present because the mode does not undergo
an abrupt transition.
For the LC and TC bends the dominant loss factor is the power attenuation loss, this is also
of a similar magnitude in the CC bend. For the CC bend the power attenuation loss ranges
from 0.17 (dB) at R = 100 (µm) to to 0.003 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm). In the LC case the
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Figure 5.15: Loss contributions for the deep etch waveguide computed from 2D simulations.
The index contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.2.
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Figure 5.16: Total loss for the deep etch waveguide computed from 2D simulations. The index
contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.2.
power attenuation loss is 0.21 (dB) at R = 100 (µm) and 0.003 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm). In the
TC case the power attenuation loss varies from 0.12 (dB) at R = 100 (µm) to 0.002 (dB) at
R = 1000 (µm).
The contribution from the bending loss is of a similar magnitude in all cases but at a much
lower level than either the transition loss or the power attenuation loss. In each of the bend
types the bending loss at R = 100 (µm) is approximately 0.004 (dB).
In Figure 5.16(a) it can be seen that the total loss associated with the CC bend is greater than
that of the LC or TC bend for all bend radii. This is reinforced by Figure 5.16(b) which shows
that the LC and TC bends have similar losses that are much lower than those in the CC bend.
From the 3D simulations it was observed that the mode was able to propagate the full length
of the device in all bend types at all radii. This is possible because the high confinement in
the waveguide prevents any light from exiting the bend. Figures 5.17(a) - 5.17(c) show the loss
contributions for each of the different bend types.
The dominant loss contribution in the CC case is the transition loss that occurs as the mode
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Figure 5.17: Loss contributions for the deep etch waveguide computed from 3D simulations.
The index contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.1.
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Figure 5.18: Total loss for the deep etch waveguide computed from 3D simulations. The index
contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.1.
enters the bend, this ranges from 2.7 (dB) at R = 100 (µm) to to 0.036 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm).
In the LC and TC cases the transition loss is not present because the mode does not undergo
an abrupt transition.
For the LC bend the dominant loss factor is the power attenuation loss. At R = 100 (µm) the
power attenuation loss is 0.087 (dB) while at R = 1000 (µm) its value is 0.0003 (dB). The CC
bend displays a similar level of power attenuation loss having a value 0.09 (dB) at R = 100 (µm)
and 0.0005 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm). The power attenuation loss is lower in the TC bend taking
the values 0.033 (dB) at R = 100 (µm) and 0.0001 (dB) at R = 1000 (µm).
The contribution from the bending loss is highest in the CC bend case with ∆P = 0.0087 (dB)
at R = 100 (µm). The bending loss in the LC bend is lower than that of the CC bend and the
TC bend has the lowest bending loss of all. The values for the bending loss in the LC bend
and the TC bend at R = 100 (µm) are 0.0062 (dB) and 0.001 (dB) respectively.
In Figure 5.18(a) it can be seen that the total loss associated with the CC bend is far in excess
of that in the LC or TC bends for all bend radii. Figure 5.18(b) shows that the total losses
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Figure 5.19: Difference between the input and output values of the propagation constant for
WG9A. The index contrast for the waveguides used in these simulations is available in Table 2.1.
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Figure 5.20: Field value at the centre of WG9A near the bend-straight junction. The vertical
lines indicate the position of the bend-straight junction. The index contrast for the waveguides
used in these simulations is available in Table 2.1.
associated with the LC and TC bends are O(10−3) (dB) for R ≥ 300 (µm) and the TC bend
exhibits a lower loss than the LC bend over that range of bend radii.
Figure 5.19 shows the change in the real part of the propagation constant between the input
and the output of the device. It can be seen that in the LC and TC cases ∆β is lower than
it is for the CC bend. This indicates that the field at the output of the bend section has the
same propagation it had when it entered the bend. In the case of R = 600 (µm) the field at
the end CC bend has roughly the same propagation constant, see Figure 5.20(a), similarly for
R = 1000 (µm), see Figure 5.20(b). This is indicative of the fact that the higher order modes,
excited by propagation in the CC bends, are nearly in phase with each other as they exit the
bend [124]. This symmetric variation of the mode means that there is no transition loss when
propagating in LC and TC bends.
Since there were no anomalous reflections in the 3D simulations for WG9A it is possible to
compare the computed total losses obtained from the 2D and 3D simulations. Figures 5.21(a) -
5.21(c) show the total losses in each the bends as computed from the 2D and 3D beam prop-
agation analyses. For the CC bend, the loss predicted by the 2D analysis is lower than that
computed from the 3D analysis over the range 100 ≤ R ≤ 600. Although for R > 600 the loss
values seem to be in general agreement. For the LC and TC bends, the loss predicted by the
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the total losses in WG9A predicted by 2D and 3D beam propagation
analysis. The index contrast for the 3D waveguides used in these simulations is available in
Table 2.1. The index contrast for the 2D waveguides used in these simulations is available in
Table 2.2.
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3D analysis is lower than that computed from the 2D analysis for 100 ≤ R ≤ 600 (µm), again
there seems to be general agreement between the estimates in both cases for R > 400 (µm).
The difference between the loss estimates arises from the fact that in moving from 3D to 2D
some features of the waveguide properties are lost.
5.5 Discussion
The calculation of modes in curved optical waveguides has been discussed. A bend was designed,
and its properties discussed, according to the mode optimised design scheme. Simulations were
performed to compare the losses that arise as a result of the application of bend design based
on CC, LC and TC schemes.
When light is well confined, the LC and TC bends perform better than the CC bend, and
also the TC bend performs better than the LC bend. The LC and TC bends enable a mode
to be propagated around a curved waveguide section with lower loss than would be obtained
from using a CC bend section. Also the light propagating in the LC and TC bends exits the
bend section in phase with the mode in the straight section. For shallow etched waveguides it
appears that switching to continuous curvature waveguide bends may help to reduce transition
losses. So in order to minimise the total bending losses the best strategy may be to adopt a
design based on the TC design scheme which offers a bend with reduced transition loss at lower
curvature.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
From the work that has been carried out for this thesis numerous conclusions can be drawn from
the work. The one dimensional conformal mapping model can be extended to two dimensions.
It has been shown that the new model reproduces the known physics of modes in curved
optical waveguides. The mode profiles and propagation constants of curved waveguides can
be computed using the finite element method. The results of calculations using SFEM_Modes
agree very well with expectations
Reduction of dimension approximations to simplify analysis of waveguides should only be ap-
plied to waveguides whose mode confinement is very high, i.e. deep etched waveguides. It
has been shown that conditions derived from one-dimensional models can lead to erroneous
predictions in the case of shallow etched waveguides.
Waveguide bends designed according to the mode optimised bend scheme will ensure that the
losses obtained are lower than is possible by other methods. However, the large amount of work
required to generate the optimal bend shape is burdensome, so while the technique produces
very good results it may not be practical.
On the other hand the techniques used to generate the LC and TC bends require very little
labour. The results of the 2D and 3D propagation simulations, using SFEM_Propagation, show
that a CC bend can be replaced by an equivalent TC bend leading to reduced transition and
bending losses when the mode confinement is very high. The 2D simulations in the shallow
etched waveguides also predict that losses can be reduced by adopting bends designed according
to the TC scheme. The TC scheme is a combination of both CC and LC bends. It combines
the mode transitioning properties available from the LC bend with the low maximum curvature
available from the CC bend. It may be possible to further optimise the design of the TC bend
but the evidence provided in this thesis seems to indicate that it does provide an optimal choice
of bend design.
The techniques developed in this thesis have already been used to enable the fabrication of pho-
tonic integrated circuits. Using the mask layout software PICDraw the design of a multi-mode
interference device integrated with a slotted Fabry-Perot laser [138, 139] has been realised by
Messrs. William Cotter and Padraic Morrissey and Dr. Hua Yang of the Integrated Photonics
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Figure 6.1: MMI integrated with slotted Fabry-Perot Lasers
Figure 6.2: SEM image of a fabricated waveguide bend test chip
Group at Tyndall National Institute, see Figure 6.1. This device is capable of generating mul-
tiple channels of coherent output from a single injection locked laser. There is also an on-going
collaboration with the Intel Corporation to develop multiplexing / de-multiplexing devices on
the silicon platform. This project requires the design of arrayed waveguide gratings and Echelle
gratings. The application of CC, LC and TC bends in those devices is being investigated by
Dr. David Goulding, now at the Centre for Advanced Photonics and Process Analysis at Cork
Institute of Technology. Outside of Cork the techniques discussed in Chapter 4 are being used
to fabricate waveguides with very low loss at very tight bend radii. A group from Finland
has recently published results for a waveguide bend with a 1.27 (µm) bend radius that exhibits
0.09 (dB) loss [134].
6.2 Future Work
It is the author’s opinion that the work performed in this thesis can provide a stepping stone
to a number of further projects. It is hoped that some of these topics may be solved as the
results presented here are prepared for publication.
First off should be the experimental verification of the results obtained as part of this thesis.
Previous attempts at experimental verification ended in failure due to insufficient modelling
efforts. The aim was to fabricate a set of waveguide bends designed according to the different
schemes, with the bends laid out in a parallel configuration, see Figure 6.2. However, the
properties of those devices were analysed using a 2D approach. When the test device was
fabricated using a shallow etch waveguide the measured losses were far in excess of those that
were predicted by the 2D model. A repeat of the experiment with the new design tools and
knowledge available could produce positive results.
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The next problem to be solved is the removal of the anomalous reflection that occurs in
SFEM_Propagation as a mode hits the interface between the computational domain and the
PML-BC region. The evidence to date appears to show that the reflection does not occur
during straight waveguide calculations, so it is believed that the reflection may depend on the
amplitude of the wave that hits the interface. In order to examine the causes of this reflec-
tion some of the calculations for waveguide WG8A were repeated using a larger value for the
width of the computational domain. It was expected that this may reduce the amplitude of
the reflected waves. However, the expected reduction was not observed in any of the cases
tested. It was later suspected that the reflection may be caused by differences in the value
of the “s”-parameter in the PML region caused by the curvature dependent refractive index
profile, see equation (3.36) in Section 3.4.2. However, an examination of the “s”-parameter for
straight and curved waveguides shows that no difference is present. A calculation involving a
curvature independent “s”-parameter reveals that the reflection is still present. Further work
will be required to understand this problem.
Plans are in place to incorporate the beam propagation software into the photonic device design
studio currently under development by the integrated photonics group. The software, called
PICDraw has been under development for a number of years. Its primary purpose has been to
aid in the drawing of masks through automation of device rendering and the development of a set
of design libraries for drawing commonly used structures. The mode solver code SFEM_Modes
has already been added to PICDraw and this is now being used by the integrated photonics
group at Tyndall National Institute. The addition of a beam propagation tool would greatly
enhance the, already formidable, capabilities of PICDraw.
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Appendix A
Complex Analysis
The conformal mapping theorem, Theorem 1.3.1, is used in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1 to map
an equation valid on a curved waveguide onto an equivalent straight waveguide. The complex
analysis required to understand the theorem and its proof is presented here. Start by estab-
lishing what a complex number is, how functions of complex numbers are defined and also how
differentiation of complex valued functions is defined. Finally, the proof of Theorem 1.3.1 is
presented. For a more thorough discussion of complex variable theory consult [53,54].
A.1 Complex valued functions and their derivatives
The complex variable ζ is formed from pairs of numbers in the (x, z) plane. ζ is defined as
ζ = x + i z, where i =
√−1. The (x, z) plane is referred to as the complex plane and is
labelled by C. A subset of C is a region of the plane called a domain and labelled D.
Definition A.1.1 (Complex valued function). If to each value which a complex variable ζ can
assume there corresponds one or more values of a complex variable w, it is said that w is a
function of ζ. This is written w = f(ζ).
Definition A.1.2. If w = f(ζ) then we can consider ζ as a function of w, written ζ = f−1(w).
The function f−1 is the inverse function corresponding to f .
Definition A.1.3. If w = u + i v is a single valued function of ζ = x + i z, with x, z ∈ R,
then u + i v = f(x + i z). Equating the real and imaginary parts this is seen to be equivalent
to
u = u(x, z) v = v(x, z) (A.1)
The set of equations (A.1) is called a transformation.
Now that the definition of a complex valued function has been presented the derivative of such
a function can be discussed. The most important points here are the concept of the analytic
function, the Cauchy-Riemann equations and harmonic functions.
Definition A.1.4 (Derivative of a complex valued function). If f(ζ) is single-valued in some
region D ⊆ C, the derivative f ′(ζ) is defined by
f ′(ζ) = df
dζ
= lim
∆ζ→0
f(ζ + ∆ζ) − f(ζ)
∆ζ (A.2)
provided that the limit exists independent of the manner in which ∆ζ → 0. If the limit exists
A. Complex Analysis A.1 Complex valued functions and their derivatives
it is said that the function f(ζ) is differentiable at ζ.
Definition A.1.5 (Analytic function). If the derivative f ′(ζ) exists at all points ζ of a region D,
then f(ζ) is said to be analytic in D.
Let w = f(ζ) = u(x, z) + i v(x, z). If f ′(ζ) exists then lim
∆ζ→0
∆w
∆ζ exists, so define ∆ζ =
∆x+ i∆z and ∆w = ∆u+ i∆v and the derivative of f(ζ) is equation (A.2) by Definition A.1.4.
f ′(ζ) = lim
∆x→0,∆z→0
∆u + i∆v
∆x + i∆z (A.3)
This limit must be calculated in a manner which is independent of how ∆x→ 0 and ∆z → 0.
Let ∆z → 0 first and then let ∆x→ 0.
f ′(ζ) = lim
∆x→0
(
lim
∆z→0
∆u + i∆v
∆x + i∆z
)
= lim
∆x→0
(
∆u
∆x + i
∆v
∆x
)
= ∂u
∂x
+ i ∂v
∂x
(A.4)
Now reverse the order, let ∆x→ 0 first and then let ∆z → 0.
f ′(ζ) = lim
∆z→0
(
lim
∆x→0
∆u + i∆v
∆x + i∆z
)
= lim
∆z→0
(
1
i
∆u
∆z +
∆v
∆z
)
= ∂v
∂z
− i ∂u
∂z
(A.5)
Since the derivative f ′(ζ) exists and is independent of how ∆z → 0 equation (A.4) and equa-
tion (A.5) must be equal. Equating the real parts and the imaginary parts we arrive at the
Cauchy-Riemann Equations.
∂u
∂x
= ∂v
∂z
∂v
∂x
= −∂u
∂z
(A.6)
Definition A.1.6. A necessary and sufficient condition that w = f(ζ) = u + i v be analytic in
some region D is that, in D, u(x, z) and v(x, z) satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations. If the
partial deivatives, (A.6), are continuous in D then the Cauchy-Riemann equations are sufficient
conditions that f(ζ) be analytic in D.
Definition A.1.7. A continuous function φ(x, z) that satisfies Laplace’s equation in a domain
D ⊆ C is said to be harmonic in D. In other words the function φ(x, z) is harmonic in D if
∇2φ = ∂
2φ
∂x2
+ ∂
2φ
∂z2
= 0.
Theorem A.1.1. Let f(ζ) = u(x, z) + i v(x, z) be an analytic function in a domain D ⊆ C.
If the 2nd order partial derivatives of u(x, z) and v(x, z) with respect x and z exist and are
continuous in D then u(x, z) and v(x, z) are harmonic in D [54].
∂2u
∂x2
+ ∂
2u
∂z2
= 0
∂2v
∂x2
+ ∂
2v
∂z2
= 0
Proof. f(ζ) is analytic in the domain, therefore u(x, z) and v(x, z) satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann
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Equations (A.6). Differentiate (A.6) with respect to x and z.
∂2u
∂x2
= ∂
2v
∂x ∂z
(A.7)
∂2u
∂x ∂z
= −∂
2v
∂x2
(A.8)
∂2u
∂z ∂x
= ∂
2v
∂z2
(A.9)
∂2u
∂z2
= − ∂
2v
∂z ∂x
(A.10)
Combining equations (A.7) and (A.10) and equations (A.8) and A.9 together completes the
proof.
∂2u
∂x2
= −∂
2u
∂z2
⇒ ∇2u = 0
∂2v
∂z2
= −∂
2v
∂x2
⇒ ∇2v = 0
A.2 Proof of the conformal mapping theorem
With the establishment of harmonic functions the proof of the conformal mapping theorem can
be given. Here Theorem A.2.1 is the same as Theorem 1.3.1.
Theorem A.2.1. Suppose that D, D′ ⊆ C are domains of the complex plane and that f : D→ D′
is a one-to-one and onto analytic function. Suppose also that for every ζ ∈ D we write w =
f(ζ), where ζ = x + i z and w = u + i v, with x, z, u, v ∈ R. Then for every function φ(x, z)
in D ∇2x, zφ = |f ′(z)|2∇2u, vφ [53,54].
∂2φ
∂x2
+ ∂
2φ
∂z2
= |f ′(ζ)|2
(
∂2φ
∂u2
+ ∂
2φ
∂v2
)
Proof. The function φ(x, z) is transformed into a function φ(x(u, v), z(u, v)) by f : D → D′.
Evaluate the derivatives of φ with respect to x, z using the chain rule.
∂φ
∂x
= ∂φ
∂u
∂u
∂x
+ ∂φ
∂v
∂v
∂x
∂φ
∂z
= ∂φ
∂u
∂u
∂z
+ ∂φ
∂v
∂v
∂z
The second derivatives are also computed using the chain rule.
∂2φ
∂x2
= ∂φ
∂u
∂2u
∂x2
+ ∂u
∂x
(
∂2φ
∂u2
∂u
∂x
+ ∂
2φ
∂u ∂v
∂v
∂x
)
(A.11)
+ ∂φ
∂v
∂2v
∂x2
+ ∂v
∂x
(
∂2φ
∂u ∂v
∂u
∂x
+ ∂
2φ
∂z2
∂v
∂x
)
∂2φ
∂z2
= ∂φ
∂u
∂2u
∂z2
+ ∂u
∂x
(
∂2φ
∂u2
∂u
∂z
+ ∂
2φ
∂u ∂v
∂v
∂z
)
(A.12)
+ ∂φ
∂v
∂2v
∂z2
+ ∂v
∂z
(
∂2φ
∂u ∂v
∂u
∂z
+ ∂
2φ
∂z2
∂v
∂z
)
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Adding equations (A.11) and (A.12) yields
∂2φ
∂x2
+ ∂
2φ
∂z2
= ∂
2φ
∂u2
((
∂u
∂x
)2
+
(
∂u
∂z
)2)
+ ∂
2φ
∂v2
((
∂v
∂x
)2
+
(
∂v
∂z
)2)
+ ∂φ
∂u
(
∂2u
∂x2
+ ∂
2u
∂z2
)
+ ∂φ
∂v
(
∂2v
∂x2
+ ∂
2v
∂z2
)
+ 2 ∂
2φ
∂u ∂v
(
∂u
∂x
∂v
∂x
+ ∂u
∂z
∂v
∂z
) (A.13)
The functions u(x, y) and v(x, y) are harmonic by Theorem A.1.1 this implies∇2x, zu = ∇2x, zy =
0, so (A.13) is reduced to (A.14).
∂2φ
∂x2
+ ∂
2φ
∂z2
= ∂
2φ
∂u2
((
∂u
∂x
)2
+
(
∂u
∂z
)2)
+ ∂
2φ
∂v2
((
∂v
∂x
)2
+
(
∂v
∂z
)2)
+ 2 ∂
2φ
∂u ∂v
(
∂u
∂x
∂v
∂x
+ ∂u
∂z
∂v
∂z
) (A.14)
By the Cauchy-Riemann equations, equation (A.6), (A.15) is valid.
∂u
∂x
∂v
∂x
+ ∂u
∂z
∂v
∂z
=
(
∂v
∂z
)
∂v
∂x
+
(
−∂v
∂v
)
∂v
∂z
= 0 (A.15)
The crossed partial derivative in equation (A.14) is eliminated and the result is (A.16).
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The Cauchy-Riemann equations are used to evaluate the r.h.s.(
∂u
∂x
)2
+
(
∂u
∂z
)2
=
(
∂u
∂x
)2
+
(
−∂v
∂x
)2
=
∣∣∣∣∂u∂x + i ∂v∂x
∣∣∣∣2 (A.17)
= |f ′(ζ)2| ∵ (A.4)(
∂v
∂x
)2
+
(
∂v
∂z
)2
=
(
∂v
∂x
)2
+
(
∂v
∂z
)2
=
∣∣∣∣∂v∂z − i ∂u∂z
∣∣∣∣2 (A.18)
= |f ′(ζ)2| ∵ (A.5)
By equations (A.17) and (A.18) the following is valid
∂2φ
∂x2
+ ∂
2φ
∂z2
= |f ′(ζ)2|
(
∂2φ
∂u2
+ ∂
2φ
∂v2
)
(A.19)
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Appendix B
The Variational Principle
The variational principle allows us to cast a differential equation, ordinary or partial, into
an equivalent functional. By the variational principle computing the stationary points of a
functional is the same as computing the solutions to that differential equation [63, 64, 70].
The finite element method uses this process to compute a numerical solution to a differential
equation.
Definition B.0.1 (Inner Product). The inner product of two functions, φ and ψ, over the domain
Ω is denoted by (φ, ψ) and defined by the integral
(φ, ψ) =
∫
Ω
φψ dΩ (B.1)
This operator is commutative (φ, ψ) = (ψ, φ).
Definition B.0.2 (Self-Adjoint). An operator L is self-adjoint if (Lφ, ψ) = (φ, Lψ)
B.1 Proof of the variational principle
Theorem B.1.1 (Variational Principle). Given a boundary value problem defined by Lφ = f ,
where L is a self-adjoint operator, its solution can be obtained by computing the stationary
points of the functional F (φ) defined by
F (φ) = 12(Lφ, φ)− (φ, f) (B.2)
Proof. To prove that the solution of Lφ = f is given by the stationary points of F (φ) it is
sufficient to show that Lφ = f is the necessary consequence of δ F = 0, where δ F is defined
as the first variation of the functional F (φ).
The first variation of F (φ) is given by
δ F = F (φ+ δφ)− F (φ) where δφ 6= 0
By definition F (φ+δφ) = 12 (L (φ+δφ), φ+δφ)− (φ+δφ, f). Expand F (φ+δφ) by employing
B. The Variational Principle B.1 Proof of the variational principle
the inner product (B.1).
F (φ+ δφ) = 12
∫
Ω
L(φ+ δφ)(φ+ δφ) dΩ−
∫
Ω
(φ+ δφ)f dΩ
= 12
∫
Ω
(Lφ+ L δφ)(φ+ δφ) dΩ−
∫
Ω
(φ f + δφ f) dΩ
= 12
∫
Ω
(Lφφ+ Lφ δφ+ L δφφ+ L δφ δφ) dΩ−
∫
Ω
(φ f + δφ f) dΩ
= 12(Lφ, φ) +
1
2(Lφ, δφ) +
1
2(L δφ, φ) +
1
2(L δφ, δφ)− (φ, f)− (δφ, f)
The first variation must be given by
δ F = F (φ+ δφ)− F (φ)
= 12(Lφ, φ) +
1
2(Lφ, δφ) +
1
2(L δφ, φ) +
1
2(L δφ, δφ)
− (φ, f)− (δφ, f)− 12(Lφ, φ) + (φ, f)
= 12(Lφ, δφ) +
1
2(L δφ, φ)− (δφ, f) +O((δφ)
2)
Since the operator L is self-adjoint (L δφ, φ) = (δφ, Lφ). Also by definition the inner product
is commutative, so (Lφ, δφ) = (δφ, Lφ). By the self-adjoint property and the inner product
commutativity the first variation is
δ F = (δφ, Lφ)− (δφ, f)
= (δφ, Lφ− f) ∵ inner product is a linear operator
The functional F (φ) is stationary when δ F = 0, therefore Lφ− f = 0 because δφ 6= 0.
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Appendix C
Sparse Matrix Manipulation
To numerically propagate a mode in an optical waveguide the beam propagation
method, presented in Chapter 3, requires the solution of a system of equations of the form
Aˆ · xˆ = bˆ at every propagation step. The matrix Aˆ in that system is large and sparse. The
size of the system is determined by the number of nodes in the mesh discretisation of the
waveguide cross-section, i.e. if the mesh contains N nodes then the matrix Aˆ has size N ×N .
A sparse matrix is one which contains a large number of zero elements. These zero elements
do not contribute to the solution but they must be accounted for by the computer. Standard
matrix manipulation would require that the zero elements be stored in a large contiguous block
of memory that has been dynamically allocated [79], and in some cases be accounted for in
a matrix product calculation. Since the number of nodes required for an accurate solution is
O(103), it is not practical, or sometimes even possible, to store the entire matrix Aˆ. The storage
requirements for these large arrays, and the time required for processing them, can be reduced
by adopting a different approach to matrix storage and access.
The technique used here is the row-indexed sparse storage mode (RISSM) [40]. Other storage
schemes certainly exist but this scheme was used because it came with an implementation of
the bi-conjugate gradient method in the C programming language [40]. What follows here
is a description of row-indexed sparse storage mode, followed by some results showing the
advantages of using RISSM.
C.1 Row-indexed Sparse Storage Mode
The aim of RISSM is to replace a large sparse two-dimensional array Aˆ with two one-dimensional
arrays. One array holds the non-zero values of the sparse array, call this val_arr, the other
array holds values used to index into val_arr to simulate indexing into Aˆ, call this index_arr.
For a two-dimensional array of size N × N take the diagonal values of Aˆ and store them in
positions 1 ≤ k ≤ N of val_arr. Then scan the rows of Aˆ and store the non-zero off-diagonal
elements in positions N+2 ≤ k ≤ Nnon−zero of of val_arr. The non-zero off-diagonal elements
are ordered row-wise and within each row are ordered column-wise. Note position N + 1 of
val_arr is never used.
To fill index_arr store the column numbers associated with each off-diagonal element in po-
C. Sparse Matrix Manipulation C.1 Row-indexed Sparse Storage Mode
Table C.1: val_arr and index_arr for the sparse matrix in equation (C.1).
k val_arr [k] index_arr [k] Explanation of index_arr [k]
1 1 7 Matrix size+ 2
2 5 9 Index of 1st non-zero element of row 2
3 8 11 Index of 1st non-zero element of row 3
4 10 12 + 1 = 13 Index of last non-zero off-diagonal element of
previous row + 1
5 12 13 Index of 1st non-zero element of row 5
6 X 14 Index of the last element of val_arr incre-
mented by 1
7 2 2 Col. num. of 1st non-zero off-diagonal element
of row 1
8 3 5 Col. num. of 2nd non-zero off-diagonal ele-
ment of row 1
9 4 1 Col. num. of 1st non-zero off-diagonal element
of row 2
10 6 3 Col. num. of 2nd non-zero off-diagonal ele-
ment of row 2
11 7 2 Col. num. of 1st non-zero off-diagonal element
of row 3
12 9 5 Col. num. of 2nd non-zero off-diagonal ele-
ment of row 3
13 11 1 Col. num. of 1st non-zero off-diagonal element
of row 5
sitions N + 2 ≤ k ≤ Nnon−zero. Position 1 of index_arr always contains the value N + 2,
index_arr [1] is used to return the size of the original array. For positions 2 ≤ k ≤ N store
the val_arr index of the first non-zero element in row k. If a row contains no non-zero ele-
ments store the index of the most recent element from the previous row incremented by 1. At
position N + 1 of index_arr store the index of the last element of val_arr incremented by 1,
index_arr [N + 1] is used to return the number of non-zero elements in the original array.
To illustrate how RISSM is applied in practice consider the following sparse array of size N = 5.
A =

1 2 0 0 3
4 5 6 0 0
0 7 8 0 9
0 0 0 10 0
11 0 0 0 12
 (C.1)
The arrays val_arr and index_arr for this array are contained in Table C.1. From Table C.1
it can be seen that the original size of the array is index_arr [1] − 2 = 5 and that the number
of non-zero elements is given by index_arr [6] − 1.
To implement this scheme in C++ the RISSM sub-routines provided in [40] were adapted for
use with an array object of arbitrary type. A class was written that allows for RISSM objects
to be created from matrices that are input to an instance of the class. The RISSM class has
the capability to perform matrix→RISSM and RISSM→matrix transformations.
An implementation of the bi-conjugate gradient method (BCGM) that iteratively solves the
linear system Aˆ · xˆ = bˆ was also made part of the class. The principle advantage of this
technique is that it allows for xˆ to be efficiently computed because the matrix Aˆ is only ever
accessed through its action on some vector xˆ. The matrix-vector product Aˆ ·xˆ can be computed
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C. Sparse Matrix Manipulation C.2 Testing the objects
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Figure C.1: Comparing the calculation time for a triple matrix product using standard matrix
multiplication and multiplication via the RISSM object
very quickly when Aˆ is in RISSM format, as described in [40].
C.2 Testing the objects
To test the implementation of the RISSM object the product of three sparse N ×N matrices
was computed for different values of N , a matrix product of this type is required by the mode
solver SFEM_Modes. Banded matrices, in which the upper and lower bandwidths were set
equal to N/4, were used as the test matrices, the non-zero elements were assigned random
values. It was observed that the use of RISSM objects for performing the multiplication leads
to a factor of three reduction in calculation time, see Figure C.1, the original matrix size equals
(Number of Nodes)2. For matrices of size 3700× 3700 standard matrix multiplication requires
23 minutes to compute the matrix triple product, the same multiplication can be computed in
7 minutes when the matrices are in RISSM format.
In the propagation simulations for WG8A and WG9A each propagation step requires the so-
lution of a system of equations of sizes 3339 × 3339 and 3969 × 3969 respectively. Solution of
systems of equations of this magnitude using standard techniques would require far too much
time. Testing has shown that BCGM with RISSM can compute the solution these large sparse
systems in, on average, less than 6 seconds per propagation step, see Figure C.2, this includes
the formation of the system of equations required by SFEM_Propagation.
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C. Sparse Matrix Manipulation C.3 Discussion
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Figure C.2: Average time per propagation step for the bend propagation simulations in WG8A
C.3 Discussion
Implementation and use of the RISSM object is justified by the significant reduction in time
required to perform certain operations essential to the calculation of waveguide modes and
propagation simulations. With more effort it may be possible to further reduce the amount of
calculation time required.
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Appendix D
Algorithms
The various algorithms referenced throughout the text are included in this appendix. The
algorithms are presented in a language independent form known as pseudo-code.
D. Algorithms
Algorithm 1 Waveguide discretisation in the horizontal direction
Require: Lx, nw, W
1:
2: dw ← (W/2)/(nw − 1) {Compute central node spacing}
3: lim ← (W/2) + 4dw {Assign limit for uniform node spacing}
4:
5: {Compute node positions for x ≥ 0}
6: pos ← 0
7: xpos.push_back(pos)
8:
9: while n < nmax do
10:
11: if pos < lim then
12: pos ← pos+ dw {Update position, uniform spacing}
13: else
14: δ ← 2 dw pos
15: pos ← pos+ δ {Update position, non-uniform spacing}
16: end if
17:
18: xpos.push_back(pos) {Store position}
19:
20: {Ensure that mesh is defined within limits}
21: if pos > Lx/2 then
22: break
23: end if
24: end while
25:
26: npos ← xpos.size()
27: for i = npos to 1 do
28: xnodes.push_back(-xpos[i]) {Store node positions for −(Lx/2) ≤ x ≤ 0}
29: end for
30:
31: for i = 2 to npos do
32: xnodes.push_back(xpos[i]) {Store node positions for 0 < x ≤ (Lx/2)}
33: end for
34:
35: {Update the value of Lx}
36: Lx ← 2 xnodes.last()
37:
38: return xnodes[]
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D. Algorithms
Algorithm 2 Waveguide discretisation in the vertical direction
Require: Ly, ne, nt, E, T
1: {Compute node spacing in each layer}
2: de ← E/(ne − 1), dt ← T/(nt − 1), dmax ← max (de, dt)
3: lim ← E + T + 4 dmax {Assign limit for uniform node spacing}
4: low ← −(Ly/2), high ← (Ly/2)
5:
6: pos ← 0 {Compute node positions for y < 0}
7: while n < nmax do
8: δ ← ndmax, pos ← pos− δ
9: {Ensure that mesh is defined within limits}
10: if pos < low then
11: break
12: else
13: yneg.push_back(pos) {Store position}
14: end if
15: end while
16:
17: nneg ← yneg.size()
18:
19: pos ← 0 {Compute node positions for y ≥ 0}
20: yplus.push_back(pos)
21: while n < nmax do
22: if pos ≥ 0 and pos < T then
23: pos ← pos+ dt
24: else if pos ≥ T and pos < lim then
25: pos ← pos+ de
26: else
27: δ ← 4 dmax pos, pos ← pos+ δ
28: end if
29: {Ensure that mesh is defined within limits}
30: if pos > high then
31: break
32: else
33: yplus.push_back(pos) {Store position}
34: end if
35: end while
36:
37: nplus ← yplus.size()
38:
39: for i = nplus to 1 do
40: ynodes.push_back(yplus[i]) {Store node positions for 0 < y ≤ (Ly/2)}
41: end for
42:
43: for i = 1 to nneg do
44: ynodes.push_back(yneg[i]) {Store node positions for −(Ly/2) ≤ x ≤ 0}
45: end for
46:
47: Ly ← ynodes.first()+fabs(ynodes.last()) {Update the value of Ly}
48:
49: return ynodes[]
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D. Algorithms
Algorithm 3 Cartesian product to form node array
Require: xnodes[], ynodes[]
1:
2: {Construct a 2D array of node positions from the horizontal and vertical node sets}
3: Ny ← ynodes.size(), Nu ← xnodes.size()
4: Nnodes ← NuNy
5: nodearr.nrows← Ny
6: nodearr.ncols← Nu
7: for s = 1 to Ny do
8: for r = 1 to Nu do
9: nodearr[s][r]←node(xnodes[r], ynodes[s])
10: end for
11: end for
12:
13: {Number each node in the mesh according to (2.8)}
14: for s = 1 to Ny do
15: for r = 1 to Nu do
16: nodearr[s][r].global← (r − 1)Ny + s
17: end for
18: end for
19: return nodearr[][]
Algorithm 4 Construction of the finite element mesh from the node array
Require: nodearr[][]
1:
2: {Start by creating arrays of odd and even numbered elements from the 2D array of node
positions}
3: for r = 1 to Nu do
4: for s = 1 to Ny do
5: odd.push_back(element(nodearr[s][r],nodearr[s+1][r],nodearr[s][r+1]))
6:
7: even.push_back(element(nodearr[s+1][r],nodearr[s+1][r+1],nodearr[s][r+1]))
8: end for
9: end for
10:
11: {Store the constructed elements in a 1D array}
12: Nelems ← 2(xnodes.size()-1)(ynodes.size()-1)
13: themesh.size← Nelems
14:
15: for i = 1 to odd.size() do
16: themesh[2i-1]← odd[i] {Store the odd numbered elements}
17: end for
18:
19: for i = 1 to even.size() do
20: themesh[2i]← even[i] {Store the even numbered elements}
21: end for
22:
23: return themesh[]
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D. Algorithms
Algorithm 5 Building the connectivity matrix for a mesh
Require: themesh[]
1: {Create the connectivity matrix}
2: cmatrix.nrows← Nelems, cmatrix.ncols← 3
3:
4: for e = 1 to Nelems do
5: {Each row of cmatrix contains the global numbers of the nodes associated with element
e}
6: cmatrix[e][1]← themesh[e].node(1).global()
7: cmatrix[e][2]← themesh[e].node(2).global()
8: cmatrix[e][3]← themesh[e].node(3).global()
9: end for
10:
11: return cmatrix[][]
Algorithm 6 Construct the global matrices from the elementary matrices
Require: themesh[], cmatrix[][]
1: {Compute the elemental matrices Ke and Me according to (2.30) and (2.31)}
2: for e = 1 to Nelems do
3: themesh[e].define_Ke();
4: themesh[e].define_Me();
5: end for
6:
7: for e = 1 to Nelems do
8: for i = 1 to 3 do
9: m ← cmatrix[e][i]
10: for j = 1 to 3 do
11: n ← cmatrix[e][j]
12:
13: K[m][n]←K[m][n]+ themesh[e].Ke[i][j]
14:
15: M[m][n]←M[m][n]+ themesh[e].Me[i][j]
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
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Algorithm 7 Steps in the calculation of the propagation constants and mode profiles of an
optical waveguide
Require: Global matrices Kˆ and Mˆ
1: {Cholesky decompose Mˆ}
2: (Lˆ, LˆT ) ← choldc(Mˆ);
3:
4: {Invert Cholesky factors}
5: (Lˆ−1, Lˆ−T ) ← choldinv(Lˆ, LˆT );
6:
7: {Compute the triple product (2.39)}
8: rissmLinv ←matrix_to_rissm(Lˆ−1);
9: rissmLTinv ←matrix_to_rissm(Lˆ−T );
10: rissmK ←matrix_to_rissm(Kˆ);
11: Cˆ ← compute_triple_product(rissmLinv, rissmK, rissmLTinv);
12:
13: {Perform Householder reduction on Cˆ}
14: tred2(dˆ, eˆ, Cˆ);
15:
16: {Diagonalise Cˆ using QR method}
17: tqli(dˆ, eˆ, Cˆ);
18:
19: {Sort eigenvalues and eigenvectors by absolute value}
20: eigsrt(dˆ, Cˆ)
21:
22: {Get the bound state propagation constants}
23: retrieve_eigvals();
24:
25: {Compute the bound state mode profiles}
26: retrieve_eigvecs();
Algorithm 8 Multi-parameter calculation of waveguide properties
1:
2: {Input waveguide dimensions, material parameters and wavelength}
3: {Commence loop over the parameters that effect the computational domain}
4: L ← Lmin
5:
6: while L < Lmax do
7: {Loop over the length of the domain}
8:
9: nw ← nmin
10:
11: while nw < nmax do
12: {Loop over the number of sub-divisions}
13:
14: compute_solution(nw, L)
15:
16: nw ← nw + ∆n
17:
18: end while
19:
20: L ← L + ∆L
21:
22: end while
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Algorithm 9 Pre-Conditioned Bi-Conjugate Gradient Algorithm for the solution of Aˆ · x = b
1: print Input, matrix Aˆ, vector b, initial approximation x(0),
Pre-Conditioning matrix Cˆ, tolerance , max iterations itmax
2:
3: xold ← x(0) {Initialise the approximation}
4: rold ← b− Aˆxold {Define initial residual}
5: vold ← rold {Initialise the search direction to be the direction of steepest}
6:
7: k ← 1 {Loop control variable}
8: while k < itmax do
9:
10: if k == 1 then
11: wold ← Cˆ−1rold {Initialise w}
12: else
13: wold ← wnew {Update w and v}
14: vold ← vnew
15: end if
16:
17: t ← (wold, wold)
(vold, Aˆvold)
18: xnew ← xold + tvold {Compute an approximation for x}
19: rnew ← rold − t Aˆvold {Update the residual}
20:
21: {Check to see if the solution has converged}
22: if ||rnew||∞ <  then
23: print Calculation has converged
24: else
25: {Continue the iterations}
26: wnew ← Cˆ−1rnew {Update w}
27: s ← (wnew, wnew)(wold, wold)
28: vnew ← Cˆ−Twnew + svold {Update the search direction v}
29: k ← k + 1 {Count iterations}
30: end if
31:
32: end while
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Algorithm 10 Steps in the beam propagation algorithm
Require: Waveguide parameters, BC parameters, Propagation parameters
1: {Build the mesh according to Algorithms 1 - 5}
2: generate_mesh();
3:
4: {Define the initial condition}
5: define_input_field(φˆold, γ);
6:
7: {Start propagating}
8: z ← 0.0
9: for s = 1 to Nsteps do
10: {Define global matrices according to equations (3.39) and (3.40)}
11: define_globals();
12:
13: {Define propagation constant according to equation (3.28)}
14: set_beta();
15:
16: {Define the matrices Aˆ and Bˆ according to (3.23) and (3.24)}
17: define_L(); {Lˆ = Kˆ− γ2Mˆ}
18: define_M2(); {Mˆ2 = Mˆ + (γ/4)Lˆ}
19:
20: {Aˆ = (2 i γ)Mˆ2 − αdz Lˆ}
21: {Bˆ = (2 i γold)Mˆ2 + (1 − α) dz Lˆ}
22: define_A_B();
23:
24: {Define right hand side vector according to equation (3.22)}
25: define_R(); {Rˆ = Bˆ · φˆold}
26:
27: {Compute φˆnew by solving Aˆ · φˆnew = Rˆ}
28: rissmA ←matrix_to_rissm(Aˆ);
29: solve_system(rissmA, φˆnew, Rˆ);
30:
31: {Compute power values}
32: integrate_mode();
33:
34: {Update solution vector for next step}
35: φˆold = φˆnew
36:
37: {Output solution information}
38: output_info();
39:
40: z ← z + dz
41: end for
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Algorithm 11 Algorithm for computing the coordinates of a continuous curvature bend that
replaces an equivalent constant curvature bend
1: {Input bend radius, bend angle, bend type}
Require: R← Rbend, T ← θbend, BT ← type
2:
3: {If bend type is mode-optimised then curvature data for the bend is required}
Require: K[]← κ[]
4:
5: {Define the coordinates that make up the equivalent circle}
6: {This step corresponds to evaluating (4.10) and (4.11) for a circle of radius R, and bend
angle θ}
7: define_eqc_coords()
8:
9: {Proceed with continuous curvature bend calculation}
10: Lbend ← RT , Lbendold ← 0.0
11: niter ← 1, maxiter ← 30
12: while niter < maxiter do
13: {Initialise the convergence condition}
14: Lbendold ← Lbend
15:
16: {Evaluate the appropriate integrals depending on the value of BT}
17: define_bend_coords()
18:
19: {Rescale the coordinate positions if necessary}
20: re_scale_coords()
21:
22: {Compute the bend length from (4.37)}
23: Lbend ← 0.0
24: for i = 2 to N do
25: Lbend ← Lbend + ((X[i]−X[i− 1])2 + (Y [i]− Y [i− 1])2)1/2
26: end for
27:
28: {Apply convergence test}
29: if |Lbend − Lbendold| <  then
30: print Algorithm has converged
31: else
32: niter ← niter + 1
33: end if
34:
35: end while
36:
37: {Output the positions of the centre of the bend}
38: return X[], Y []
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